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1 Abstract 

The cancer-immunity cycle describes a stepwise process of highly regulated events, 

the so-called immune checkpoints. This cycle needs to be initiated and completed for 

an effective anti-cancer immune response. One crucial step is the infiltration of T cells 

into tumours which is often prevented due to a repulsive tumour microenvironment 

(TME). This does not only inhibit the spontaneous killing of cancer cells but also 

impairs therapeutic strategies. Infiltration of T cells is mediated by endothelial 

adhesion molecules like ICAM-1 and integrins like LFA-1 expressed on T cells. 

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) are key factors regulating gene expression on a 

posttranscriptional level. The expression and activity of RBPs is often dysregulated in 

cancer cells. In this way, tumours utilize this regulatory machinery to adjust protein 

levels in a quick and stable manner. Being drivers of tumorigenesis, RBPs turned out 

to be promising targets for drug development to treat cancer. We hypothesize that 

RNA-based regulatory pathways contribute to the generation of soluble molecules 

secreted into the TME and therefore support the exclusion of T cells with interfering 

in the interaction of ICAM-1 and LFA-1.  

To identify such molecules, we designed a RNAi screening approach targeting RNA-

based regulatory pathways like RBPs, RNA-modifying enzymes and components of 

the microRNA (miRNA) pathway. For the screening experiment, the recombinant 

human ICAM-1 protein was purified from mammalian cells and cell adhesion assays 

were performed using T cells treated with cancer cell tissue culture supernatants. 

Especially, supernatant of the colorectal cancer cell line HCT 116 significantly 

reduced T cell binding to the immobilized ligand ICAM-1. The siRNA knockdown of β-

catenin (CTNNB1), one of the main actors of the Wnt/ β-catenin pathway, restored 

T cell binding in cell adhesion assays to some extent. In a preliminary screening 

approach, the RNA-binding proteins PUF60 and XPO1 were identified to significantly 

affect T cell binding in our assays. Moreover, our results indicate that PUF60 increases 

CTNNB1 protein levels by inducing alternative splicing of its 3’ UTR and hence reduce 

T cell binding to ICAM-1. By performing the complete RNAi screening, endogenous 

targets and target pathways leading to an enhanced T cell adhesion will be identified, 
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further validated and functionally characterized. These molecules will potentially 

serve as highly valuable targets for novel RNA-based immunotherapy in the future.  
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2 Zusammenfassung 

Der Krebs- Immun- Zyklus beschreibt einen schrittweisen Prozess von streng 

regulierten Vorgängen, die so genannten Immun- Checkpoints. Dieser Zyklus muss 

für eine effektive Immunantwort gegen Krebs gestartet und durchgeführt werden. 

Einer der wesentlichen Schritte ist das Eindringen von T Zellen in Tumore, welches 

häufig durch eine abstoßende Mikroumgebung der Tumore blockiert wird. Dies 

verhindert nicht nur das initiative Töten von Krebszellen, sondern beeinträchtigt 

auch therapeutische Ansätze. Die Infiltration von T Zellen wird durch die Interaktion 

von Endothel- Adhäsionsmolekülen wie zum Beispiel ICAM-1 und Integrinen wie 

LFA-1, die von T Zellen exprimiert und präsentiert werden, vermittelt.  

RNA Bindeproteine (RBPs) sind Hauptfaktoren, die Genexpression auf einem post-

transkriptionellem Level regulieren. Die Expression und Aktivität von RBPs wird oft 

in Krebszellen dysreguliert. So nutzen Tumore diesen Regulationsmechanismus, um 

Proteinlevel in einer schnellen und beständigen Art und Weise anzupassen. Weil diese 

Proteine die Tumorentstehung vorantreiben, erweisen sie sich als vielversprechende 

Zielmoleküle für die Wirkstoffentwicklung, um Krebs zu behandeln. Wir gehen davon 

aus, dass auf RNA- basierende, regulatorische Signalwege zur Entstehung von 

löslichen Molekülen, die in die Mikroumgebung von Tumoren sekretiert werden, 

beitragen und somit den Ausschluss von T Zellen unterstützen, indem sie die 

Interaktion zwischen ICAM-1 und LFA-1 beeinträchtigen.  

Um solche Moleküle zu identifizieren, haben wir einen RNAi Screening-Ansatz 

entwickelt, der RNA regulierende Signalwege als Zielgruppen hat, wie beispielsweise 

RBPs, RNA-modifizierende Enzyme und Moleküle, die in den microRNA (miRNA) 

Signalweg involviert sind. Für das Screening-Experiment wurde das humane 

Endothel-Adhäsionsmolekül ICAM-1 rekombinant aus Säugetierzellen aufgereinigt 

und Zell-Adhäsionsanalyse durchgeführt, in denen T Zellen, die mit den Überständen 

von Krebszellen aus humaner Zellkultur behandelt wurden, genutzt wurden. 

Insbesondere, der Überstand der Darmkrebs-Zelllinie HCT 116 verringerte die 

Bindung von T Zellen an den immobilisierten Liganden ICAM-1 signifikant. Der siRNA 

Knockdown von β-Catenin (CTNNB1), einer der Hauptfaktoren des Wnt/ β-Catenin 

Signalweges, stellte T Zellbindung in Zell-Adhäsionsanalysen zum Teil wieder her. In 
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einem vorläufigen Screening-Versuch wurden die RNA Bindeproteine PUF60 und 

XPO1 als Faktoren identifiziert, die T Zellbindung in unseren Analysen signifikant 

beeinflussen. Zudem deuten unsere Ergebnisse darauf hin, dass PUF60 das 

Proteinlevel von CTNNB1 hochreguliert, indem alternatives Splicing der CTNNB1 

3‘ UTR induziert und als Folge dessen T Zellbindung an ICAM-1 herunter reguliert 

wird. Durch die Durchführung des kompletten RNAi Screenings, werden endogene 

Zielgene und Signalwege, die zu einer erhöhten T Zelladhäsion führen, identifiziert, 

weiter validiert und funktionell charakterisiert werden. Diese Moleküle werden 

potenziell als sehr wertvolle Zielgene dienen, um in der Zukunft neuartige RNA-

basierende Immuntherapie zu entwickeln.  
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Cancer and Immunity 

Tumour immunology combines the fields of oncology and immunology. It describes 

the close connection of the immune system, especially the local immune landscape in 

the tumour microenvironment (TME), and the progression and control of cancer 

(Galon and Bruni 2020; Hiam-Galvez et al. 2021). Over the past decades, researchers 

achieved great innovations in the so-called cancer immunotherapy, which is 

modifying and utilizing the endogenous immune system for the treatment of cancer 

(Oiseth and Aziz 2017). For the great progress of cancer immunotherapy in the last 

years, the understanding of the basic molecular mechanisms of tumour immunology 

has been essential enabling the specific activation of the immune system for 

therapeutic usage (Mellman et al. 2011; Ribas and Wolchok 2018). 

 

3.1.1 The cancer-immunity cycle and the regulation of immune checkpoints  

The activation of the immune system and the killing of cancer cells by effector T cells 

are just two of seven steps needed for an effective anti-cancer immune response. The 

cancer-immunity cycle summarises the stepwise events, which have to be initiated 

and allowed to progress and develop for a successful elimination of cancer cells 

(Figure 3-1) (Chen and Mellman 2013).  

Firstly, oncogenesis generates neoantigens, which are released and taken up by 

dendritic cells (DCs) (step 1). While migrating to the lymph nodes, DCs maturate to 

antigen-presenting cells (APCs) which process these antigens and present them on 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and class II molecules (step 2). This 

induces the priming and activation of tumour-specific effector T cells (step 3) in the 

lymph nodes. The activated effector cells migrate (step 4) and infiltrate the tumour 

(step 5) where they are able to specifically recognize and bind cancer cells by their 

T cell receptors (TCRs) (step 6). After killing the target cell, new antigens are released 

which restart the cycle and further enhance the immune response (step 7) (Chen and 

Mellman 2013; Pio et al. 2019). Each step of the cancer-immunity cycle, the so-called 

immune checkpoints (ICPs), are highly regulated by immunostimulatory (Figure 3-1, 
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green) and immunosuppressive factors (Figure 3-1, red). Tumours are certainly 

able to intervene at almost every step and thereby deregulate and diminish an 

effective immune response (Motz and Coukos 2013). 

 

 
The goal of cancer immunotherapy is the specific targeting and blocking of 

immunosuppressive factors and the activation of immunostimulatory factors at 

certain immune checkpoints to enhance an effective anti-cancer immune response 

(Shi et al. 2018). Until now, the most promising immunotherapy approaches are 

immune checkpoint inhibitors, chimeric antigen receptor T cells (CAR-T) and 

bispecific antibodies (Yi et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2021). Well-known 

examples of immune checkpoint molecules are the programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) 

and the cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4), which were already 

Figure 3-1: The cancer-immunity cycle. To generate immunity and an effective anti-cancer immune response, a 

cyclic process of different steps is initiated and leads to T cell response. After releasing cancer cell specific antigens 

(1), these neoantigens are captured by dendritic cells and presented on MHCI or MHCII molecules (2) which leads 

to the priming and activation of effector T lymphocytes in the lymph nodes (3). The activated T lymphocytes traffic 

to the tumour bed (4), infiltrate it (5), precisely recognize and bind to cancer cells (6) and kill their target (7). The 

single steps of the cycle are highly regulated by immunosuppressive (red) and immunostimulatory (green) factors 

(modified from Chen and Mellman 2013).  
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discovered in the 1990s (Ishida et al. 1992; Krummel and Allison 1995). The PD-1 and 

CTLA-4 receptors are expressed on T cells. Upon activation, both receptors bind to 

their corresponding ligands (PD-1 ligands: PD-L1 or PD-L2; CTLA-4 ligands: CD80 and 

CD86) and induce inhibitory effects on T cell response. In the absence of malignancy, 

they prevent autoimmunity and support immune tolerance. Cancer cells utilize these 

functions to suppress T cell response and support tumour growth (Martins et al. 

2019). Using antibodies against these targets resulted in great therapeutic relevance, 

either alone or in combination (Farkona et al. 2016; Ribas and Wolchok 2018). The 

work on these two factors was honoured with the Nobel prize in physiology and 

medicine in 2018 (Smyth and Teng 2018). However, the field of identifying new 

immune checkpoint molecules with therapeutic potential is growing ever since (Qin 

et al. 2019). Although the outstanding achievements of cancer immunotherapy so far, 

there are still a lot of limitations, which need to be addressed and overcome. One 

challenge is the absence of active T cells in the tumour microenvironment, the so-

called “cold tumours”. In contrast to “hot tumours”, which are highly infiltrated with 

immune cells, cold tumours lack effector immune cells in the tumour 

microenvironment causing low response rates or at all resistance to cancer 

immunotherapy (Bonaventura et al. 2019). The challenges and characteristics of the 

different tumour types are described in more detail in the next chapter. 

 

3.1.2 Challenges of immunotherapy - cold versus hot tumours 

As already stated above, cancer immunotherapy has emerged and grown rapidly in 

the last years and is now already considered the “fifth pillar” of cancer therapy besides 

surgery, radiation, chemotherapy and targeted therapy (Oiseth and Aziz 2017). But 

the success of immunotherapy, especially of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs), 

highly depends on the infiltration of activated T cells which are able to induce killing 

of cancer cells. Therefore, the distribution, density and diversity of immune cells in 

the tumour microenvironment is the key characteristic dividing tumours in three 

different categories: the immune-desert, the immune-excluded and the immune-

inflamed phenotype (Figure 3-2) (Liu and Sun 2021; Duan et al. 2020). These 

categories were first described in studies by Camus et al. in primary colorectal cancer 
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cells where the importance of the balance between tumour escape and immune 

coordination was emphasized (Camus et al. 2009).  

The immune-inflamed phenotype, the so-called “hot tumour”, shows a pre-existing 

immune response, high rates of immune cell infiltration along with an increase in 

interferon-γ (IFN-γ) signalling induced by a high density of cytotoxic T cells 

modulating immune response. Moreover, they are characterized by the expression of 

the PD-1 ligand PD-L1 in infiltrating immune cells, genomic instability and therefore 

high tumour mutational burden (TMB) (Figure 3-2, right). Based on these specific 

features, hot tumours are likely to respond well when treated with immune 

checkpoint inhibitors (Herbst et al. 2014; Hegde et al. 2016). The other two 

phenotypes are referred to as “cold tumours”. In the immune-excluded phenotype, 

T cells are prevented from efficient infiltration and are only able to gather in the 

tumour stroma and at the invasion margins which are surrounding tumour cells and 

keeping immune cells in distance (Figure 3-2, middle). Other specific features are 

myeloid inflammation, angiogenesis and high transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) 

signalling (Mariathasan et al. 2018; Galon and Bruni 2019). 

In contrast to this, in immune-desert tumours immune infiltration is almost 

completely prevented and no T cells are found in the tumour or its surrounding 

(Figure 3-2, left). Moreover, they are characterized by immunological ignorance due 

to low PD-L1 expression, reduced antigen presentation based on low MHC class I 

expression, the presence of immunosuppressive cell populations like T-regulatory 

cells (Tregs), myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and a low tumour mutational 

burden indicating genomic stability (Hegde and Chen 2020). Because of the non-

inflamed state of cold tumours the immunological treatment is a great challenge and 

immune checkpoint inhibitor monotherapy is barely effective (Hegde et al. 2016; 

Hegde and Chen 2020; Church and Galon 2017). Thus, turning cold into hot tumours 

is a major goal in immunotherapy. 
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Current research focuses on boosting immunotherapy approaches by moving from 

monotherapy towards combined strategies. The combination of approved immune 

checkpoint inhibitors with the conversion of cold tumours into hot tumours, could 

enhance the immune response against cancer and have great clinical benefit. To be 

able to turn the immune-desert or -excluded phenotype into an immune-inflamed 

tumour, it is crucial to understand the mechanism and signalling pathways leading to 

T cell exclusion (Wei et al. 2022). Some examples of such pathways will be described 

in the following chapter. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: The three different tumour immunophenotypes. Based on the distribution of cytotoxic immune cells 

in the TME, tumours can be characterized in three different immunophenotypes: (Left) The immune-desert 

phenotype shows no immune cells in the TME or the surroundings. (Middle) In the immune-excluded type, 

infiltration is still prevented although activated immune cells accumulate around the tumour. (Right) The immune-

inflamed phenotype is highly infiltrated with immune cells, but their effects are inhibited by immune suppressors. 

In correlation with the gradient of T cell distribution, the response rate to ICIs is increasing with the number of 

infiltrated immune cells (modified from Liu and Sun 2021).   
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3.1.3 Immune regulatory signalling pathways supporting T cell exclusion from 

tumours 

In the cancer-immunity cycle, the step of T cell infiltration is crucial for the success of 

currently approved immunotherapy approaches (3.1.1). The two major mechanisms 

of tumour immune escape are on the one hand the decreased infiltration and reduced 

function of activated immune cells and on the other hand the increased presence of 

immunosuppressive cells in the tumour microenvironment. These mechanisms are 

thought to be the result of the differential activation of distinct oncogenic pathways. 

Therefore, the identification and understanding of these pathways are essential for 

further development and extension of cancer immunotherapy (reviewed in (Spranger 

and Gajewski 2016); (Yang et al. 2019).  

Migration and infiltration of immune cells is dependent on gradients of secreted 

molecules, so-called chemokines, which function as chemoattractants. This directed 

cell migration is also known as chemotaxis (Kohli et al. 2021). Immune activating cell 

types support the immune response and are guided by anti-tumorigenic chemokines. 

Examples for these cell types are cytotoxic T cells (CD8+), natural killer cells (NK) and 

dendritic cells (DCs; CD103+). In contrast, the migration of immune suppressive types, 

for example tumour-associated macrophages and MDSCs, is mediated by pro-

tumorigenic chemokines and support tumour escape and progression (Kohli et al. 

2021; Aleksandra J. Ozga et al. 2021).  

The differential expression of chemokines and activation of distinct oncogenic 

signalling pathways in tumours are closely connected with each other. Some examples 

of signalling mechanisms and their effects are explained in more detailed in the 

following (Figure 3-3; Table 3-1). 
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Table 3-1: Overview of different oncogenic signalling pathways involved in tumour immune escape 

Signalling Affected 

target/ 

chemokine 

tumorigenic Effect 

β-catenin ATF3 pro- High levels of the 

ATF3 reduce 

transcription of 

CCL4 

 CCL4 anti- Reduced levels lead 

to reduced 

recruitment of 

dendritic cells 

Figure 3-3: Immune regulatory pathways supporting T cell exclusion from tumours. Oncogenic signalling 

pathways are activated in the tumour microenvironment, like β-catenin, STAT3, NF-κB, KRAS and 

PI3K/PTEN/AKT/mTOR. These do not only decrease chemokine production which leads to reduced immune cell 

infiltration, but are also able to induce T cell dysfunction by for example increased PD-L1 expression (modified from 

Yang et al. 2019). 
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 CXCL10/11 anti- Reduced levels 

cause lower T cell 

infiltration 

STAT3 CCL5 (RANTES) anti- Reduced levels lead 

to less T cell 

infiltration 

 CXCL10 (IP-10) anti- 

NF-κB TNFα pro- High levels support 

tumour progression 

and cell 

proliferation 

 IL-1 por- 

 IL-6  por- High levels cause 

suppression of 

immune activating 

dendritic cells and 

macrophages 

 IL-8 por- 

 CXCL10/11 anti- High levels increase 

T cell infiltration 

and activation 

PI3K/PTEN/AKT/mTOR PD-L1 pro- High levels of 

surface molecule 

PD-L1 cause 

dysfunction of 

T cells  

GBE1 CCL5 anti- Reduced levels lead 

to less T cell 

infiltration 

 CXCL10 anti- 

KRAS/MYC CCL9 pro- High levels cause 

exclusion of T cells 

and natural killer 

cells 

 IL-23 por- 
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3.1.3.1 The Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway 

A first example of an oncogenic driver inducing T cell exclusion is the Wnt/β-catenin 

signalling pathway (Figure 3-3). In both, colorectal cancer and melanoma, studies 

showed that an upregulation of this pathway correlates with a non-T cell-inflamed 

phenotype (Xue et al. 2019; Spranger et al. 2015). The activation of this pathway leads 

to an increase in the expression of the transcription repressor ATF3, which then 

blocks transcription of the CC-chemokine ligand 4 (CCL4). CCL4 functions as 

chemoattractant for immune activating dendritic cells. Based on the reduced levels of 

CCL4 and hence decreased recruitment of dendritic cells, activation of cytotoxic 

T cells is diminished. Moreover, by RNAi knockdown of CTNNB1 (β-catenin), not only 

the CCL4 expression is increased but also the total number of immune activating cells, 

like cytotoxic T cells and dendritic cells, together with the PD-1 T cell checkpoint 

expression. The same study showed additionally that knockdown of CTNNB1 is linked 

to increased expression of the CXC-chemokine (CXC) ligands CXCL10 and CXCL11 in 

a NF-κB dependent manner (Ganesh et al. 2018). Both chemokines regulate the 

migration of cytotoxic T cells and natural killer (NK) cells which are essential for an 

effective immune response (Kohli et al. 2021). Moreover, it is postulated that the 

oncogenic function of CTNNB1 is caused by alternative splicing of its 3’ UTR (Chan et 

al. 2022), which will be described in more detail later on (3.2.2.2). All in all, it can be 

hypothesized that the combined targeting of β-catenin signalling together with anti-

PD-1 or anti-CTLA-4 checkpoint blockade could enhance the response rates to cancer 

immunotherapy and is worth further investigations.  

 

3.1.3.2 The STAT3 signalling pathway 

Another essential oncogenic pathway involved in T cell exclusion is the signal 

transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) signalling (Figure 3-3). In the 

cytoplasm, STAT3 functions as signal transducer and in the nucleus as transcription 

factor. There, it is involved in the regulation of genes essential for tumour 

proliferation, survival, angiogenesis and invasion (Yu et al. 2009). An important 

activator of STAT3 expression is the pro-tumorigenic cytokine interleukin 6 (IL-6), 

which is known to promote tumorigenesis - similar to STAT3 - via the regulation of 

apoptosis, survival, proliferation and angiogenesis (Yang et al. 2007; Kumari et al. 
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2016). Several studies have shown a close connection of STAT3 levels with reduced 

expression of proinflammatory mediators (Yu et al. 2009). Active STAT3 signalling in 

tumours was found to downregulate T cell infiltration and actual T cell number (Wang 

et al. 2004; Burdelya et al. 2005). By inhibition of STAT3, the expression of critical cell 

proliferation and survival genes in tumours is downregulated. Whereas the levels of 

essential chemokines like CCL5 (RANTES) and CXCL10 (IP-10) are increased. Both, 

CCL5 and CXCL10 are important chemoattractants for immune activating cell types 

like effector T cells and natural killer cells (Burdelya et al. 2005). Moreover, Ihara et 

al. found that in STAT3 knockout mice urethane-induced tumorigenesis was reduced. 

At the same time, antitumour inflammation and natural killer cell immunity was 

increased. These effects were linked on the one hand to an increased proinflammatory 

chemokine production of for instance CCL5 and CXCL10. On the other hand, higher 

sensitivity to NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity was explained by the downregulation of 

antigen presenting molecules (MHC class I) expressed on tumour cells. These surface 

molecules on malignant cells are known to be specifically targeted by natural killer 

cells (Dunn et al. 2002; Ihara et al. 2012).  

 

3.1.3.3 Other important oncogenic signalling pathways 

Besides the already described signalling pathways, the effect of T cell exclusion can 

also be dependent on many others (Figure 3-3).  

The NF-κB (κ-light chain of enhancer-activated B cells) signalling pathway shows 

variable effects in cancer, dependent on the cellular context. The activation of NF-κB 

is upregulated in most cancers leading to high levels of proinflammatory cytokines 

like TNFα, IL-1, IL-6 and IL-8 in the tumour microenvironment, which are known to 

play a crucial role in tumour progression and tumour cell proliferation. Additionally, 

IL-6 and IL-8 may induce immunosuppression of dendritic cells and macrophages. On 

the contrary, activation of NF-κB signalling shows tumour-suppressing functions by 

increasing the production of chemokines, which are able to recruit activated T cells to 

the tumour microenvironment (Zhang et al. 2021).  

Besides NF-κB, the PI3K/PTEN/AKT/mTOR signalling was also found to negatively 

regulate T cell function by reducing T cell infiltration. The upregulation of PD-L1 
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expression, which is known to be an immunosuppressive factor causing T cell 

exhausting (Martins et al. 2019), indicates immune escape mechanisms (Xu et al. 

2014; Mittendorf et al. 2014).  

Similar to STAT3, also the glycogen branching enzyme (GBE1) was shown to be 

involved in downregulating expression of anti-tumorigenic chemokines CCL5 and 

CXCL10, and thereby reducing T cell infiltration into the tumour microenvironment 

(Li et al. 2019a).  

Lastly, the oncogenes KRAS and MYC are co-activated and cause elevated levels of pro-

tumorigenic cytokines CCL9 and IL-23 in the tumour microenvironment, which are 

known to exclude immune activating cells, especially effector T cells and natural killer 

cells from tumours (Kortlever et al. 2017).  

In summary, targeting oncogenic signalling pathways in the tumour is a promising 

approach to improve cancer therapy success rates. Because the absence of activated 

T cells in the tumour microenvironment is still a major challenge of currently 

approved cancer immunotherapy approaches, cold tumours are less likely to respond 

to these treatments. By increasing the infiltration of T cells via targeting the before 

explained oncogenic pathways, cold tumours could be converted into hot ones. In 

these immune checkpoint inhibitors for example are already well working. Oncogenic 

pathway blockade can be performed for example by targeting RNAs or by using RNA-

based approaches such as antisense RNA (RNAi). “RNA therapeutics” is an extremely 

fast-growing field with promising observations and will be described in detail below.  

 

3.2 RNA-targeting therapy and RNA therapeutics 

Most current therapies are focused on small-molecule-based targeting agents against 

proteins and particularly enzymes and receptors that bind lipids with high specificity. 

These were thought to be the only promising cellular targets. The term “druggable 

genome” was introduced to summarize exactly this subset of the human genome able 

to be targeted by small chemical compounds. This assumption was limiting therapy 

to only 10-14 % of druggable proteins with active binding sites for small-molecule 

drugs. These binding sites of the proteins correspond to the ligand binding sites of 

endogenous small molecules. The drug has to compete with these for binding to 
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guarantee successful treatment outcomes (Hopkins and Groom 2002). Missing such 

binding sites, a major part of the human genome was thought to be “undruggable”. In 

the last years, research rapidly progressed and developed new approaches to 

overcome these limitations. Essential breakthroughs were first the approval of 

recombinant proteins, peptides or drug-antibody conjugates (Mullard 2020). These 

conjugates are composed of monoclonal antibodies covalently bound to small 

molecule drugs and are mostly used for treating cancer (Pettinato 2021). Secondly, in 

May 2019 the first DNA-based therapeutic Zolgensma was approved for the treatment 

of spinal muscular atrophy (Malone et al. 2019). DNA drugs are used in gene therapy 

to treat disease either by transferring nucleic acids to patient cells to generate 

therapeutic proteins or by correcting defective genes via gene editing (Kumar et al. 

2016). Further on, the usage of RNAs as drugs revolutionized the treatment 

possibilities in the clinic. RNA-based therapeutics opened the way for personalized 

treatments by being able to alter and adapt sequences rapidly based on the intended 

use. Moreover, they expanded the subset of the druggable genome by the ability to 

now also target proteins, transcripts and genes which were considered undruggable 

so far (Damase et al. 2021). Therefore, the developed strategies and promising targets 

of RNA-based drugs are described in more detail below.  

 

3.2.1 Development and application of RNA therapeutics  

The growing field of RNA therapeutics can be divided in two different approaches 

(Figure 3-4). It started with the development of antisense RNAs (RNAi) which are 

able to recognize and hybridize with endogenous target RNAs via complementary 

sequences and therefore change expression patterns. This approach can again be 

divided in using antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) which were already introduced in 

the 1980s (Stephenson and Zamecnik 1978) or silencing RNAs (siRNAs) (Elbashir et 

al. 2001) or microRNAs (miRNAs) (Lee et al. 1993) identified two decades later 

(Figure 3-4 A and B). 

The second approach was developed approximately ten years later and is using 

messenger RNAs (mRNAs), which encode and express certain proteins for example to 
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replace defect ones or to produce antigens for vaccination (Sahin et al. 2014) 

(Figure 3-4 C).  

The different classes of RNA-based therapy are further explained below. 

 

 

 

3.2.1.1 Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) 

ASOs are synthetic, short, single-stranded (ss) oligonucleotides (DNA or RNA) with a 

length of 12 – 24 nucleotides (nt) which recognize target RNAs via base-

complementarity and bind by Watson-Crick base-pairing. After binding, ASOs alter 

their targets and are able to reduce, modify or restore protein expression (Crooke et 

al. 2021). Many medicinal chemistry efforts were taken to introduce drug properties. 

Most effective were modifications in the phosphodiester backbone and the 2’ position 

in the sugar. These modifications are supposed to achieve enhanced target binding of 

ASOs, increased resistance to degradation by nucleases, reduced pro-inflammatory 

effects and improved pharmacokinetic features and most importantly an optimized 

induced response after target binding (Bennett et al. 2017). ASOs function in two 

Figure 3-4: Overview of common RNA-based therapeutics. The field of RNA-based therapeutics can be divided 

in three subclasses. (A) Antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) modulate their target expression either in an occupancy-

mediated way introducing target cleavage by RNaseH1 or ribozymes (1). Or ASOs act in an occupancy-only 

mechanism (2). In this case, instead of degrading the target, they cause altered splicing events, non-sense mediated 

mRNA decay (NMD) or translation inhibition or activation. (B) RNAi-mediated therapeutics are based on long, 

double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs, orange) or precursor miRNAs (yellow) which are fully processed, and the 

antisense strand (indicated in lighter colours) is loaded into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) introducing 

RNA cleavage followed by degradation or translational repression. (C) mRNA vaccines are delivered by lipid 

nanoparticles (LNPs) and released into the cytoplasm. There, the mRNA gets translated by the ribosomes to antigen 

proteins which then support the endogenous immune system by priming and activating effector T cells and B cells.   
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different mechanisms (Figure 3-4 A). Firstly, downregulation of the target 

transcripts is induced by the cleavage at the ASO binding site mediated by specific 

enzymes. Examples are RNase H1 or ribozymes, which are able to cleave RNA/DNA 

hybrids (Liang et al. 2017; Mulhbacher et al. 2010). Secondly, in contrast to this, up- 

or downregulation of target transcripts is achieved without the help of specific 

enzymes. In this way, altered splicing or splice switching can be introduced leading to 

exon skipping or inclusion. Moreover, ASOs can bind to pre-mRNAs and introduce a 

premature termination codon resulting in non-sense mediated mRNA decay (NMD) 

or modulate polyadenylation sites. Additionally, target binding can result in activation 

or inhibition of translation (Crooke et al. 2021). 

Until now, three ASOs are approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

and one other (Eteplirsen) is cleared for the therapeutic use in Europe. Nusinersen, 

Inotersen and Volanesorsen were developed by Ionis Pharmaceuticals and are used 

for the treatment of different diseases. Nusinersen is used against spinal muscular 

atrophy (SMA) caused by the mutation or deletion of the survival motor neuron 1 

gene (SMN1) (Neil and Bisaccia 2019). Inotersen is applied for the treatment of 

familial amyloid polyneuropathy which is resulting from a mutation in the 

transthyretin (TTR) gene (Mathew and Wang 2019). The third one, Volanesorsen, was 

recently approved in Europe and targets the apolipoprotein CIII which causes the 

familial chylomicronemia syndrome when it is expressed in high levels (Paik and 

Duggan 2019). Lastly, the therapeutic Eteplirsen was generated by Sarpeta 

Therapeutics and is applied in the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) 

where a premature stop codon in the DMD gene produces a non-functional protein 

(Lim et al. 2017).  

 

3.2.1.2 RNA interference (RNAi)  

When the mechanism of RNAi was discovered in the late 1990s (Fire et al. 1998), the 

basis for novel RNA-utilizing therapies was established. Compared to other antisense-

based strategies, RNAi as therapeutic approach benefits from using the cellular 

machinery which leads to efficient targeting of complementary sequences and 

thereby downregulating and silencing gene expression (Traber and Yu 2023; Meister 
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and Tuschl 2004). RNAi can function by using noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) like small 

interfering RNAs (siRNAs) which are highly specific to one mRNA target or by miRNAs 

which can bind to multiple targets (Lam et al. 2015) (Figure 3-4 B).  

In many organisms, siRNAs originate from long double-stranded RNAs (precursor 

siRNAs) which range from 30 – 100 bp in size. There, siRNAs are transcribed, but they 

can also be artificially introduced (Figure 3-5, left) (Lam et al. 2015). After 

processing by the specialized ribonuclease (RNase) III-like enzyme Dicer, the 20-

30 bp long RNA duplex contains a two nucleotide 3’ overhang. This siRNA duplex 

consists of a sense (passenger) strand and an antisense (guide) strand. After binding 

of the siRNA to the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), the passenger strand is 

cleaved and degraded by the RISC component Argonaute 2 (Ago2), which is an 

endonuclease, while the guide strand remains bound. Subsequently, the now “loaded” 

RISC is guided to fully complementary regions in the 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTR) 

of target mRNAs, where Ago2 cleaves sequence-specifically (Martinez et al. 2002; 

Meister et al. 2004).  

On the other hand, miRNAs are encoded in the genome individually or as clusters and 

are transcribed as Polymerase II (Pol II) transcripts (Figure 3-5, right). These 

primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) contain a 5’ cap, are 3’ polyadenylated and form stem-

loop structures (Lee et al. 2004). These nuclear pri-miRNAs are processed into 

precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs) by the so-called microprocessor complex consisting 

of the RNase III enzyme Drosha, the dsRNA-binding protein DiGeorge critical region 

8 (DGCR8) and several auxiliary factors (Lee et al. 2003; Gregory et al. 2004). The 

single pre-miRNA hairpins are then exported to the cytoplasm by Exportin 5 

(Bohnsack et al. 2004). There, they are further processed as already described for 

siRNAs. In short, the pre-miRNAs are cleaved by a second RNase III-like enzyme Dicer 

into 20-25 nt long dsRNAs which have a two nucleotide 3’ overhang and are loaded 

into RISC, where the Ago2 protein selects the guide strand and discards the passenger 

strand (Treiber et al. 2019). The loaded miRISC is then guided to target mRNAs, where 

it binds via partial complementarity of the miRNA to the target. Binding occurs usually 

between the 3’ UTR of the mRNA and the bases at position 2-7 of the 5’ end of the 

miRNA, the so-called miRNA seed (Ha and Kim 2014).  
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Gene silencing by miRISC can be induced in different ways (Gebert and MacRae 2019). 

Translational repression can be initiated via inhibiting the initiation step (Fukao et al. 

2014). mRNA decay can be induced through the interaction with glycine-tryptophan 

protein of 182 kDa (GW182) proteins which mediate deadenylation followed by 

decapping (Meister et al. 2005; Rehwinkel et al. 2005). Lastly, based on full base 

complementarity, miRISC can directly cleave target mRNAs via the endonuclease 

activity of Ago2 (Meister et al. 2004).  

The function of siRNAs and miRNAs to specifically downregulate gene expression of 

multiple mRNA targets has high therapeutic potential based on the fact, that many 

diseases arise from expression of undesired or mutated genes or by overexpression 

of normal genes (Lam et al. 2015). Although unmodified siRNAs can induce gene 

silencing, siRNA drugs are highly chemically modified. This ensures the suppression 

of immunostimulatory siRNA-derived activation of the innate immune response, it 

improves the chemical stability and efficacy and decreases off-target induced toxicity 

(Khvorova and Watts 2017).  
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Figure 3-5: siRNA and miRNA biogenesis and mechanism. (Left) siRNAs originate from long dsRNAs 

(transcribed or artificially introduced) and are processed by Dicer into siRNAs. siRNAs are loaded into Argonaute 2 

(Ago2) building the activated RISC. Ago2 cleaves the passenger strand and RISC is guided by the bound guide RNA 

to the mRNA target which is then cleaved and degraded. (Right) miRNAs are transcribed by Polymerase II (Pol II) 

in the nucleus. These pri-miRNAs are processed by the microprocessor complex Drosha and DGCR8 into pre-miRNAs 

which are exported to the cytoplasm by Exportin 5. There, Dicer further processes the pre-miRNA and mature 

miRNAs are loaded into RISC in which Argonaute 2 selects the guide strand and discards the passenger strand. 

Binding the target mRNA, the miRISC induces translational repression, RNA cleavage and degradation (modified 

from Lam et al. 2015). 
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Although siRNAs and miRNAs are very similar, the therapeutic approaches differ. In 

the case of siRNAs, RNAi is initiated to inhibit the expression of one specific mRNA 

(Behlke 2006). On the other hand, miRNA-based therapy is focused on miRNA 

inhibition or replacement. Inhibition is induced by synthetic miRNA antagonists 

(antagomirs) to block endogenous miRNA function (van Rooij et al. 2012). 

Replacement is mediated by synthetic miRNAs mimicking endogenous miRNA 

function (Bader et al. 2010).  

So far, four siRNA drugs are approved by the FDA of which three were generated by 

Alnylam Pharmaceuticals. The first one, Patisiran (Onpattro) is used for the treatment 

of polyneuropathy in adult patients which is caused by hereditary transthyretin-

mediated amyloidosis (Kristen et al. 2019). Secondly, Givosiran (Givlaari) is applied 

for treating acute hepatic porphyria which is induced by high levels of neurotoxic 

intermediates (Syed 2021). The third one, Lumasiran is used for the treatment of 

primary hyperoxaluria type 1 which is a rare autosomal recessive disorder occurring 

when the levels of the alanine-glycolate aminotransferase are decreased (Garrelfs et 

al. 2021). The last and most recently approved siRNA drug Inclisiran was developed 

by Novartis and is used for the treatment of homozygous familial 

hypercholesterolemia and elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) 

(Dyrbuś et al. 2020).  

Besides these approved siRNA therapeutics, several other potential candidates are 

already in early or late-stage clinical trials. One example would be Vutrisiran which is 

momentarily in phase III clinical trials. It was also developed by Alnylam 

Pharmaceuticals and has the same application as patisiran treating hereditary 

transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis. The difference between these two siRNA drugs 

is that vutrisiran is designed with enhanced stabilization chemistry and the third-

generation siRNA delivery platform of Alnylam (Habtemariam et al. 2021). These 

optimizations are essential to enhance potency and activity in tissues other than the 

liver which was generally targeted based on the until then available of delivery 

systems (Smith et al. 2022). 

As stated above, the use of miRNAs in the clinic, is divided into two categories. miRNA 

mimics are dsRNAs which mimic mature sequences of particular miRNAs to increase 

their abundance. On the other hand, miRNA inhibitors are ssRNA oligos, so-called 
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antagomirs, designed to inhibit miRNA function by preventing target binding (Crooke 

et al. 2018). So far, no miRNA therapeutics are officially approved, but several are 

tested in clinical trials for several disease types including anti-cancer treatment 

(Smith et al. 2022). To name some examples, the antagomirs CDR132L and MRG-110 

are in clinical trials for the treatment of cardiovascular disease. CDR132L is an 

inhibitor of miR-132 which is involved in cardiac remodelling, transformation and 

hypertrophy. MRG-110 is planned to promote angiogenesis by blocking the 

regulatory functions of miR-92a (Traber and Yu 2023). 

 

3.2.1.3 mRNA vaccines and therapeutics 

The ability to use mRNA for therapy was first proved by the successful transcription 

and expression of an in vitro transcribed mRNA in mouse skeletal muscle cells and set 

the basis for the promising mRNA-based therapeutics with several advantages but 

also challenges (Sahin et al. 2014). In theory by using mRNA, any desired protein/ 

peptide can be produced by the translation machinery and the transfection efficiency 

is quite high. Moreover, the toxicity is low because full functionality of the RNA is 

already achieved without the need to enter the nucleus (Deal et al. 2021). 

Manufacturing of mRNA therapeutics is simple and cost-effective. Additionally, a 

personalized therapy is now feasible based on the ability of easily modifying the RNA 

(Damase et al. 2021). But knowledge about the structure instability and 

immunogenicity of mRNA drugs is still lacking, hence it is important to address these 

challenges for the further development and optimization of mRNA-based 

therapeutics (Qin et al. 2022). To modulate translation efficiency and decay rate, a 

functional synthetic mRNA is mimicking natural occurring ones (Figure 3-4 C). 

Therefore, the RNA is designed and engineered with the 5’ cap structure, the 3’ 

Poly(A) tail and the open reading frame (ORF) flanked by the 5’ and 3’ untranslated 

regions (UTRs) (Shin et al. 2018). To improve the stability and translation of the 

mRNA, researchers set focus on optimizing these specific RNA features. The 5’ cap 

was optimized to have higher translation efficiency by recruiting the eukaryotic 

translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) and increasing the resistance to decapping. 

Additionally, the coding region was optimized via codon optimization to boost 

translation (Sahin et al. 2014). To further increase stability and protein production, 
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incorporating highly stable UTRs, like for the example from the β-globin gene, is 

crucial together with the optimal size of the Poly(A) tail (Linares-Fernández et al. 

2021). Lastly, the delivery of RNA drugs, not only mRNA but in general, has to be 

highly efficient. Therefore, research is especially focusing on optimizing the available 

delivery methods which are the use of lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) and in vitro 

nanoparticles which are vehicles enabling efficient delivery of therapeutics 

(Paunovska et al. 2018; Lokugamage et al. 2021). The currently applied approaches 

for mRNA drugs are replacement therapy to compensate defect genes or proteins, 

vaccination to produce specific antigens and cell therapy where ex vivo modified cells 

with specific functions or phenotypes are transplanted into patients (Damase et al. 

2021).  

One very important example for the therapeutic use of mRNAs are the two COVID-19 

vaccines from Pfizer-BioNTech (BTN162b2) and Moderna (mRNA-1273) encoding 

the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to boost antigen production. The vaccination provided 

approximately 90 % effectiveness for full vaccination and helped to halt the 

worldwide pandemic (reviewed in (Kumar et al. 2023). The foundation and 

optimizations in the field of mRNA vaccines were honoured with the Nobel prize in 

physiology and medicine this year (Karikó et al. 2005).  

 

3.2.2 RNA-binding proteins as targets for cancer treatment 

Eukaryotic gene expression is tightly regulated at a transcriptional but also at a 

posttranscriptional level like splicing, RNA export to the cytoplasm, mRNA turnover 

and storage or translation. One of the main regulators of this “mRNA life cycle” are 

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) which form together with RNA different regulatory 

ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes (Coppin et al. 2018). Tumour cells utilize these 

post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms to adjust protein levels in a quick and 

stable manner in response to intrinsic or extracellular signals. Additionally, it was 

shown that the expression and activity of RBPs are dysregulated in cancer (Pereira et 

al. 2017). Therefore, knowing that RBPs are drivers of tumorigenesis, makes them 

promising targets for drug discovery to treat cancer. However, until recently, RBPs 

were considered “undruggable” based on their often non-catalytic activity and their 
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integration into large protein-RNA complexes, which makes it difficult to generate 

specific inhibitors able to access and bind these targets (Bertoldo et al. 2023). Hence, 

it is of major interest to deeply understand the structure and interactome of different 

RBPs and the processes they regulate to identify suitable therapeutic targets.  

 

3.2.2.1 RNA-binding domains and RNA binding motifs 

Using high-throughput screens in diverse cell types, a catalogue of 1542 RBPs was 

determined which is representing approximately 7,5 % of all protein-coding genes in 

humans (Gerstberger et al. 2014). This high number of proteins, which were shown 

to be evolutionally conserved across species, proves the important role of RBPs in the 

regulation of gene expression (Matia-González et al. 2015). The binding of RBPs to 

their target RNA is mediated by individual RNA-binding domains (RBDs) recognizing 

sequence-specific motifs, secondary structures or a combination of sequence and 

structure. Moreover, the combination of different RBDs can provide higher specificity 

and affinity. Classical RBDs are for example K-homology domain (KH), RNA 

recognition motif (RRM), Zinc finger domain (ZNF), Pumilio homology domain (PUM), 

dsRNA binding domain (dsRBD) and some others (Lunde et al. 2007; Corley et al. 

2020). Strikingly, only a subset of the identified RBPs contain these classical binding 

motifs. A large group of RBPs was identified to contain non-canonical RBDs which are 

characterized by intrinsically disordered regions adapting their structure upon 

contact with RNA and subsequently regulating cell cycle, metabolism and signal 

transduction (Baltz et al. 2012; Hentze et al. 2018). RBPs assemble on nascent and 

mature mRNA, packing and modifying the target throughout its life cycle, from 

transcription and processing, which includes RNA splicing, polyadenylation and 

capping, up to nuclear export, localization, translation and mRNA stability. Based on 

genome-wide studies and research, it is generally agreed that mRNAs are bound by 

multiple RBPs whereas individual RBPs have hundreds or thousands of RNA targets 

(Müller-McNicoll and Neugebauer 2013). Moreover, detailed studies revealed that the 

recognition of specific binding sequences or motives by RBPs is evolutionally 

conserved and helps to associate distinct functions in the diverse types of post-

transcriptional regulation (Ray et al. 2013). The identification and understanding of 

functional elements encoded by the human genome which are only recognized on 
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RNA level is further supporting the idea that specific binding motifs can help mapping 

and classifying specific functions of different RBPs (van Nostrand et al. 2020).  

 

3.2.2.2 Therapeutic targeting of dysregulated RBPs in cancer  

Because RBPs are controlling gene expression on the post-transcriptional level, it is 

not surprising that a malfunction of these proteins can cause various disorders 

including cancer. The dysregulation of RBPs is suggested to mediate cancer initiation 

and progression based on their crucial involvement in several important cellular 

mechanisms like proliferation, differentiation, metastases, angiogenesis and 

apoptosis which can cause a cancer phenotype (Neelamraju et al. 2018). The 

dysregulation of RBPs in cancer is not only caused by altered gene expression, but 

also by alterations in protein activity which can be induced by post-translational 

modifications (PTMs). PTMs like methylation, phosphorylation or ubiquitination can 

change the binding properties, function and subcellular localization of RBPs. Because 

the RBD of the proteins are very likely to be modified, these modification are 

presumably one of the main mechanisms resulting in the RBP dysregulation in cancer 

(Pereira et al. 2017).  

RBPs display a functional diversity in cancer. Firstly, they are involved in alternative 

splicing events by the dysregulation of hnRNPs or serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins 

(Lee and Abdel-Wahab 2016). For example, the overexpression of the splicing factor 

hnRNPA2 in human glioblastoma induces exon skipping and inclusion of various 

targets causing the synthesis of antiapoptotic isoforms of tumour suppressor genes. 

Moreover, the upregulation of hnRNPA1 supports alternative splicing of RON which 

generates the oncogenic isoform of this tyrosine kinase receptor and hence modulates 

invasiveness and motility of tumour cells (Golan-Gerstl et al. 2011). Interestingly, it is 

postulated that CTNNB1, key factor of Wnt/ β-catenin signalling pathway (3.1.3.1), is 

a target for alternative 3’ UTR splicing and dependent on the cellular context specific 

splice variants are upregulated (Thiele et al. 2006). The shorter 3’UTR splice variant 

of CTNNB1 is suggested to be the dominant isoform in tumours and might be 

responsible for an increased protein expression and its tumorigenic functions (Chan 

et al. 2022). 
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Secondly, RBPs can induce alternative polyadenylation (APA) generating shorter 3’ 

UTRs which appears to be a common feature in cancer cells. This global 3’ UTR 

shortening seems to be controlled by the subunits of the cleavage factor Im (CFIm) 

complex and can increase protein production of targets (Martin et al. 2012).  

A third example for altered molecular mechanisms in cancer cells would be the 

regulation of subcellular localization of specific targets which is essential for 

establishing and maintaining cell polarity. The insulin-like growth factor-2 mRNA 

binding proteins 1,2 and 3 (IGF2BP1/2/3) are required for proper nerve cell 

migration and for the control of cytoskeletal remodelling and dynamics during 

development. In tumour-derived cells, they modulate cell polarization, adhesion and 

migration and are highly associated with cancer metastasis and expression of 

oncogenic factors like KRAS or MYC (Bell et al. 2013). Lastly it is worth to mention 

that mRNA stability and translation can also be altered in cancer cells by the 

dysregulation of RBPs (Pereira et al. 2017).  

All in all, RBPs are the key players in the post-transcriptional gene regulation by 

binding to RNA targets and building RNP complexes. Malfunctions or dysregulation of 

these RBPs can cause several disorders and are most likely involved in cancer 

initiation and progression. Therefore, it is clear that RBPs are promising therapeutic 

targets for the development of anti-cancer drugs. Although they were considered 

“undruggable” due to their non-catalytic function and the formation of large protein-

RNA complexes, with the development and improvements of new therapeutic tools, 

like the RNA-based therapeutics, RBPs can now be considered druggable targets (Bell 

et al. 2013; Mohibi et al. 2019).  
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3.3 Mechanism and regulation of T cells infiltration 

One crucial step of the previously introduced cancer-immunity cycle is the efficient 

infiltration of T cells into the tumours which is essential for an effective anti-cancer 

immune response (3.1.1; Figure 3-1). However, T cells are often prevented to invade 

tumours successfully due to the repulsive TME. This does not only preclude 

spontaneous cancer cell killing but also interferes with therapeutic strategies of 

cancer immunotherapy like immune checkpoint blockade (3.1.2). The ability of 

leukocytes to transition from circulation to infiltration is regulated by a cascade of 

events enabling the recognition of the vascular endothelium in inflamed tissues or 

tumours and the interaction with the blood vessel wall. These events are summarized 

in the so-called leukocyte adhesion cascade (Ley et al. 2007; Vestweber 2015).  

 

3.3.1 The leukocyte adhesion cascade 

The leukocyte adhesion cascade describes the multi-step process which explains und 

summarizes the recruitment of leukocyte subsets to specific tissues essential for 

eliminating the inflammation trigger and contributing to tissue repair (Nourshargh 

and Alon 2014) (Figure 3-6).  

To initiate the cascade, inflammatory reactions which are caused by tissue damage or 

infectious agents induce the release of pathogen-associated molecular patterns 

(PAMPs) from microorganism or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) 

from injured tissue cells. These danger signals first activate the cells of the innate 

immune system, like DCs, macrophages or mast cells which then release cytokines 

and pro-inflammatory stimuli causing the activation of endothelial cells (Medzhitov 

2008). This activation of the endothelium can occur in a fast (type I) and slow manner 

(type II). The rapid activation can be caused by histamine and the platelet activating 

factor (PAF), whereas the slow activation is dependent on cytokines like interleukin 

1 β (IL-1β) or tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α) (Pober and Sessa 2007). Activated 

endothelial cells express high levels of cell-surface adhesion molecules which 

initiated the capture and tethering of leukocytes (Figure 3-6, step 1).  
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Capture and tethering is mainly mediated by E-selectin and P-selectin via the 

interaction with their ligands P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 (PSGL1) and other 

glycosylated ligands like CD44 or E-selectin ligand 1 (ESL1) expressed on immune 

cells (Ley et al. 2007). The interaction of selectins with their ligands depends on shear 

stress and the blood flow (Beste and Hammer 2008). Afterwards, the next step of the 

adhesion cascade, the rolling of leukocytes on the activated endothelium is initiated 

(step 2) (Marshall et al. 2003). Rolling is also supported by integrins which then 

mediate firm adhesion of leukocytes (step 3). Integrins are expressed on leukocytes 

and interact with endothelial adhesion molecules like intercellular adhesion molecule 

1 (ICAM-1) and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) which are expressed 

upon pro-inflammatory cytokine signalling on the activated endothelium (van Buul et 

al. 2007). Integrin interactions cause the firm adhesion and spreading of leukocytes 

enabling the immune cells to crawl on the luminal surface (step 4) and after finding 

suitable exit sites, transmigrate through the endothelial barrier (step 5). The 

Figure 3-6: The leukocyte adhesion cascade. Leukocyte capture and tethering is initiated by inflammatory 

stimuli, like pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), 

inflammatory cytokines or cellular stress (1). After the capture of leukocytes, selectin-mediated rolling is induced 

(2). Chemokine signals cause activation which leads to leukocytes arrest on the endothelium stimulated by integrins 

(3). Attached lymphocytes start to migrate along the endothelial surface (4) until they migrate through the 

endothelium, by the so-called diapedesis which is mediated by the accumulation of junctional adhesion 

molecules (5) (modified from Kinashi 2005).   
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transmigration, also called diapedesis, can be achieved through a paracellular or a 

transcellular mechanism in which junction adhesion molecules (JAMs), CD99, CD31, 

which is also known as platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM1), and 

several others participate (Schenkel et al. 2002; Vestweber 2015).  

The transition from rolling to firm adhesion followed by the transmigration and 

infiltration of leukocytes into the inflamed tissue is mainly mediated by cell adhesion 

molecules (CAMs), including receptors as ICAM-1 and integrins as LFA-1. Because cell 

adhesion is not only important for leukocyte trafficking but also plays a role in many 

other biological processes, researchers developed great interest in studying this event 

in vitro and utilize the strong interaction of LFA-1 with its ligand ICAM-1 for so-called 

cell adhesion assays. In this assay, the adhesion of differently treated T cells to its 

target molecules can be measured using a plate reader (Strazza et al. 2014; Weitz-

Schmidt and Chreng 2012). The interaction between LFA-1 and ICAM-1 was also used 

in this work to establish a cell adhesion assay protocol. Therefore, these two key 

molecules for T cell adhesion are described in more detail in the next chapter. 

 

3.3.2 Adhesion molecules and integrins as key players of T cell adhesion  

3.3.2.1 Intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) 

The Intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1; CD54) is a protein of the 

immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily, which are type I transmembrane proteins. ICAM-1 

has approximately 76 – 144 kilodaltons (kDa) and is expressed on different cell types 

like endothelial cells, fibroblast and also leukocytes (Dustin et al. 1986). These cells 

show basal expression levels of ICAM-1 and its production is highly upregulated upon 

inflammatory signalling by for example the cytokines TNF-α, IL-1β and IFN-γ or by 

reactive oxygen species and shear stress (Morigi et al. 1995; Hubbard and Rothlein 

2000). Transcription of ICAM-1 is regulated by many different transcription factors 

like NF-κB or yes-associated protein 1 (YAP1) (Hou et al. 1994; Lv et al. 2018).  

Characteristically for a member of the Ig-supergene family, the full-length isoform of 

the protein consists of five extracellular Ig-like domains (D1 – D5), a transmembrane 

domain and a short cytoplasmic tail which contains multiple threonine residues and 

interacts with the actin cytoskeleton (Figure 3-7, left). In the membrane-bound 
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ICAM-1 isoform, the Ig domains are arranged end to end and stabilized by disulfide 

bonds at conserved cysteine residues (Staunton et al. 1988; Staunton et al. 1990). 

ICAM-1 is glycosylated at eight different N-glycosylation sites in human and at ten 

different sites in mice which are involved in ligand binding and specificity (Jiménez et 

al. 2005; Scott and Patel 2013). Moreover, it was shown that ICAM-1 can form a 

homodimer at the D4 – Ig domain which results in a stiff D4 - D5 stem and a bending 

at the junction between D3 and D4. The dimerization was shown to highly increase 

the affinity to its ligands (Yang et al. 2004). The main ligands of ICAM-1 are β2 

integrins like the integrins lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) and 

macrophage-1 antigen (MAC-1). Interestingly, LFA-1 is mainly bound by the 

D1 – Ig domain, whereas MAC-1 binding occurs at the D3 domain (Haydinger et al. 

2023).  

 

 

3.3.2.2 Vascular adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) 

There are several other adhesion molecules besides ICAM-1 mediating leukocyte 

rolling and firm adhesion in different cell types. The vascular cell adhesion molecule 

1 (VCAM-1; CD106) is expressed on the luminal and lateral side of endothelial cells 

under inflammatory signals mediating leukocyte recruitment to sides of inflammation 

like ICAM-1 (Ley et al. 2007). VCAM-1 belongs also to the Ig superfamily and consist 

Figure 3-7: Schematic representation of endothelial adhesion molecules. The Ig-supergene family proteins 

are type I transmembrane proteins, containing extracellular Ig-like domains, a transmembrane domain and a short 

cytoplasmic tail. (Left) The ICAM-1 protein consists of five Ig-like domains. The D1 domain binds the integrin LFA-

1 and the D3 domain binds MAC-1. The protein can form homodimers mediated by the D4 domain which increases 

ligand binding affinity. (Middle) VCAM-1 consists of seven (d7) or six (d6) Ig domains. D1 is the ligand binding 

domain and in the d7 isoform additionally D4. (Right) MAdCAM-1 contains two Ig – like domains which binds the 

α4β2 integrin and a mucin – like region binding L-selectin. 
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of six (d6) or seven (d7) Ig - like domains depending on the splice variant which is 

missing or including the D4 domain. Ligand binding is mediated by the D1 or D4 

domain (Figure 3-7; middle). Several different integrins are binding to VCAM-1 but 

the very late activation antigen-4 (VLA-4) is the one best investigated. The d6 

isoforms shows higher affinity to VLA-4 under soluble conditions and the d7 VCAM-1 

is more efficient in cell adhesion and spreading (Osborn et al. 1992; Schlesinger and 

Bendas 2015).  

 

3.3.2.3 Mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 (MAdCAM-1) 

A third example of an important cell adhesion molecule of the Ig superfamily is the 

mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 (MAdCAM-1) which is expressed on high-

endothelial venules of Peyer’s patches, other gut associated lymphoid tissues and 

venules of the lamina propria regulating the trafficking of a subset of leukocytes into 

mucosal tissues (Briskin et al. 1993; Tan et al. 1998). Typical for this class of 

molecules, expression is upregulated upon pro-inflammatory signals by cytokines as 

TNF-α and depends besides NF-κB also on PI3-K/Akt (Ogawa et al. 2005). MAdCAM-

1 contains two Ig - like domains (D1-D2) and an additional mucin - like region, 

together with the transmembrane domain and the short cytoplasmic tail (Figure 3-7, 

right). Similar to ICAM-1, the protein was reported to be able to form dimers which 

gave rise to the idea that it functions as an oligomer (Dando et al. 2002). MAdCAM-1 

is considered a unique dual function protein in the class of adhesion molecules. The 

main ligands are the α4β7 integrin which is binding to D1 and D2 and L-selectin which 

is regulated by suitable Ο-glycosylation and binds the mucin – like domain. L-selectin 

mediates transient adhesion of leukocytes whereas the α4β7 integrin induces upon 

activation firm adhesion (Tan et al. 1998).  

 

3.3.2.4 Lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) 

Integrins are the main ligands binding adhesion molecules to induce firm adhesion in 

the leukocyte adhesion cascade. They are large heterodimers and can combine 18 

different types of α-chains and 8 types of β-chains forming in total a family of 24 

different integrins (Kinashi 2005). Leukocytes express a variety of integrins, which 
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bind various different ligands like soluble proteins, proteins on the surface of other 

cells or ligands in the extracellular matrix. Most important for immune cells are the 

integrins β1 (e.g. α4β1), β2 (e.g. αLβ2 (LFA-1; CD11a/CD18), αMβ2 (MAC-1), αXβ2 

(CD4), αDβ2) and the β7 (α4β7) whereby the β2-integrins (CD18) are predominantly 

expressed on leukocytes. Upon activation, integrins undergo conformational changes 

to efficiently bind to their ligands which will be described in a later chapter (3.3.3) 

(Harjunpää et al. 2019). In the following, the focus will be set on LFA-1 as the main 

ligand of ICAM-1.  

Integrins in general belong to the group of type I transmembrane glycoproteins, 

which are characterized by a long extracellular domain, a single-spanning 

transmembrane domain and short cytoplasmic tail (Figure 3-8 A). The α-subunit 

comprises of a leg with three β-sandwich domains. The lower leg has the calf-1 and 

calf-2 domain and is linked to the thigh domain of the upper leg via a small 

calcium (Ca2+)- binding loop, the so-called genu (knee) domain. The genu is essential 

for conformational extension and bending of the α-subunit. The leg is linked to the 

headpiece of the α-chain by the β-propeller domain. For nine integrins, an 

α – I domain is integrated in the β-propeller, which is the main and exclusive ligand 

binding domain of these integrins (Luo et al. 2007). The β-subunit is more complex. 

The lower part of the leg consists of four integrin epidermal growth-factor-like (I-

EGF) domains and a β-tail, which facilitate β-leg bending. The lower leg is inserted in 

the plexin/semaphorin/integrin (PSI) domain, which comprises two segments and is 

closely linked to the upper I-EGF domain. The head part is built by the hybrid domain 

followed the β - I domain. The hybrid domain is the connection of the lower and upper 

part of the subunit and critical for conformational changes. The β - I domain is a 

homolog to the α – I domain and is essential for determining ligand specificity 

(Nishida et al. 2006; Luo et al. 2007).  

LFA-1 belongs to the I-domain containing integrins which bind their ligands via the 

α - I domain inserted in the β-propeller domain as already mentioned above. Crucial 

in this domain is the metal ion – dependent adhesion site (MIDAS). There, a divalent 

magnesium ion (Mg2+) is coordinated, which is crucial for ligand binding. Moreover, 

two additional sides were shown to be essential for the conformational change. These 
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two domains are called ligand-induced metal-binding site (LIMBS) and adjacent to 

MIDAS (ADMIDAS) (Shimaoka et al. 2003; Walling and Kim 2018).  

 

 

As stated above, LFA-1 can have at least three different conformational states which 

can remodel into each other via the movement of the extracellular and cytoplasmic 

domains (Figure 3-8 B). The closed conformation shows a bent headpiece which 

makes the integrin unavailable for ligand binding because of the close proximity of 

the binding site to the plasma membrane. In the extended closed state, the integrin is 

already extended but the cytosolic tails stay closed which allows only weak 

interaction with the ligand. The extended open conformation is the fully active form 

and has high binding affinity to ligands (Shimaoka et al. 2003).  

To achieve this conformational change and generate the fully active LFA-1 state, a 

number of structural modifications occur, which are induced by mechanisms called 

“inside-out” and “outside-in” signalling (Walling and Kim 2018). These two 

integrin - activation mechanisms will be described in the following chapter.  

 

Figure 3-8: Schematic representation of the LFA-1 integrin structure and conformational change upon 

activation. (A) Integrins are heterodimers with an α – and β -chain comprising of an extracellular domain, a 

transmembrane domain and a short cytoplasmic tail. The α subunit consist of two calf-domains linked via a small 

genu (knee) domain to the thigh followed by the β-propeller with an inserted α – I – domain. The β subunit has a β-

tail inserted in I-EGF repeats and the PSI domain. The following hybrid domain is linked to the β - I – domain. 

(B) LFA-1 can occur in three different conformations which are regulating affinity. The closed conformation with a 

bent headpiece has low affinity to ligand binding. The extended closed state shows intermediate affinity, and the 

extended open conformation is the fully active form (modified from Luo et al. 2007). 
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3.3.3 Outside-in and inside-out signalling mechanism for LFA-1 activation 

Integrins are typically expressed in their closed, inactive conformation. Thereby, 

leukocytes are able to freely circulate in the blood vessels because of minimal 

aggregation or interaction with vessel walls. Upon activation signalling, the integrins 

rapidly change their conformation into the active state for ligand binding. The 

conformational switch can be induced either by an outside-in or an inside-out 

signalling mechanism (Gahmberg et al. 2009; Arnaout 2016).  

In outside-in signalling, ligand binding to extracellular integrin domains induces 

conformational change. Binding occurs at the β - I domain, which is accessible for 

external ligands, and induces a swinging-out of the hybrid domain. The change in the 

hybrid domain weakens the interaction between the head- and tailpiece and also 

between the α- and β-subunit. Thereupon, internal ligands, especially cytoskeletal 

molecules talin and kindlin, bind to the cytoplasmic tails resulting in the extension of 

the integrin and leg separation. Moreover, intracellular signals are activated, which 

can cause for instance integrin clustering (Mao et al. 2020). 

For inside-out signalling, non-integrin external receptors induce internal signalling 

cascades which activate intracellular pathways leading to the conformational change 

and ligand binding of integrins (Figure 3-9) (Gahmberg et al. 2009).  

The binding of PSGL-1 to selectins expressed on the endothelium can initiate the 

internal signalling cascade needed for LFA-1 activation. Moreover, the binding of 

various chemokines to their respective chemokine receptors can also trigger integrin 

activation. Examples for such arrest chemokines are the CXCL8 binding to the CXC-

chemokine receptor CXCR1 or CXCR2 or the chemokines CCL21, CXCL12 and CXCL13 

and many more (Thelen 2001; Ley 2014). Moreover, integrins itself can influence the 

activation of other integrins in a process called integrin transregulation (Rose et al. 

2003). All these interactions initiate a signalling cascade which leads to the activation 

of Rap1-GDP to Rap1-GTP which is a key player in integrin activation (Shimonaka et 

al. 2003). Active Rap1 either directly or via the Rap1-interacting adaptor molecule 

(RIAM), plays a central role in talin activation (especially talin-1) which then binds to 

the cytoplasmic tail of the β-subunit of LFA-1. Binding of talin leads to the extended-

closed conformation and intermediate interaction with the ligand ICAM-1 
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(Figure 3-9, step 1). For the full activation and the high affinity conformation of LFA-

1, additional binding of kindlin (especially kindlin-3) to the cytoplasmic tail of the β-

chain is needed. The activation of kindlin-3 is not really understood yet but there 

might be a connection to Rap1 signalling. The binding of both, talin-1 and kindlin-3, 

keeps LFA-1 in the open conformation and binding to its ligand ICAM-1 (Figure 3-9, 

step 2) (Wen et al. 2022).  

 

 

In summary, to ensure efficient infiltration of T cells into inflamed tissue or tumours, 

the firm adhesion to the endothelium is a crucial step in the leukocyte adhesion 

cascade. The major molecules involved in this process are the adhesion molecule 

ICAM-1 expressed on endothelial cells and the integrin LFA-1, expressed on T cells. 

Binding to ICAM-1 is only able when LFA-1 is activated and alters its conformation 

from the closed into the extended high affinity conformation. This conformational 

Figure 3-9: Schematic representation of the activation of LFA-1 via inside-out signalling mechanism. 

Binding of different ligands to their receptors, like PSGL-1 to P- or E-selectin and by glycosaminoglycan (GAG) 

presented chemokines to their respective chemokine receptors, induce cell signalling. These signals lead to the 

activation of Rap1-GDP to Gap1-GTP. Rap1-GTP is able to active talin which then binds to the cytoplasmic tail of 

the β-subunit inducing extension of LFA-1 (1). Next, kindlin is also binding to the cytoplasmic tail of the β chain, 

which triggers the separation of the legs and activation of the ligand-binding domain (2). LFA-1 remains in the 

extended open conformation while talin and kindlin are stably bound (modified from Harjunpää et al. 2019).  
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change is initiated by outside-in or inside-out signalling. Crucial for both mechanisms 

are the internal ligands talin-1 and kindlin-3. Both molecules stay in an autoinhibitory 

state to keep LFA-1 in an inactive form. Upon induced signalling cascades by for 

example ligand or chemokine binding, the autoinhibition is relieved, talin and kindlin 

are recruited to the plasma membrane and activate LFA-1 which ensures binding to 

ICAM-1 and firm adhesion of T cells. 
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3.4 Aims of this work  

One important step of the cancer-immunity cycle is the infiltration of activated T cells 

into the tumours. However, T cells are often prevented to invade successfully due to 

the repulsive tumour microenvironment. This does not only preclude spontaneous 

cancer cell killing but also interferes with therapeutic strategies of cancer 

immunotherapy. Infiltration of T cells is mediated by the interaction of endothelial 

adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1 and integrins like LFA-1 expressed on T cells. We 

hypothesize that regulatory RNA pathways contribute to the generation of soluble 

molecules that are secreted by cancer cells and modulate the LFA-1 – ICAM-1 

interaction and thus exclude T cells from tumours. In this work we aim to identify 

RNA binding proteins (RBPs) contributing to T cell exclusion and preventing efficient 

T cell infiltration.  

Therefore, an RNAi screening approach will be designed and optimized to investigate 

regulatory events originating from cancer cells interfering in the interaction of ICAM-

1 and LFA-1. Firstly, a protocol for the purification of recombinant human ICAM-1-Fc 

(hICAM-1-Fc) protein from mammalian cells will be established. The purified protein 

will then be used for the so-called cell adhesion assay, which will be created and 

optimized to enable the monitoring of T cell binding to ICAM-1 in vitro. Next, T cells 

will be treated with cell culture supernatants to identify cancer cell lines 

downregulating the T cell binding in these assays. Subsequently, RNAi knockdown 

experiments in the verified cancer cell lines will be performed to identify potential 

RNA-based regulatory pathways including RBPs or RNA-modifying enzymes, 

restoring and enhancing T cell binding in cell adhesion assays. Lastly, identified 

targets will be further validated and functionally characterized in detail. These 

identified molecules will potentially serve as highly valuable targets for RNA-based 

immunotherapy in the future. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Purification of recombinant hICAM-1-Fc protein from mammalian 

cells 

4.1.1 Establishing of purification protocol for hICAM-1-Fc 

In order to purify the human ICAM-1 protein (hICAM-1/ hICAM-1-Fc) from adherent 

HEK 293T cells, a purification protocol was established and optimized (Figure 4-1). 

The recombinant protein consisted of the extracellular part of the protein which 

corresponds to all five immunoglobulin domains and is essential for ligand binding 

(3.3.2). Additionally, it was expressed with a N-terminal signal sequence which led to 

the secretion of the protein into the supernatant. The C-terminal immunoglobulin tag, 

which is the Fc-fragment of antibodies (containing aminoacids P100 to K330), was a 

suitable purification tag because of its high affinity to Protein A and Protein G beads 

(Figure 4-1 A). Additionally, the Fc-fragment supports dimerization and generation 

of the V-shaped structure, which both are essential for fully functional ICAM-1 protein 

(Yang et al. 2004; Gattinger et al. 2021). 

 

 

To optimize purification conditions, the Protein A and Protein G affinity purification 

beads were tested together with different wash buffers and different elution buffers 

Figure 4-1: Schematic overview of purification strategy for hICAM-1 protein. (A) The recombinant hICAM-1 

protein consists of an N-terminal signal sequence, the extracellular part of the protein and a C-terminal 

immunoglobulin tag which can be cleaved off using an inserted FactorX site. (B) For the purification of hICAM-1, 

first a batch purification using Protein A affinity purification beads was performed (1) and after acidic elution from 

the beads, the protein was further purified by a size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (2). 
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(data not shown). In the end, using the following two-step protocol yielded the highest 

amounts of purified protein. After transient transfection of adherent HEK293T cells 

for 48 h, supernatants were collected and batch purification was performed. To 

recover bound protein from the beads, acidic elution at pH 3,0 was performed (step 

1). As second purification step a gel filtration was used (step 2) to remove possible 

contaminants which could be copurified with the protein of interest (Figure 4-1 B).  

The success of the protein purification was checked via SDS-PAGE (Figure 4-2). The 

acidic elution step was repeated four times to ensure high recovery of the protein 

from the beads. Although the predicted size of the protein was 78 kDa, the single 

elution fractions showed each a band at approximately 120 kDa. This corresponded 

to the predicted running behaviour of the hICAM-1-Fc protein based on post-

translational modifications of the protein, especially glycosylation (Scott and Patel 

2013). The elution was very efficient with only a small amount of remaining protein 

which was still bound to the beads (Figure 4-2 A, lane 8). Additional unspecific 

fragments running at 180 kDa and 55 kDa were co-purified in the batch purification.  

The protein-containing fractions were pooled and concentrated before the gel 

filtration was performed. Based on the obtained chromatogram, fractions A13 to B15 

were checked via SDS-PAGE (Figure 4-2 B and C). The fractions A14 to B5 showed 

enrichment of the protein with the same band running at 120 kDa (Figure 4-2 C, lane 

3 – lane 9) which was already seen after the batch purification. These fractions also 

corresponded to the first peak of the gel filtration chromatogram (Figure 4-2 B). The 

other fractions, especially from B6 to B10, still contained some amount of hICAM-1-

Fc protein but also the additional non-specific fragments at 55 kDa and 180 kDa 

(Figure 4-2 C, lane 11 – lane 15). Based on these results, protein containing fractions 

A14 to B5 were pooled and concentrated.  

To ensure specific purification, the protein was analysed and validated by Western 

Blot and mass spectrometry, which proved that the detected bands of the SDS-PAGE 

corresponded to the hICAM-1-Fc protein (data not shown.).  
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4.1.2 Generation of stable hICAM-1-Fc Flp-In™ TREx™ 293 cell line 

In order to simplify protein purification, a stable cell line was generated using the Flp-

In™ TREx™ 293 cell line, which was supposed to express the hICAM-1-Fc protein after 

induction with tetracycline. To validate positive clones, 24 h after induction with 

tetracycline, supernatants were collected and immunoprecipitation (IP) was 

performed using Protein A affinity purification beads to enrich for the protein of 

interest followed by Western Blot analysis (Figure 4-3). Induction for 24 h yielded 

sufficient amounts of the hICAM-1-Fc protein, which was detected at the expected 

weight of 120 kDa using a specific α-human IgG-HRP antibody binding the Fc-tag of 

Figure 4-2: Purification of recombinant hICAM-1-Fc protein. (A) Batch purification of hICAM-1 protein shows 

high yield of protein in each of the four elution fractions running at approximately 120 kDa. Additional bands 

appear at 180 kDa and 55 kDa. (B) The gel filtration shows two peaks starting with fraction A13 and ending with 

fraction B15. (C) SDS-PAGE of the gel filtration shows enrichment of hICAM-1-Fc protein in fraction A14 to B5. The 

other fractions B6 to B15 contain the non-specific fragments. (hICAM-1-Fc = 78 kDa) 
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the protein. For clone 1.7 (cl. 1.7) more protein was detected compared to clone 1.9 

(cl. 1.9) and was therefore picked for further experiments (Figure 4-3, lane 5 and 7). 

The wildtype (WT) did not show any expression (Figure 4-3, lane 2-3) as well as all 

non-induced samples (Figure 4-3, lane 10-15). As loading control, an α-Fibronectin 

antibody was used detecting rather weak but equal levels of the protein in the all input 

lanes. 

 

 

The positive clone 1.7 was used in order to test the established purification protocol 

and determine the protein yield after purification. Therefore, cells were induced for 

24 h, 48 h and 72 h using tetracycline and batch purification was performed using 

Protein A affinity purification beads as it was established before (4.1.1). Success of 

purification was check by SDS-PAGE and Western Blot (Figure 4-4).  

After 24 h and 48 h of induction, only weak expression of ICAM-1 was detected at the 

expected weight of 120 kDa (Figure 4-4 A). The induction for 72 h yielded sufficient 

levels of the ICAM-1 protein. However, also the levels of the unspecific band at 55 kDa 

were increased. The Western Blot indicated similar results using a specific α-ICAM-1 

antibody for detection. With longer induction times, the yield of the protein increased 

significantly (Figure 4-4 B). But, at 72 h induction the recovery of the beads was not 

as successful as for shorter induction times. Although four elution steps were 

performed, a strong band was detected indicating remaining protein which was still 

bound to the beads (Figure 4-4 B, lane 21). After induction of the stable cell line, the 

amount of generated protein was lower compared to the transient transfection, which 

Figure 4-3: Generation of stable Flp-In™ TREx™ 293 cell line. Induction with tetracycline for 24 h induces 

expression of hICAM-1-Fc protein. Expression is higher in clone 1.7 compared to clone 1.9. The used antibody is 

detecting the Fc-tag of the protein. (hICAM-1-Fc = 78 kDa). 
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was used for the establishing of the purification protocol. Moreover, the induction 

caused higher levels of unspecific contaminants. 

 

 

Therefore, for protein purification transient transfection of hICAM-1-Fc was used 

because of higher yield in the purification and shorter incubation time of only 48 h 

instead of 72 h. Functional analysis or other experiments regarding hICAM-1-Fc could 

be performed with the stable cell line when induced for 72 h with tetracycline. The 

recombinant purified hICAM-1-Fc protein was further used for cell adhesion assays 

which will be described in more detail below.  

 

 

Figure 4-4: Test purification of hICAM-1-Fc protein in inducable stable Flp-In™ TREx™ 293 cell line. (I.) SDS-

PAGE shows for clone 1.7 increased protein levels with increasing time of induction. For purification, 72 h induction 

was chosen. (II.) Also, the Western Blot shows increased ICAM-1 levels over time of induction. The used antibody is 

specific for ICAM-1. (hICAM-1-Fc = 78 kDa) 
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4.2 Establishment and optimization of in vitro cell adhesion assay to 

mimic T cell binding 

In order to monitor T cell binding in vitro, cell adhesion assays were established and 

optimized. The strong interaction between the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 and the 

integrin LFA-1 expressed on T cells was used in this assay.  

 

4.2.1 Establishment of in vitro cell adhesion assay 

For investigation of the binding affinity of T cells to the hICAM-1 adhesion molecule 

at different conditions in vitro, a cell adhesion assay was established (Figure 4-5). 

Recombinant purified hICAM-1-Fc protein (4.1) was immobilized on 96 well plates 

directly or mediated by a specific α-human IgG primary antibody which binds the Fc-

tag of the protein. This step will be called “coating” from now on. Primary T cells, 

which have been fluorescently labelled using the CellTracker™ Green CMFDA reagent 

beforehand, were added to the coated wells. Unbound cells were removed by 

performing several washing steps. The binding of the cells was measured by a plate 

reader. As background, wells without coated protein were used (“uncoated”).  

 

 

At first, the coating efficiency of the protein to the plate was optimized. Therefore, 

different buffer conditions were tested and analysed by enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Figure 4-6). Different amounts of hICAM-1-Fc 

protein were diluted in carbonate buffer with pH 8,5 and pH 9,5. After incubation with 

Figure 4-5: Overview of in vitro cell adhesion assay. For in vitro cell adhesion assay, 96 well plates were coated 

with hICAM-1-Fc protein, either directly or mediated by an α-human IgG antibody. Then, fluorescently labelled 

T cells were added. After several washing steps, the fluorescent signal was measured by a plate reader.   
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an α-IgG-HRP antibody (detection antibody), which bound to the Fc-fragment, 

chemiluminescent signals were developed using Clarity Western ECL substrate and 

detected by the ChemiDoc Touch Imaging System. The direct coating of hICAM-1-Fc 

showed low background signal in uncoated wells and nice saturation with a maximum 

between 100 ng and 500 ng protein per well (Figure 4-6 A). Moreover, for the 

carbonate buffer with a pH of 9,5, the detected signals were higher compared to the 

buffer at pH 8,5 and thus indicated that coating at higher pH was more effective. In 

contrast to that, the primary mediated coating showed unspecific binding of the 

detection antibody to the coating antibody. When only the coating antibody was 

immobilized, the measured signals were almost as high as for other conditions, which 

made it difficult to obtain clear results (Figure 4-6 B). The signal intensity was not 

increasing much with increasing amount of hICAM-1-Fc protein. Nevertheless, as 

already seen for the direct coating, the buffer at pH 9,5 was more efficient compared 

to the one at pH 8,5. Based on these results, the carbonate buffer with a pH of 9,5 was 

chosen for further experiments.  

 

 

As a next step, the different coating techniques were compared by ELISA as already 

described above. Therefore, the hICAM-1-Fc protein was coated to the wells directly 

or mediated by a primary antibody using increasing protein concentrations. Signals 

were detected using the α-IgG-HRP detection antibody inducing chemiluminescence 

(Figure 4-7 A).  

Figure 4-6: Coating buffer optimization of in vitro cell adhesion assay. (A) Direct hICAM-1 coating. Direct 

coating of the hICAM-1 protein is more efficient when carbonate buffer with pH 9,5 is used. (B) hICAM-1 coating 

mediated by a primary antibody. As seen for direct coating, primary mediated hICAM-1 coating is more efficient 

with carbonate buffer pH 9,5. The background signal of the primary antibody itself is very high in the ELISA assay. 
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The efficiency of directly immobilized hICAM-1-Fc protein was higher compared to 

the primary antibody mediated binding of the protein to the wells. Additionally, the 

background signal induced by the primary antibody was higher than the one of 

Figure 4-7: Establishing an in vitro cell adhesion assay to monitor T cell binding. (A) Coating Optimization 

– primary versus direct coating. Comparing primary antibody mediated and direct coating of hICAM-1 protein, 

the direct coating shows higher efficiency and lower background signal. (B) Optimization of T cell number. The 

binding efficiency of T cells to immobilized hICAM-1 protein, coated directly (B I) or primary antibody mediated 

(B II.), is not dependent on the amount of T cells added. More T cells do not increase the measured signals. 

(C) Correlation of T cell binding on hICAM-1 coating. The T cell binding correlates with increasing 

concentrations of hICAM-1 protein but shows high standard deviations and variability. 
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directly coated protein, which again made the results less reliable. The background of 

uncoated wells induced no signal, which proved specificity of the ELISA. Based on the 

low background and overall higher signals, the direct coating of hICAM-1 seemed to 

be more efficient and was chosen for further experiments. 

Further on, the binding efficiency of labelled T cells was compared (Figure 4-7 B). In 

order to do this, cell adhesion assays were performed as described before, comparing 

the addition of either 100.000 or 200.000 T cells per well. Additionally, T cells were 

treated with phorbol myristate actetate (PMA) as activator and BI-1950 as LFA-1 

antagonist. PMA activates multiple kinases especially protein-kinase C, which is 

positively stimulating T cells (Ai et al. 2013). The inhibitor BI-1950 is effectively 

blocking the interaction between LFA-1 and ICAM-1 by blocking the integrin in the 

inactive conformation (Kelly et al. 1999).  

For both T cell numbers, results of directly (Figure 4-7 B I.) and primary antibody 

mediated coating of the hICAM-1-Fc protein (Figure 4-7 B II.) were similar. In case 

200.000 T cells were added to each well, the background signal of the uncoated 

control wells was almost doubled in intensity compared to 100.000 cells per well. In 

contrast to that, the binding of activated T cells, which were treated with the activator 

PMA, was not increased by higher cell numbers. For both cell numbers similar signal 

intensities were observed. Also, the signals for T cells treated with the specific LFA-1 

inhibitor BI-1950 were comparable for the two different cell numbers.  

Based on these results, direct coating of 500 ng hICAM-1 protein with carbonate 

buffer of pH 9,5 and adding 100.000 T cells per well were determined as the best 

conditions for the in vitro cell adhesion assay.  

As a final validation step and quality control, the correlation between T cell binding 

and the amount of coated hICAM-1 protein was checked (Figure 4-7 C). Therefore, 

cell adhesion assays were performed with the optimized conditions. Before labelled 

T cells were added to the wells, they were treated with PMA for activation, with 

BI- 1950 for inhibition or with adhesion buffer, which contained divalent magnesium 

and manganese ions known to activate the LFA-1. With increasing concentration of 

coated protein, the measured fluorescent signal was increased when T cells were 

activated by adhesion buffer or additional activation treatment. Saturation was 
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reached using 500 ng of protein per well, as already seen in the optimization 

experiments before. If T cells were treated with a specific LFA-1 inhibitor 

(Figure 4-7 C, dark blue rectangles), the signal remained low, also at high 

concentrations of hICAM-1 protein in the well. However, in all conditions the standard 

deviations were high and measured signals varied to some extent. Hence, further 

optimization was needed to be able to obtain more reliable results.  

 

4.2.2 Optimization of the in vitro cell adhesion assay 

In order to further optimize the in vitro cell adhesion assay and reduce variability, a 

different readout was tested. As new readout, the CellTiter Glo® reagent (Promega) 

was chosen, which is based on inducing a luminescent signal instead of the fluorescent 

labelling of T cells (Figure 4-8 A). After coating the recombinant purified hICAM-1-Fc 

protein to 96 well plates, the differently treated primary T cells were added to the 

wells. The binding was then detected via the luminescent signal induced by the 

CellTiter Glo® reagent based on a luciferase reaction. The reagent induces lysis of the 

bound cells in the wells, which releases ATP. Free ATP is used by the luciferase and 

generates the luminescent signal (Alimov et al. 2019). 

Using the new readout with the established assay conditions, the binding of activated 

T cells correlated nicely with the amount of coated hICAM-1 protein in each well 

(Figure 4-8 B I.). With increasing concentration of the protein, the induced 

luminescent signal also increased and saturated at approximately 500 ng protein per 

well. When T cells were treated with the a specific LFA-1 antibody (α-CD18), which 

stalled the integrin in the low affinity state (Neri et al. 2018), almost no binding 

occurred regardless of the concentration of protein coated per well. With the new 

optimized readout, also the standard deviations were very low in contrast to the 

results obtained before (Figure 4-7 C). Moreover, using the new readout, a linear 

correlation between the number of cells added to each well and the luminescent signal 

was observed (Figure 4-8 B II.). The more T cells were added to each well, the higher 

was the detected signal. 
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Based on this linear correlation, a quantification of the amount of T cells in each well 

was possible (Figure 4-8 B III.). In the case of activation, when high cell numbers 

were added, approximately 80 % of the T cells were bound in the well compared to a 

loading control, which resembled the maximum number of cells added to each well. 

When T cells were inhibited, the detected signal was comparable to the background 

Figure 4-8: Optimization of established in vitro cell adhesion assay. (A) Schematic overview of in vitro cell 

adhesion assay with new readout. Recombinant hICAM-1-Fc protein is coated on 96 well plates. T cells treated 

differently are added and after washing steps, the number of bound cells is detected via a luminescent readout 

induced by the lysis of cells. (B I.) Correlation of T cell binding to hICAM-1 coating. The T cell binding is 

dependent on the amount of coated hICAM-1 protein. (B II.) Correlation of luminescence and cell number. The 

luminescent signal correlates with the number of T cells added to the wells. (B III.) Quantitative readout of bound 

cells. Because of this linear correlation, quantification of bound cells is possible. 
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signal, regardless of the number of cells added to each well. There, only 5 – 10 % 

unspecific binding was detected, which is acceptable compared to the maximum 

signals obtained. Moreover, the signal of the uncoated background wells did not 

change with higher numbers of added cells. In general, very low standard deviations 

were observed in the now optimized in vitro cell adhesion assay. 

The established and optimized in vitro cell adhesion assay was used to investigate the 

impact of different cancer cell lines on the binding ability of T cells to the hICAM-1 

protein, which will be described in the next chapter.  
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4.3 Downregulation of T cell adhesion induced by different cancer cell 

lines 

Different cancer types generate immunosuppressive tumour microenvironments via, 

for example, the upregulation of oncogenic signalling pathways and many more 

mechanisms, which then reduce an effective anti-cancer immune response (3.1.2, 

3.1.3). These tumours exclude activated T cells by preventing their infiltration 

mediated by the interaction of ICAM-1 with LFA-1 (Figure 4-9).  

 

 

For the investigation whether different cancer cell lines secret molecules that affect 

T cell adhesion, in vitro cell adhesion assays were performed as described above using 

T cells treated with supernatants of various cell lines. The supernatants of cancer cell 

lines were tested and compared to their specific growth medium and the supernatant 

of a non-cancerous control cell line, which both were not expected to contain secreted 

molecules interfering in T cell binding. Before the primary T cells were added to the 

wells with immobilized hICAM-1, they were resuspended either in the supernatant of 

different cell lines cultivated for 48 h or 72 h or in the respective growth medium of 

the tested cell line. Thereby, T cells were exposed to the conditioned supernatants of 

Figure 4-9: Schematic overview of T cell exclusion from tumours. The immunosuppressive tumour 

microenvironment (TME) consisting of upregulated signalling pathways, factors like cell surface proteins, 

chemokines or different immunosuppressive cell types can effectively exclude T cells and prevent infiltration.  
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cell lines and medium. This treatment could influence the conformational state of 

LFA-1, which is the essential parameter for T cell binding (3.3.2). As non-cancerous 

control cell line, the human dermal fibroblast cell line (hDF) was chosen cultured in 

DMEM medium. The quantification of bound cells was normalized to the specific 

growth medium of each cell line.  

First, the colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines HCT 116 and HT 29 were tested. Both cell 

lines were cultured in McCoy medium (Figure 4-10 A and B).  

 

 

The supernatant of both cell lines significantly reduced T cell binding after growing 

for 48 h and 72 h. The binding efficiency of T cells to the coated hICAM-1 protein was 

decreased to 50 % compared to the growth medium McCoy. In contrast, the hDF 

control cell line had no effect on T cell adhesion after normalization to its growth 

medium DMEM. Standard deviations for all tested conditions were very low, which 

made the results reliable and reproducible. 

As a second cancer type, the three different melanoma cell lines A 375, SK-MEL-28 

and MEL-HO were tested in the in vitro cell adhesion assay. These cell lines were 

cultured in DMEM medium without pyruvate referred to as “DMEM ⊝“ (Figure 4-11 

A and B).  

Figure 4-10: Effect of colorectal cancer cell lines on T cell binding. The supernatants of colorectal cancer cell 

lines HCT 116 and HT 29 were tested in the in vitro cell adhesion assay and compared to their growth medium 

McCoy and to the control cell line hDF. (A) Supernatant after 48 h. Supernatants after culturing cells for 48 h 

show significant downregulation of T cell binding compared to the control cell line hDF which has no effect on T cell 

binding. (B) Supernatant after 72 h. Similar effects are observed with supernatants after 72 h growth. Analyses 

were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 10). The mean was calculated and error bars represent the standard 

deviation. 
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For the tested cell lines, only the supernatant of A 375 cells showed significant 

downregulation of T cell adhesion after 48 h and 72 h. After the treatment, only 

approximately 50 % cells were bound to the coated protein compared to the culture 

medium DMEM ⊝. No change in the binding efficiency of T cells was detected for the 

tested cell lines MEL-OH and SK-MEL-28. These showed equal numbers of bound cells 

compared to DMEM ⊝ medium. The hDF control cell line showed again no change in 

T cell binding compared to its culture medium as it was expected and already seen 

before. Also, in these assays the standard deviations are low indicating robust and 

reliable results. 

 

 

Several more cancer cell lines were tested and compared to the control cell line hDF 

and their growth medium. In this case, the growth medium DMEM was the same for 

the control and the cancer cell lines. The cell lines A 549 (lung cancer/ NSCLC), PANC-

1 (pancreas cancer/ PDAC), Hep G2 (liver cancer/ HCC), HeLa (cervical cancer/ CESC) 

and MCF7 (breast cancer/ BRCA) were chosen for the experiments (Figure 4-12 A 

and B). The supernatants of A 549, PANC-1, Hep G2 and HeLa significantly reduced 

T cell binding to the coated hICAM-1 protein to different extent. Only the breast cancer 

Figure 4-11: Effect of melanoma cell lines on T cell binding. Supernatants of melanoma cell lines A 375, MEL-

HO and SK-MEL-28 were used for in vitro cell adhesion assay and compared to their growth medium DMEM - and 

to the control cell line hDF. (A) Supernatant after 48 h. After 48 h, the T cell binding is significantly reduced by 

the A 375 cell line compared to the controls. The cell lines MEL-HO and SK-MEL-28 show no significant effect in the 

assay. (B) Supernatant after 72 h. Similar effects are observed after 72 h in culture. The cell lines hDF, MEL-HO 

and SK-MEL-28 have no effect on T cell adhesion, whereas A 375 significantly reduces T cell binding. Analyses were 

performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated and error bars represent the standard 

deviation. 
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cell line MCF7 showed no significant reduction in the number of bound cells after 

normalization to the growth medium DMEM. The non-cancerous control cell line hDF 

had again no effect on T cell binding. As seen for the results before, the very low 

standard deviations proved reproducibility and reliability of the obtained data.  

 

 

With the established in vitro cell adhesion assay, cancer cell line-specific effects on 

T cell adhesion were detected compared to a non-cancerous control cell line. Most of 

the tested cell lines showed clear downregulation of T cell binding. For further 

experiments, the colorectal cancer cell line HCT 116 was chosen. In order to further 

validate the effects of cancer cell lines detected in in vitro cell adhesion assays, the 

activation state of LFA-1 was analysed by performing LC-AA assays. Results are 

described in the next chapter. 

 

4.4 Reduced activation of LFA-1 caused by tissue culture supernatants  

The previously performed experiments demonstrated that T cell binding could be 

monitored in vitro by cell adhesion assays which are based on the interaction of the 

integrin LFA-1 and the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 (4.2). Moreover, this interaction 

Figure 4-12: Effect of different cancer cell lines on T cell binding. (A) Supernatant after 48 h. In in vitro cell 

adhesion assay, the supernatant of A 549 (lung), PANC-1 (pancreas), Hep G2 (liver) and HeLa (cervix) cell lines 

downregulate T cell binding significantly after growing for 48 h compared to their culture media DMEM and the 

human hDF control cell line which shows no effect on T cell adhesion. MCF7 cells (breast) have no significant effect 

on T cell binding (B) Supernatant after 72 h. Same effects are observed for the supernatants after culturing cells 

for 72 h. Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 2). The mean was calculated and error bars represent 

the standard deviation. 
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could be influenced by tissue culture supernatants, especially by cancer cell 

supernatants, which downregulated T cell binding in this assay (4.3). These results 

suggest that the supernatants of cancer cell lines effectively impair the binding of LFA-

1 to ICAM-1. Because LFA-1 is activated via inside-out signalling inducing a 

conformational change (3.3.3), the question arises if this mechanism is inhibited by 

cancer cell supernatants, hence keeping LFA-1 in its inactive form and preventing 

binding to its ligand ICAM-1.  

To address this question, LC-AA assays were performed, which were able to 

specifically determine the conformational state of LFA-1 via fluorescence activated 

cell sorting (FACS). LFA-1 activation was checked in HCT 116 cells and compared to 

the growth medium McCoy. Additionally, the cell lines MCF7 and SK-MEL-28 were 

tested and compared to their growth medium DMEM. These cell lines were chosen as 

control cell lines because, in previously performed cell adhesion assays, they did not 

have significant effects on T cell binding (Figure 4-11; Figure 4-12). 

For the LC-AA assay, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were used, which 

were isolated from whole blood beforehand and cultured in RPMI medium until 

further use. In order to distinguish different cell populations by FACS, CD3+ cells, CD4+ 

cells, CD8+ cells and ICAM-1c protein were labelled with different fluorescent dyes. 

Labelling dyes were mixed in LC-AA basic buffer and supplemented with 4 mM MgCl2 

and TCR activator to ensure complete activation of LFA-1. PBMCs were treated with 

either growth media or cancer cell supernatants and then mixed in a 1:1 ratio with 

the labelling mix. After incubation, cells were fixed with 4 % PFA, transferred to a V-

bottom plate, washed with 1x PBS and then measured with a flow cytometer. Because 

the ICAM-1c protein was tagged with a fluorescent dye, only the cells with active LFA-

1, which have bound the labelled ICAM-1c, were detected in the measurements as the 

“mean fluorescence intensity” (MFI) of active LFA-1 (LFA-1a+ [MFI]). In addition to 

the MFI, the percentage of cells with fully activated LFA-1 was determined (LFA-1a+ 

[%]).  

For HCT 116 cells, only small differences were identified comparing the supernatant 

to the growth medium (Figure 4-13). In the cancer cell supernatant, less cells with 

activated LFA-1 were detected compared to the growth medium McCoy. For both, 

CD8+ and CD4+ cells, the MFI was lower which indicated less cells have bound the 
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labelled ICAM-1c protein (Figure 4-13 A I.). Once the counts were normalized to the 

medium, approximately 20 % less CD4+ and CD8+ cells were detected in the cancer 

cell supernatant. This indicated lower activation of LFA-1 in the HCT 116 supernatant 

than in the growth medium (Figure 4-13 A II.). 

 

 

When the ratio of active LFA-1 containing cells was tested, less CD4+ cells were 

detected by FACS than CD8+ cells. In only around 4 % of the CD4+ T cell population 

LFA-1 was detected in its active conformation, whereas almost 30 % of the CD8+ cells 

showed LFA-1 activation. But overall, these low cell numbers already indicated major 

inhibitory effects of the growth medium McCoy, which could make it difficult to detect 

Figure 4-13: Quantification of T cell populations with active LFA-1 in McCoy and HCT 116 by LC-AA assay. 

(A I) Effects of McCoy and HCT 116 on active LFA-1. The MFI indicates lower cell numbers with active LFA-1 in 

cancer cell supernatant compared to the growth medium. (A II) Normalization of detected signals of McCoy and 

HCT 116. After normalization to the McCoy medium, a 20 % decrease is verified in HCT 116 supernatants. 

(B I) Effects of McCoy and HCT 116 on ratio of active LFA-1. The ratio of cells with active LFA-1 is way lower for 

CD4+ cells compared to CD8+ cells. A maximum of 30 % cells containing active LFA-1 indicates already inhibitory 

effect of the growth medium. (B II) Normalization of detected ratios for McCoy and HCT 116. After 

normalization, a small decrease of LFA-1 activation is detected for the cancer cell supernatant for CD8+ cells. An 

even lower LFA-1 activation level is measured for CD4+ cells which is not reliable based on the low cell numbers 

detected. 
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differences in LFA-1 activation levels in cancer cell supernatants versus medium. 

Unfortunately, almost no difference could be seen between medium and HCT 116 

supernatant (Figure 4-13 B I.). After normalization to the McCoy medium, a 5 % 

decrease of LFA-1 activation was detected for the CD8+ T cell population in the cancer 

cell supernatant. For CD4+ cells, this decrease was almost 20 % though this ratio was 

not reliable based on the low cell number detected (Figure 4-13 B II.).  

Comparing the chosen control cell lines to their growth medium, the results were 

similar to the observed effects of HCT 116 cell supernatant (Figure 4-14). 

 

 Figure 4-14: Quantification of active LFA-1 T cell populations in DMEM and control cell lines MCF7 and SK-

MEL-28 by LC-AA Assay. (A I) Effect of DMEM and control cell lines on active LFA-1. The MFI indicates lower 

cell numbers with activated LFA-1 in the MCF7 and SK-MEL-28 cell supernatant compared to the growth medium 

DMEM. (A II) Normalization of detected signals of DMEM and control cell lines. After normalization to the 

medium, a 20 % decrease is verified in the supernatants of chosen control cell lines. (B I) Effects of DMEM and 

control cell lines on ratio of active LFA-1. The ratio of cells with active LFA-1 was with 4 % very low for CD4+ 

cells compared to CD8+ cells with maximum of 30 % cells containing active LFA-1. This indicates already inhibitory 

effect of the growth medium. (B II) Normalization of detected ratios for DMEM and control cell lines. After 

normalization, no decrease of LFA-1 activation is detected for CD8+ cells and CD4+ cells treated with the cancer cell 

supernatants.   
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Only minor differences were identified between the growth medium DMEM and the 

control cell lines MCF7 and SK-MEL-28. For the supernatants, the amount of detected 

CD4+ and CD8+ cells with activated LFA-1 were similar to each other and lower 

compared to the detected cells in the DMEM growth medium (Figure 4-14 A I.). After 

normalization, 20 % less cells were detected in the cancer cell supernatants 

containing activated LFA-1 with bound ICAM-1c (Figure 4-14 A II.).  

As already seen for HCT 116 cells, the ratio of cells showing activated LFA-1 was lower 

for CD4+ cells than for CD8+ cells. LFA-1 activation was identified for approximately 

4 % of the CD4+ cell population in contrast to around 30 % of the CD8+ cell population 

(Figure 4-14 B I.). These low cell numbers indicated major inhibitory effects induced 

by the DMEM growth medium, which made it difficult to detect lower LFA-1 activation 

levels in cancer cell supernatants as it was already seen before (Figure 4-13). After 

normalization, there was very low or no difference between control cell line 

supernatants and growth medium in the CD8+ and CD4+ cell population 

(Figure 4-14 B II.).  

In contrast to MCF7 and SK-MEL-28, in the HCT 116 supernatant, at least a small 

reduction of LFA-1 activation was overserved in both cell populations, CD4+ and CD8+. 

These results indicated a partial inhibition of LFA-1 activation induced by the 

HCT 116 cell line compared to the control cell lines MCF7 and SK-MEL-28. But the 

detected differences were very weak and potentially insignificant.  

In conclusion, LC-AA assays did not show inhibition of LFA-1 in cancer cell 

supernatants compared to growth medium. The very low cell numbers, which could 

be measured, indicated already inhibitory effects of the DMEM and McCoy growth 

media, which made it very difficult to observe LFA-1 inhibition in the cancer cell 

supernatants. The experimental setup and protocol need to be optimized in order to 

monitor LFA-1 activation in cell culture supernatants and gain reliable results.  

Because of the difficulties and inconclusive results obtained by LC-AA measurements 

using cancer cell supernatants, we did not proceed with this approach. Still, in cell 

adhesion assays a decreased binding of T cell to ICAM-1was detected using cancer cell 

supernatants (4.3). Therefore, we decided to focus further experiments on this 

approach.   
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4.5 Analysis of T cell binding in cancer cell lines after siRNA knockdown 

experiments 

In order to further investigate whether RNA pathway components are involved in the 

reduced binding affinity of T cells to ICAM-1 after treatment with cancer cell 

supernatants in cell adhesion assays, RNAi knockdown experiment of such factors 

was performed. With the knockdown of RPBs, RNA modifying enzymes or miRNA 

pathway components, we hypothesize that the tumour microenvironment is changed 

to a less immunosuppressive state and T cell binding and infiltration can be restored 

to a certain extent (Figure 4-15). 

 
 

 

As a general measure, we first tested if T cell binding could be restored by a RNAi 

knockdown of known oncogenes in the before validated cancer cell lines (4.3). For 

these experiments, the CRC cell lines HCT 116 and HT 29 and the melanoma cell line 

A 375 were transfected with specific siPOOLs directed against CTNNB1, STAT3 and 

ATF3 and overexpression constructs of the same targets for 48 h and 72 h. These 

Figure 4-15: Schematic overview of RNAi knockdown approach to restore T cell infiltration. By performing 

RNAi knockdown experiments of specific targets in cancer cells, which were identified to downregulate T cell 

binding in in vitro cell adhesion assays, the immunosuppressive state of the tumour microenvironment could be 

reduced, and T cell infiltration could be restored to some extent. Potential targets are RBPs, RNA modifying enzymes 

or factors involved in the miRNA pathway. 
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molecules are drivers of oncogenic signalling pathways known to be involved in the 

exclusion of T cells from tumours (3.1.3). Used siPOOLs contained 30 different 

siRNAs targeting the same mRNA and thereby reduce potential off-target effects, often 

observed when single siRNAs are used. Overexpression constructs were expressed 

with a Flag/HA (F/HA) tag and a strong promotor to ensure high protein levels. Six 

hours after transfection, the medium was changed and after incubation for the 

estimated timepoints, cell adhesion assays were performed with primary T cells 

treated with the supernatants of transfected cancer cell lines. The effects of the 

supernatants on T cell binding were analysed and normalized to a scrambled siRNA 

control (siCtrl). The cancer cells were harvested to check knockdown and transfection 

efficiency of the siPOOLs and overexpression constructs.  

 

4.5.1 Increase of T cell binding in colorectal cancer cell line HCT 116 by 

CTNNB1 siRNA knockdown 

In HCT 116 cells, the three tested targets CTNNB1, STAT3 and ATF3 induced different 

effects on T cell binding to hICAM-1 protein upon overexpression and siRNA 

knockdown (Figure 4-16). The control siPOOL (siCtrl) did not impact T cell adhesion 

compared to wildtype (WT) and therefore was a valid control for normalization. Both, 

WT and siCtrl showed significant downregulation of T cell binding when compared to 

the growth medium McCoy. For all tested conditions, the standard deviations were 

small, although for the 72 h timepoint, they were higher than for 48 h after 

transfection.The most significant effects were detected for the target CTNNB1 

(Figure 4-16 A). After 48 h, the overexpression of the protein significantly decreased 

T cell binding after normalization to the control siCtrl transfection. The knockdown of 

CTNNB1 on the other hand showed an increase in T cell binding of up to 25 %. A 

similar effect was seen after 72 h. Although the effects were not significant anymore 

because of high standard deviations, T cell binding to coated hICAM-1 protein 

appeared to be block by the overexpression and increased upon siRNA knockdown. 

These results were expected based on the current knowledge of CTNNB1 (3.1.3.1) 

and underscores the suitability of our assay to identify factors regulating T cell 

binding. 
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The effects for STAT3 were not as strong as for CTNNB1 (Figure 4-16 B). Although 

after 48 h, the overexpression of the protein decreased T cell adhesion significantly, 

the knockdown did not induce increased T cell binding. After siRNA knockdown for 

72 h, more T cells seemed to have bound after normalizing to the siCtrl, but the effect 

was not significant. The decrease of T cell binding by overexpression of STAT3 was 

not detected anymore for the 72 h timepoint.  

For ATF3 overexpression and siRNA knockdown, the obtained results were similar to 

the effects detected for STAT3 (Figure 4-16 C). After 48 h, the overexpression of the 

target decreased T cell binding to some extent, but not significantly due to high 

Figure 4-16: Validation of RNAi knockdown approach in HCT 116 cells. The effects of CTNNB1, STAT3 and 

ATF3 were tested by overexpression and siRNA knockdown in HCT 116 cells followed by cell adhesion assay. 

(A) Impact of CTNNB1 on T cell binding. After 48 h, CTNNB1 (beta catenin) shows significant downregulation of 

T cell binding by overexpression and significant upregulation of T cell adhesion after siRNA knockdown. The effect 

is weaker after 72 h but the upregulation is still detected. (B) Impact of STAT3 on T cell binding. For STAT3, the 

overexpression decreases T cell binding after 48 h, but not after 72 h. The siRNA knockdown does not show a 

significant effect. (C) Impact of ATF3 on T cell binding. The overexpression and siRNA knockdown of ATF3 does 

not show significant effects on T cell binding. Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean 

was calculated, and error bars represent the standard deviation. 
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standard deviations. The knockdown did not show any effect. For the 72 h timepoint, 

the siRNA knockdown slightly increased T cell adhesion, but the effect of the 

overexpression was not detected anymore. To further validate and confirm detected 

effects of the differently treated cancer cells in the cell adhesion assays, the siRNA 

knockdown efficiency was validated by qPCR and the overexpression was checked by 

Western Blot for all three targets (Figure 4-17)  

 

 

The siRNA knockdown for 48 h and 72 h was highly efficient (Figure 4-17 A). The 

knockdown of CTNNB1 and STAT3 reduced the amount of mRNA to great extent with 

approximately 10 % remaining. For ATF3, the siRNA knockdown was not as efficient 

as for the other targets with 30 % remaining mRNA. The Western Blot for validation 

of overexpressed constructs indicated only low transfection efficiency for all three 

targets (Figure 4-17 B). For both timepoints, weak signals were detected for 

CTNNB1, STAT3 and ATF3 using an α-HA antibody against the F/HA tag of the 

constructs. Moreover, the detected signals got weaker from 48 h to 72 h. Only the 

control transfection of an eGFP construct showed high expression of the protein. The 

loading control beta-Tubulin proved equal loading of the samples. Therefore, 

overexpression effects observed in the adhesion assay could still be unspecific or 

were in the noise range. 

Figure 4-17: Validation of siRNA knockdown and overexpression efficiency. (A) siKnockdown efficiency. 

siKnockdown efficiency of tested targets was determined via qPCR and analysed with the ΔΔCT method. The 

knockdown after 48 h and 72 h is very efficient which leaves only 10-30 % remaining mRNA. Analyses were 

performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated and error bars represent the standard 

deviation. (B) Overexpression efficiency. The overexpression of tested targets was checked via Western Blot and 

detected via an α-HA antibody. Targets are expressed at low levels due to low transfection efficiency in HCT 116 

cells. Equal loading is detected with α-beta Tubulin antibody. (CTNNB1 = 92 kDa; STAT3 = 88 kDa; ATF3 = 23 kDa; 

eGFP = 37 kDa; Tubulin = 50 kDa).   
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4.5.2 Minor effects on T cell binding in colorectal cancer cell line HT 29 after 

CTNNB1 siRNA knockdown 

In the colorectal cancer cell line HCT 116 the T cell binding appeared to be restored 

to some extent after knockdown of CTNNB1. To further support these results, the 

effect of CTNNB1 knockdown and overexpression was validated in the second 

colorectal cancer cell line HT 29 (Figure 4-18). This cell line also showed a 

downregulation of T cell binding in the previously performed cell adhesion assay 

(Figure 4-10). The siRNA knockdown experiment was performed with the same 

setup as described above (4.5).  

 

 

In HT 29 cells, the effects of siRNA knockdown and overexpression indicated the same 

tendency to the ones detected for HCT 116 cells, but they were not significant 

(Figure 4-18 A). However, already the siCtrl showed higher T cell binding compared 

to the WT, which made this control less reliable for normalization. The 

overexpression showed slight downregulation of T cell binding whereas the siRNA 

knockdown slightly increased the T cell adhesion. Comparing the results to WT 

instead of the siCtrl, the binding of T cells was significantly increased after 

Figure 4-18: Validation of the effect of CTNNB1 on T cell biding in HT 29 cells. The effect of CTNNB1 was tested 

by overexpression and siRNA knockdown in HT 29 cells followed by cell adhesion assay. (A) Impact of CTNNB1 on 

T cell binding. After 48 h, CTNNB1 (beta catenin) shows slight downregulation of T cell binding by overexpression 

and a small upregulation of T cell adhesion after siRNA knockdown. The same tendency is detected after 72 h but 

the effects are smaller. All detected effects are not significant. (B) Transfection efficiency. The transfection 

efficiency was validated via qPCR and analysed by ΔΔCT method. Overexpression shows increased levels of CTNNB1 

after normalization to siCtrl. The siRNA knockdown is highly efficient. Analyses were performed as biological 

replicates (n ≥ 2). The mean was calculated, and error bars represent the standard deviation. 
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transfection for 48 h. The detected effects at the 72 h timepoint were even weaker. 

Here, the siCtrl had no effect on T cell binding compared to WT and was a valid control 

for normalization. Nevertheless, neither knockdown nor overexpression induced a 

significant effect in the cell adhesion assay.  

Because performed Western Blots did not show any signals for successful transfection 

(data not shown), overexpression as well as knockdown of CTNNB1 were checked via 

qPCR (Figure 4-18 B). The overexpression could be detected by qPCR, but results 

indicated low transfection efficiency of CTNNB1 after overexpression, which could 

explain the missing signals in Western Blots. The expression even decreased at the 

72 h timepoint. In contrast, the siRNA knockdown for 48 h and 72 h was highly 

efficient. The CTNNB1 knockdown led to not even 10 % remaining mRNA. The low 

transfection efficiencies could explain the mild effects detected in the adhesion assay. 

Still, both colorectal cancer cell lines HCT 116 and HT 29 showed similar effects 

induced by CTNNB1. 

 

4.5.3 Controversial effects on T cell binding in melanoma cell line A 375 after 

siRNA knockdown 

Because the supernatant of the melanoma cell line A 375 also reduced T cell binding 

significantly, the effects of all three targets CTNNB1, STAT3 and AFT3 were validated 

after overexpression and knockdown by performing cell adhesion assays, as 

described above (4.5) (Figure 4-19).  

In contrast to the colorectal cancer cell lines, none of the checked targets showed 

significant effects on T cell binding in the cell adhesion assays. For all targets, the siCtrl 

already increased T cell binding compared to WT. Therefore, the results after 48 h 

were not reliable. The effect of the siRNA control was lost after 72 h, which made these 

results more plausible. 

Keeping this in mind and considering the results with caution, CTNNB1 could be a 

promising target in A 375 cell line as seen in HCT 116 cells as well (Figure 4-19 A). 

At 48 h, a clear difference between overexpression and knockdown was detected. 

Comparing the results to WT, T cell binding upon knockdown was upregulated up to 

25 %. The overexpression induced a 15 % decrease in T cell binding after normalizing 
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to the siCtrl. But because also the signal for WT was lower after normalization, this 

effect is unspecific. The effects for overexpression and knockdown were not detected 

anymore after 72 h. 

 

 

When looking closer at the targets STAT3 and ATF3, for the 48 h timepoint, the 

knockdown of siCtrl induced a significant increase in T cell binding compared to WT 

(Figure 4-19 B and C). Additionally, overexpression and knockdown of both targets 

had the same effects and seemed to reduce T cell binding. Because of the 

undependable control, the obtained results for the A 375 cell line were not reliable. 

The effects detected at 48 h were lost after 72 h. There, the control did not have an 

impact on T cell binding compared to WT, which made the results more plausible. Still, 

Figure 4-19: Validation of RNAi knockdown approach in A 375 cells. The effect of different potential controls 

was tested by overexpression and siRNA knockdown in A 375 cells followed by cell adhesion assay. (A) Impact of 

CTNNB1 on T cell binding. After 48 h, CTNNB1 (beta catenin) shows downregulation of T cell binding by 

overexpression and slight upregulation of T cell adhesion after siRNA knockdown, but not significant. The effects 

are not detected after 72 h. (B) Impact of STAT3 on T cell binding. For STAT3, after 48 h the siRNA knockdown 

of the control decreases T cell binding significantly. Therefore, measured downregulation after overexpression and 

siRNA knockdown are not reliable. After 72 h this effect is gone. (C) Impact of ATF3 on T cell binding. For ATF3 

similar effects are observed as for STAT3. After 48 h, the obtained results are not reliable, after 72 h no effects are 

detected. Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated, and error bars 

represent the standard deviation. 
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neither knockdown nor overexpression showed an effect on T cell adhesion in the 

assays.  

The siRNA knockdown efficiency was validated via qPCR and the transfection 

efficiency of overexpression constructs was checked by Western Blot (Figure 4-20).  

After 48 h, the knockdown efficiency of all three targets was low and very variable. 

Except CTNNB1, there was still up to 50 % remaining mRNA detected. After 72 h, the 

knockdown was comparable to the results obtained for HCT 116 cells. There, 

approximately 15-30 % remaining RNA was detected (Figure 4-20 A).  

 

 

The Western Blot to check the overexpression of the targets showed a similar pattern 

as seen for HCT 116 cells (Figure 4-20 B). For both timepoints, only weak signals 

were detected for all targets using an α-HA antibody binding the F/HA tag of the 

constructs. However, the detected signals did not change from 48 h to 72 h and looked 

similar. Only for the eGFP control, high expression was induced after overexpression 

at 48 h and 72 h. Equal loading of all samples was verified by using a beta-Tubulin 

antibody.  

In summary, by performing siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 in colorectal cancer cell 

lines HCT 116 and HT 29, the effect of reduced T cell binding affinity to coated hICAM-

Figure 4-20: Validation of siKnockdown and overexpression efficiency in A 375 cells. (A) siKnockdown 

efficiency. siKnockdown efficiency of tested targets was determined via qPCR and analysed with the ΔΔCT method. 

The knockdown after 48 h with about 15-50 % is less efficient compared to 72 h which leaves 10-30 % remaining 

mRNA. Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated and error bars represent 

the standard deviation. (B) Overexpression efficiency. Overexpression of tested targets was checked via Western 

Blot and detected via an α-HA antibody. Targets are expressed at low levels due to low transfection efficiency in A 

375 cells. Equal loading is detected with α-beta Tubulin antibody. (CTNNB1 = 92 kDa; STAT3 = 88 kDa; ATF3 = 23 

kDa; eGFP = 37 kDa; Tubulin = 50 kDa). 
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1 protein could be restored to some extent. Additionally, for HCT 116, the 

overexpression of CTNNB1 induced an even higher decrease in T cell adhesion 

compared to WT. These results were expected based on the current knowledge of 

CTNNB1 acting as driver of the oncogenic Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway 

(3.1.3.1). Therefore, CTNNB1 is a valid positive control for our theory that by using 

siRNAs in order to knockdown specific factors in cancer cells, T cell binding can be 

restored in vitro. Moreover, our data supports the hypothesis that by targeting 

specific RNA-regulatory pathways in the tumour, the immunosuppressive state of the 

microenvironment could be changed and T cell binding can be restored as well. As 

next step, to identify such RNA-regulatory pathways and validate their impact on 

T cell binding, a RNAi screening was designed and performed. The results for the 

primary screening of some targets are described in more detail below. 

 

4.6 Design of RNAi screening approach for the identification of potential 

immune regulators involved in T cell infiltration 

After the successful proof that RNAi knockdown of specific targets can restore T cell 

binding in the in vitro cell adhesion assay, an RNAi screening approach was designed. 

With this screening we aimed to identify RNA-based regulatory pathways, including 

specific RBPs or RNA modifying enzymes, which might be involved in the reduced 

binding affinity and hence the exclusion of T cells from tumours. Therefore, siRNA 

knockdown of several different targets with specifically designed siPOOLs was 

performed in HCT 116 cells in a 96 well format and 6 h after transfection the medium 

was changed. 48 h after the transfection, cell adhesion assays were performed with 

primary T cells treated with the supernatants of the transfected cancer cells. The 

transfected cancer cells were harvested to validate siRNA knockdown efficiency and 

viability of cells after transfection. Viability was checked using the CellTiter-Glo® 

reagent, which was also used as readout of the cell adhesion assay. Both, siRNA 

knockdown efficiency and viability were essential parameters to determine whether 

induced effects could be positive hits or false positives. Analyses were performed in 

biological replicates. For the screening, a RNAi library targeting approximately 700 

different RBPs was generated by siTOOLs Biotech GmbH (Planegg, Germany). The 
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library was arranged on 96 well plates using a specific layout, which resulted in 86 

different siPOOLs on one plate with a total number of eight plates.  

Nevertheless, to verify and ensure that the idea and the design of this particular RNAi 

screening approach in the 96 well format is working, as a first step only one library 

plate was used for transfection followed by the cell adhesion assay. The primary 

screening of this plate was performed in biological replicates and potential hits were 

identified and selected for further validation and detailed analyses.  

 

4.6.1 Identification of potential targets in primary RNAi screening  

The primary screening of the first library plate was performed in biological replicates 

and normalized to the siRNA control transfection (Figure 4-21). Additionally, the 

growth medium McCoy and WT were included as control treatments and proved that 

the cell adhesion assays worked and were reliable. These conditions are not 

represented in the screening overview figure. 

The results of the primary screening clearly showed that after normalization most of 

the tested targets scattered around the level of the siRNA control (siCtrl) and did not 

have a specific effect on the binding efficiency of the T cells in the in vitro cell adhesion 

assays (Figure 4-21 A, grey and black). However, the siRNA knockdown of some of 

the targets seemed to induce an increase in T cell adhesion compared to siCtrl 

knockdown (Figure 4-21 A, red). It is worth to mention, that LIN28A was one of the 

targets included on the library plate and had no effect on T cell adhesion. This was 

expected because the protein is not expressed in HCT 116 cells (Parisi et al. 2021) 

(Figure 4-21 A, black). Interestingly, the knockdown of SRRM4 induced a slight 

increase of T cell binding in the screening, although this target is most likely not 

expressed in HCT 116 cells as well (Uhlén et al. 2015) Human Protein Atlas; 

proteinatlas.org) (Figure 4-21 A, purple). Hence, the increase in T cell binding 

caused by this target was used as a threshold to exclude potential false positive hits 

of the primary screening. When organizing the targets of the siRNA library plate based 

on their molecular functions, most of the potential hits are involved in mRNA splicing 

or the nucleocytoplasmic transport (Figure 4-21 B, red and blue star). But not every 

splice factor showed an increase in T cell binding. Most of them had no effect at all or 
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were close to the set threshold. Therefore, these factors were excluded from the list 

of potential hits.  

 

 

Moreover, some factors of the library plate are known to be involved in other mRNA 

processing processes and transcription. These seemed to have minor impact on T cell 

binding (Figure 4-21 B, lilac). Only RBM14 induced an increase in T cell binding in 

the screening (Figure 4-21  B, green star). Therefore, the results of the primary 

Figure 4-21: Primary screening results of RBP siPOOL library. (A) Primary screening results of RNAi 

screening approach. siRNA knockdown of in total 86 different RBPs with specific siPOOLs was performed followed 

by cell adhesion assay 48 h after transfection. Bound cells were normalized to siCtrl transfection. While most of the 

targets show no increase (examples in black), some show clear enrichment in T cell binding (in red). Because 

SRRM4 is not expressed in HCT 116 cells, a threshold can be set at the level of this target (in purple). (B) GO-Term 

analysis of targets of primary screening. Based on GO-Term analysis, the siRNA knockdown of splicing factors 

(in red) and nucleocytoplasmic transport (in blue) is likely to be able to increase T cell binding. Analyses were 

performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated, and error bars represent the standard 

deviation. 
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screening indicated that in general siRNA knockdown of factors involved in mRNA 

localization and processing, but most importantly in RNA splicing, was able to restore 

T cell binding.  

Based on the results of the primary screening, some potential hits could be identified 

(Figure 4-22 A, red, blue and green). In the screening, the siRNA knockdown of 

DDX5 and XPO1 significantly increased T cell binding. Some other targets like PUF60 

and YTHDC1 had a similar effect, but to a lower extent. On the other hand, some of the 

tested factors did not have any impact on T cell binding like the polyadenylation factor 

SYMPK for example (Kolev and Steitz 2005) (Figure 4-22 A, black). When the 

viability of the transfected cancer cells was tested 48 h after the siRNA knockdown 

and normalized to the siCtrl, almost no change was detected for most of the selected 

potential targets except for DDX39B and RAN (Figure 4-22 B).  

 

 

The reduced viability caused by these two targets could be the reason for the effect 

identified in the cell adhesion assay. Also, the knockdown of XPO1 showed reduced 

viability but not as much as DDX39B and RAN. Viability was only tested once during 

the primary screening, but thereafter included in the detailed validation of potential 

targets. Therefore, all three targets were still included in the following experiments 

to obtain more reliable results. 

Figure 4-22: Identification of potential targets in primary RNAi screening. (A I) Identified targets for 

further validation analyses. After siRNA knockdown, several splicing factors (in red), export factors (in blue) and 

RBM14 as transcription factor (in green) show increased T cell binding in cell adhesion assay compared to the 

siCtrl. Still, most of the targets, e.g. SYMPK (in black) show no change in T cell binding. (A II) HCT 116 viability 

after siRNA knockdown. Viability of HCT 116 cells was checked 48 h after siRNA knockdown (n = 1). For the chosen 

targets, viability of cells is not significantly affected compared to siCtrl, expected by siRNA knockdown of RAN, 

DDX39B and to lower extent for XPO1.   
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The results of the primary screening indicated that specific RBPs could be involved in 

reducing the binding ability of T cells when treated with cancer cell supernatants. 

Especially, the siRNA knockdowns of splicing factors seemed to have a positive impact 

on T cell binding in the cell adhesion assay. The identified targets, which increased 

T cell binding compared to the control knockdown were validated in more detail and 

the results will be described below. 

 

4.6.2 Validation of potential hits identified in primary screening 

As a first step to validate the identified hits of the primary screening, individual 

knockdown experiments, excluded from the screening approach, were performed to 

reproduce and investigate previously detected effects in detail (Figure 4-23). 

Therefore, siRNA knockdowns were performed in HCT 116 cells for 48 h and 72 h and 

the supernatants were used for cell adhesion assay (Figure 4-23 A) whereas the cells 

were harvested and checked for knockdown efficiency and viability (Figure 4-23 B 

and C). The observed level of bound T cells in the siRNA control (siCtrl) sample was 

similar to WT (Figure 4-23 A, grey). Both downregulated T cell binding significantly 

compared to the medium. Hence, the siCtrl was a valid reference for normalization. 

For all targets, the standard deviation at 72 h was higher compared to the 48 h 

timepoint which indicated higher variability of the assay for longer knockdown 

durations. Based on this, for the following validation experiments the siRNA 

knockdown was performed for 48 h only. As already seen in the primary screening, 

SYMPK had no effect on T cell binding after knockdown for 48 h and 72 h 

(Figure 4-23 A, black). Moreover, most of the identified targets, which increased 

T cell binding in the primary screening, still showed the same effect but to lower 

extent (Figure 4-23 A, red, blue and green). For example, DDX5 showed significant 

upregulation of T cell adhesion in the screening, but in the individual knockdown 

experiments, it induced only mild effects in the assay. On the other hand, for the 

export factor XPO1 the significant upregulation of T cell binding was reproducible. 

The highest increase in the assay was detected for the second export factor RAN. The 

siRNA knockdown of this target doubled the number of bound T cells compared to the 

siCtrl.  
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To ensure that the effects were induced by an efficient knockdown of the targets, 

qPCR was performed and normalized to the siRNA control (Figure 4-23 B). All 

siPOOLs used in the screening experiments showed effective downregulation of the 

target RNAs in the qPCR analyses. Only the knockdown of RBM14 was not as strong 

as the others with up to 50 % remaining mRNA after knockdown for 48 h. For 72 h, 

no knockdown was detected anymore (Figure 4-23 B, green). The efficiency of the 

siRNA knockdown of all validated targets decreased from 48 h to 72 h which was 

determined by higher levels of remaining target mRNA. This could explain the higher 

Figure 4-23: Validation of potential hits identified in primary screening. (A) Validation of potential hits of 

primary screening. For the validation of identified potential hits, siRNA knockdown of targets and cell adhesion 

assays were performed after 48 h and 72 h. The previously observed effect of increased T cell binding by the targets 

is reproducible (red, blue and green). Also, the control SYMPK (black) induces no increase, as seen before. 

(B) siKnockdown efficiency. The knockdown efficiency was determined by qPCR and analysed with the ΔΔCT 

method. The siRNA knockdown is highly efficient except for RBM14. (C) HCT 116 viability after siRNA 

knockdown. The viability of HCT 116 cells was checked after siRNA knockdown for 48 h and 72 h. Only the 

knockdown of DDX39B and RAN decreases viability to great extent. For the other targets, cell viability is almost not 

affected. Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated and error bars 

represent the standard deviation. 
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variability of the measured effects in the cell adhesion assay (Figure 4-23 A). As 

second validation of the induced effects, the viability of the transfected HCT 116 cells 

was checked and normalized to the siCtrl (Figure 4-23 C). For most of the targets, the 

viability of the cells was not impaired by the siRNA knockdown, neither for 48 h nor 

for 72 h. The exceptions were the knockdown of DDX39B and RAN, which decreased 

cell viability to 50 % 48 h after transfection and to only 10 % living cells after 72 h. 

Although the knockdown of XPO1 had a negative effect on the viability of HCT 116 

cells, it was considered insignificant with approximately 80 % viable cells detected 

after transfection for 48 h and a very low standard deviation.  

Based on these results, the factors DDX5, YTHDC1, PUF60 and XPO1 were considered 

as potential positive hits identified in the primary screening and included in the 

further validation. The targets DDX39B and RAN were excluded based on the highly 

reduced viability of the cancer cells after siRNA knockdown. Also, the target RBM14 

was removed from further validation experiments based on the inefficient siRNA 

knockdown. Although SYMPK showed the same effect in these validation experiments 

as it did in the primary screening, it was replaced as control because of its molecular 

function as mRNA processing factor. As a new control target for showing no effect on 

T cell binding ZCCHC8 was picked which is also found to be involved in splicing events 

as most of the targets selected for further validation (Falk et al. 2016) 

(Figure 4-21 B). Results for the detailed validation of the picked targets are described 

in the next chapter. 

 

4.6.3 Characterization of specific RNA-binding proteins as potential immune 

regulators  

After the first validation experiments, most of the selected hits identified in the 

primary screening were confirmed to increase T cell binding upon siRNA knockdown 

and may function as potential immune regulators. The most promising candidates 

were the splicing factors DDX5 and PUF60, the m6A reader protein YTHDC1 and the 

export factor XPO1. To analyse these targets and especially the induced effects in 

more detail, HCT 116 cells were transfected with overexpression constructs and 

siPOOLs for 48 h. Afterwards, supernatants were used for cell adhesion assays and 
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cells were harvested to check the knockdown and overexpression efficiency as well 

as the viability after transfection. All results were normalized to the siRNA control 

(siCtrl). In addition to the promising hits, the splicing factor ZCCHC8 was chosen as 

control target which – after the primary screening - was not expected to induce 

significant changes in T cell binding upon overexpression and siRNA knockdown.  

First, the targets DDX5, YTHDC1 and as control ZCCHC8 were analysed (Figure 4-24). 

In the cell adhesion assay, for all targets the siCtrl was comparable to WT and 

therefore a valid reference for normalization (Figure 4-24 A, grey). Around 50 % less 

T cells bound after the siCtrl transfection compared to the growth medium. This 

proved again the fact that the supernatant of HCT 116 cells induced significant 

downregulation of T cell adhesion. Looking closer at the other tested targets, neither 

the overexpression nor the siRNA knockdown induced significant effects after 

normalization to siCtrl. Nevertheless, for DDX5 and YTHDC1 an increase of almost 

40 % in T cell binding was observed comparing overexpression with siRNA 

knockdown (Figure 4-24 A, red). As expected, the effects after overexpression and 

siRNA knockdown of the negative control ZCCHC8 were similar to each other and had 

no obvious influence on T cell binding (Figure 4-24 A, black). Also, the standard 

deviations were much higher compared to the other tested targets. Therefore, effects 

induced by knockdown and overexpression of ZCCHC8 seemed be more variable 

compared to other factors. Viability of HCT 116 cells was tested to ensure equal cell 

numbers for the different, tested conditions (Figure 4-24 B). For all targets, neither 

overexpression nor siRNA knockdown seemed to have effects on cell viability. After 

normalization to siCtrl, there were no considerable changes detected between WT, 

overexpression or knockdown. This suggested that the cell adhesion effects were 

reliable and not caused by affecting HCT 116 cell viability and number.  
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Furthermore, the efficiency of the transfection of the HCT 116 cells was validated 

(Figure 4-25). For the siRNA knockdown, RNA was extracted and used for qPCR 

measurements, which were normalized to the siCtrl (Figure 4-25 A). The successful 

transfection of the different overexpression constructs was checked via Western Blot 

using an α-HA antibody detecting the F/HA tag of the proteins (Figure 4-25 B).  

The qPCR proved high efficiency of the siRNA knockdown. For DDX5 and YTHDC1, 

only 15-20 % remaining mRNA was detected. Also, the siRNA knockdown of the 

control target ZCCHC8 was very efficient with approximately 30 % remaining mRNA 

(Figure 4-25 A). Also, the overexpression resulted in high expression of the proteins. 

The Western Blot using antibodies against the F/HA tag showed clear signals at the 

expected molecular weights. For YTHDC1 and ZCCHC8, additional bands were visible, 

which might be caused by different splice variants. To ensure and prove equal loading 

of the lanes, an antibody against beta-Tubulin was used. The HCT 116 WT sample 

(lane 1) showed no signal using the α-HA antibody, which again confirmed the 

specificity and efficiency of the transfection (Figure 4-25 B). 

Figure 4-24: Analysis of potential immune regulators identified in primary screening. Impact of potential 

hits of the primary screening on T cell binding was tested by overexpression and siRNA knockdown in HCT 116 cells 

followed by cell adhesion assay. (A) Impact of identified targets on T cell binding. In cell adhesion assay, DDX5 

and YTHDC1 show slight downregulation of T cell adhesion after overexpression and mild upregulation after siRNA 

knockdown (red). As control, ZCCHC8 was tested, which has no effect on T cell binding, neither after overexpression 

nor siRNA knockdown (black). (B) HCT 116 viability after transfections. Induced effects are not influenced by 

reduced cell viability of HCT 116 cells after treatment. Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The 

mean was calculated and error bars represent the standard deviation. 
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Secondly, also the splicing factor PUF60 and the export factor XPO1 were investigated 

in more detail (Figure 4-26). For both targets the expected effect of WT compared to 

the growth medium was detected. As seen before, the siCtrl transfection showed no 

effect on T cell binding compared to WT and was used for normalization 

(Figure 4-26 A, grey). For PUF60, the overexpression construct significantly 

decreased T cell binding (Figure 4-26 A, red). The standard deviation was low 

indicating a stable and reliable effect. In contrast, the siRNA knockdown seemed to 

have no influence on the binding ability of T cells. Only a slight increase of 

approximately 10 % could be detected although the effect in the primary screening 

was much higher (Figure 4-22). For XPO1, overexpression had almost no impact 

compared to the siRNA control and resulted in a small decrease of the detected signal. 

But on the other hand, the siRNA knockdown increased the number of bound cells 

significantly by 40 % (Figure 4-26 A, blue). The standard deviations were higher as 

seen for PUF60, but still the effect induced by the siRNA knockdown was significant. 

Additionally, for both targets, the viability of HCT 116 cells after the transfection was 

tested (Figure 4-26 B). For PUF60 and XPO1, the WT and overexpression showed no 

change in viability after normalization to siCtrl. The siRNA knockdown for both 

Figure 4-25: Validation of siKnockdown and overexpression efficiency. (A) siKnockdown efficiency. siRNA 

knockdown of tested targets was validated via qPCR and analysed with the ΔΔCT method and normalized to the 

siRNA control (siCtrl). siRNA knockdown is very efficient with only 10 -30 % remaining mRNA. Analyses were 

performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 3). The mean was calculated and error bars represent the standard 

deviation. (B) Overexpression efficiency. Overexpression was checked via Western Blot using an α-HA antibody 

and beta-Tubulin as loading control. All targets are expressed highly after transfection. (YTHDC1 = 85 kDa; DDX5 

= 70 kDa; ZCCHC8 = 82 kDa; Tubulin = 50 kDa).  
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targets decreased the viability to 75-80 % compared to the control, which was 

considered insignificant. 

 

 

Moreover, knockdown and overexpression were tested to ensure that the induced 

effects were reliable and based on either siRNA knockdown or overexpression 

(Figure 4-27). To validate the siRNA knockdown, RNA was extracted, and qPCR was 

performed and results were normalized to siCtrl (Figure 4-27 A). The success of the 

overexpression was checked via Western Blot detecting the targets by an α-HA 

antibody (Figure 4-27 B).  

The knockdown of both targets was highly efficient (Figure 4-27 A). For PUF60, only 

7 % remaining mRNA was detected after normalization to the siCtrl. For XPO1, the 

knockdown was not as efficient as for PUF60, but with 17 % remaining mRNA it was 

still very effective. In Western Blots, clear signals for the validated targets were visible 

at the expected molecular weights (Figure 4-27 B). For PUF60, an additional 

dominant band at 180 kDa was present. As loading control an antibody detecting beta-

Tubulin was used, which showed equal loading of the lanes. 

Figure 4-26: Identification and analysis of potential immune regulators identified in primary screening. 

Impact of potential hits PUF60 and XPO1 on T cell binding was tested by overexpression and siRNA knockdown in 

HCT 116 cells followed by cell adhesion assay. (A) Impact of PUF60 and XPO1 on T cell adhesion. PUF60 shows 

significant downregulation of T cell binding after overexpression and only minor effects after siRNA knockdown 

(red). In contrast, XPO1 shows no effect after overexpression, but increases the number of bound cells significantly 

after siRNA knockdown (blue). (B) HCT 116 viability after transfection. Viability of HCT 116 cells is not 

significantly impaired after transfection of siPOOLs or overexpression constructs. Analyses were performed as 

biological replicates (n ≥ 4). The mean was calculated, and error bars represent the standard deviation.   
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In summary, the detailed validation of the identified hits of the primary screening 

suggests an immune relevant function of these targets based on their effect on T cell 

binding to hICAM-1 in cell adhesion assays. Although for DDX5 and YTHDC1 no 

significant effects were detected after normalization to the siCtrl, a clear increase of 

the number of bound T cells was observed comparing the siRNA knockdown to the 

overexpression. Even greater effects were identified for PUF60 and XPO1. 

Overexpression of PUF60 was inducing significant decrease of T cell binding and 

siRNA knockdown of XPO1 was highly increasing adhesion of T cells. Therefore, these 

two targets were analysed further to identify a possible connection to important 

immune regulatory pathways. The detailed analysis is described in the next chapter.  

  

Figure 4-27: Validation of siRNA knockdown and overexpression efficiency. (A) siKnockdown efficiency. 

siRNA knockdown of PUF60 and XPO1 was validated via qPCR and analysed with the ΔΔCT method and normalized 

to the siRNA control (siCtrl). siRNA knockdown was very efficient with only 10 -20 % remaining RNA. Analyses were 

performed as biological replicates (n ≥ 4). The mean was calculated and error bars represent the standard 

deviation. (B) Overexpression efficiency. Overexpression was checked via Western Blot using an α-HA antibody 

and beta-Tubulin as loading control. Both targets are strongly expressed after transfection (PUF60 = 65 kDa; XPO1 

= 125 kDa; Tubulin = 50 kDa).  
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4.7 Identification of alternative splicing factor PUF60 as regulator of 

CTNNB1 expression 

After the primary screening and the detailed validation, the alternative splicing factor 

PUF60 and the nuclear export factor XPO1 were identified as promising targets with 

immune regulatory functions. The obtained results indicate that both targets could 

influence the binding of T cells to ICAM-1, which is the main specific ligand of the 

integrin LFA-1. The overexpression of PUF60 showed a negative effect on the binding 

ability of T cells whereas the siRNA knockdown of XPO1 increased the binding of 

T cells in vitro. CTNNB1 is a well-studied oncogene, which was identified to be 

involved in the exclusion of T cells from tumours (3.1.3). Moreover, CTNNB1 as well 

showed significant effects on T cell binding in in vitro cell adhesion assays (4.5). The 

overexpression of CTNNB1 downregulated and the siRNA knockdown upregulated 

T cell binding significantly. Additionally, several publications claimed that expression 

of CTNNB1 is post-transcriptionally regulated on RNA levels by alternative splicing 

events (Thiele et al. 2006; Chan et al. 2022). Therefore, we focused further studies on 

PUF60 and its potential effects on CTNNB1 by regulating alternative splicing.  

 

4.7.1 Interaction of PUF60 with CTNNB1 on RNA Level 

In order to identify a possible connection of the target effects observed in the cell 

adhesion assays with CTNNB1, both PUF60 and XPO1 were overexpressed in 

HEK 293T cells and immunoprecipitation followed by RNA extraction (RNA-IP; RIP) 

was performed. The IP was performed using α-FLAG beads binding to the F/HA tag of 

the overexpression constructs. The extracted RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA 

followed by qPCR to validate a potential enrichment of CTNNB1 on RNA level. In 

addition to CTNNB1, ATF3 RNA level was analysed because this transcription 

repressor is the downstream factor of the β-catenin signalling pathway. As control 

target, the splicing factor ZCCHC8 was used, which had no effect in the primary 

screening and in the validation experiments. LIN28A was also included as additional 

control, which is known to specifically bind primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) (Parisi et 

al. 2021). The enrichment of the RNA level was determined by the ratio of IP over 
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input and normalized to an empty F/HA control plasmid. The success of the IP itself 

was validated via Western Blot (Figure 4-28). 

 

 

The RIP experiments clearly revealed an almost 6-fold enrichment of CTNNB1 mRNA 

association with overexpressed PUF60 (Figure 4-28 A I., red). The standard 

Figure 4-28: Validation of the interaction of PUF60 and XPO1 with CTNNB1 on RNA level and on protein 

level. (A I.) CTNNB1 Enrichment. Validation of RNA enrichment of CTNNB1 after F/HA – IP of PUF60, XPO1, 

LIN28A, ZCCHC8 and F/HA control (F/HA Ctrl). (A II.) ATF3 Enrichment. Validation of RNA enrichment of ATF3 

after F/HA – IP of PUF60, XPO1, LIN28A, ZCCHC8 and F/HA control (F/HA Ctrl). Enrichment was calculated IP over 

input and normalized to the F/HA Ctrl. PUF60 clearly enriches both CTNNB1 and ATF3 RNA (red), whereas the 

other targets enrich neither CTNNB1 nor ATF3 at all or only to small extent (black). Analyses were performed as 

biological replicates (n = 3). The mean was calculated, and error bars represent the standard deviation 

(B) Western Blot after IP. Success of the F/HA – IP is validated via Western Blot using an α-HA antibody. However, 

no increase of CTNNB1 on protein level is detected using a specific antibody detecting CTNNB1 (PUF60 = 65 kDa; 

XPO1 = 125 kDa; Lin28A = 25 kDa; ZCCHC8 = 82 kDa; CTNNB1 = 88 kDa). 
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deviation was high. However, this showed a rate of high variability in our assays. The 

control targets showed no increase of CTNNB1 on the RNA level after IP compared to 

the F/HA control (F/HA Ctrl). LIN28A showed no binding of the target mRNA, which 

was expected. ZCCHC8 seemed to bind the CTNNB1 mRNA weakly and is thus 

considered as background binding (Figure 4-28 A I., black). For XPO1, the 

enrichment could not be determined clearly. Although binding of the CTNNB1 RNA 

was detected, enrichment of approximately 2-fold was not significant and rather 

similar to background (Figure 4-28 A I., blue).  

A similar pattern was seen for the ATF3 RNA level (Figure 4-28 A II.). A mild 

enrichment could be seen for PUF60 overexpression (red), for XPO1 this effect was 

rather small (blue) and for the controls LIN28A and ZCCHC8 again no clear increase 

was detected (black). Because ATF3 mRNA may not be directly bound by the tested 

factors, an enrichment might only result from increased CTNNB1 levels. Thereby, the 

observed enrichment of ATF3 with overexpressed PUF60, served as another 

confirmation of the specificity for the CTNNB1 mRNA enrichment.  

To test the success of the IP, a Western Blot was performed detecting the tested 

targets via an α-HA antibody (Figure 4-28 B). In the IP samples (lane 7 - 11) a clear 

enrichment of PUF60, XPO1, LIN28A and ZCCHC8 was detected with visible bands 

migrating with corresponding molecular weight. Because of the stringent elution of 

the antibody-protein complex from the beads, the additional antibody bands at 55 

kDa were visible. As already seen before, a rather unspecific band running at 180 kDa 

could be seen for PUF60 (lane 7). Empty F/HA Ctrl did not show any unspecific 

signals, which ensured a clean and effective IP. Furthermore, using a specific antibody, 

endogenous protein levels of CTNNB1 were tested. Although there was a clear signal 

for CTNNB1 in the input samples (lane 1-5), there was no enrichment detected in the 

IP lanes (lane 7-11).  

The results of the RIP indicated an interaction of PUF60 with CTNNB1 on mRNA level 

without affecting protein levels as seen in the Western Blot. For XPO1, an unclear 

interaction with CTNNB1 mRNA was identified. Consequently, the focus was set on 

finding a functional explanation for the interaction between PUF60 and the CTNNB1 

mRNA. As a first step to investigate this interaction, rescue experiments were 
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performed to figure out if the downregulation of T cell binding in in vitro cell adhesion 

assays detected after the overexpression of PUF60 could be induced by increased 

CTNNB1 levels. The results are described below. 

 

4.7.2 Rescue of reduced T cell binding induced by PUF60 via knockdown of 

CTNNB1 

After the identification of an interaction between the alternative splicing factor PUF60 

and the CTNNB1 mRNA, the next focus of interest was whether the effect of PUF60 

overexpression in cell adhesion assays is indeed connected to CTNNB1. In order to 

address this question, rescue experiments were performed. Therefore, HCT 116 cells 

were transfection with a F/HA-PUF60 overexpression construct and an empty control 

vector (F/HA Ctrl). Reasoning that PUF60 overexpression leads to increased CTNNB1 

mRNA levels, 24 h after transfection, siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 and a siRNA 

control were performed using specific siPOOLs. 48 h after the knockdown, the 

supernatants were used for cell adhesion assays and cells were harvested to check 

knockdown and overexpression efficiency via qPCR and Western Blot. For each of the 

tested conditions, the PUF60 overexpression was normalized to the F/HA Ctrl 

transfections. Consequently, three different conditions were compared to each other: 

overexpression only (“only”), overexpression with siRNA knockdown of the siCtrl 

(“+ siCtrl”) and overexpression in combination with the knockdown of CTNNB1 

(“+ siCTNNB1”) (Figure 4-29). 

The first two conditions did not show any significant difference when compared to 

each other (Figure 4-29 A). The overexpression only and in combination with the 

siRNA knockdown control (+siCtrl) had similar influence on T cell adhesion in the 

assay. After normalization to the control plasmid F/HA Ctrl, the overexpression of 

PUF60 caused a reduction of T cell binding of 10 – 15 %. Although this effect was 

smaller than detected before (Figure 4-26), it was still robust because of low 

standard deviations in the biological replicates. When the overexpression was 

combined with the siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1, an increase in T cell binding was 

detected in the cell adhesion assay. By performing the knockdown, the number of 

binding T cells approximately doubled comparing PUF60 overexpression to the 
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empty F/HA Ctrl. The standard deviation in this condition was high, due to many steps 

which were performed.  

To verify the results of the cell adhesion assay, one half of the harvested cells was used 

for RNA and cDNA synthesis followed by qPCR analysis. The other half of the 

harvested cells was lysed, and Western Blot was performed (Figure 4-29 B).  

The qPCR proved high efficiency of the CTNNB1 knockdown, which resulted in only 

15 % remaining mRNA. The overexpression showed an increase of PUF60 on mRNA 

level. The control plasmid F/HA Ctrl did not influence RNA levels of PUF60 

(Figure 4-29 B I.). In the Western Blot, the success of the overexpression was clearly 

visible with a band detected at the expected molecular weight using an α-HA antibody 

directed against the tag (Figure 4-29 B II.). In the control transfection, no unspecific 

signal was detected with the antibody indicating high specificity. When detecting 

CTNNB1 protein levels using a specific antibody, the detected signal was reduced after 

the siRNA knockdown, although there was still a band visible (lane 4 and lane 8). In 

the other samples, no clear difference in expression of CTNNB1 was observed. The 

control antibody α-alpha-Tubulin showed equal loading of the samples.  
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These results demonstrated that the effect of PUF60 overexpression in cell adhesion 

assays could be connected to the expression levels of CTNNB1. The reduction of T cell 

binding in the cell adhesion assays after overexpression of PUF60 was reversed when 

a knockdown of CTNNB1 was performed on top. The knockdown and overexpression 

were very efficient. Interestingly, after the siRNA knockdown, the CTNNB1 protein 

Figure 4-29: Rescue of PUF60 overexpression via CTNNB1 siRNA knockdown. HCT 116 cells were transfected 

with overexpression constructs of PUF60 and an empty control. 24 h after, siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 and a 

siRNA control was performed on top for 48 h. Supernatants were used in cell adhesion assay and cells were 

harvested. (A) Rescue PUF60 Overexpression with CTNNB1 knockdown. Cell adhesion assay was performed 

using the supernatant of transfected HCT 116 cells. With the siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 after the overexpression 

of PUF60, the T cell binding is increased compared to the F/HA Ctrl in combination with siCTNNB1. 

(B I.) siKnockdown and overexpression efficiency in qPCR. The knockdown and overexpression efficiencies were 

determined by qPCR and analysed with the ΔΔCT method. The siRNA knockdown and overexpression are highly 

efficient. (B II.) siKnockdown and overexpression efficiency in Western Blot. The overexpression and 

knockdown efficiency were also checked by Western Blot. The overexpression of PUF60 works well using an α-HA 

antibody detecting the tag of the protein. After the knockdown, there is still remaining CTNNB1 protein visible using 

a specific α-CTNNB1 antibody. The control antibody α-alpha-Tubulin indicates equal loading of the samples. 

Analyses were performed as biological replicates (n = 4). The mean was calculated, and error bars represent the 

standard deviation (PUF60 = 65 kDa; CTNNB1 = 88 kDa; Tubulin = 50 kDa). 
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was still detected in Western Blot, although the qPCR showed only small amount of 

remaining mRNA. Additionally, no clear increase of CTNNB1 protein levels could be 

determined in the Western Blot.  

Because PUF60 is promoting alternative splicing, the obtained results might be 

connected to different splice variants of CTNNB1. Therefore, the alternative splicing 

of CTNNB1 was further investigated and results are described below.  

 

4.7.3 Detection of alternative spliced 3’ UTR isoforms of CTNNB1 based on 

PUF60 overexpression 

With the results obtained so far, we can clearly show that PUF60 interacts with the 

CTNNB1 mRNA and that the siCTNNB1 knockdown is able to reverse and increase 

T cell binding in cell adhesion assays after PUF60 overexpression. Since PUF60 is 

involved in alternative splicing and binds the mRNA of CTNNB1, we checked for 

alternative spliced isoforms of CTNNB1. Screening the literature, already in 2006 

Thiele et al. suggested three different 3’ UTR splice variants of CTNNB1. They 

annotated the longest detected UTR as intron-containing and un-spliced, an 

intermediated one as the canonical UTR containing the full exon and a short variant 

missing parts of this exon (Thiele et al. 2006). The recent publication by Chan et al. 

also claims, that the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1 is target of alternative splicing causing a long 

“full-length” (3’ FL) and a “short“ (3’ SP) 3’ UTR variant. Furthermore, they suggest 

that the 3’ SP is the oncogenic isoform of CTNNB1 causing higher protein levels and 

being responsible for its tumorigenic functions (Chan et al. 2022). 

To verify this possible connection in more detail, CTNNB1 mRNA levels and possible 

splice variants were compared after siRNA knockdown and overexpression of PUF60 

by analysing the samples of the rescue experiments (Figure 4-29). cDNA of the 

samples from the rescue experiment were used as DNA template for RT-PCR to 

amplify potential isoforms of the CTNNB1 3’ UTR. PCR products were analysed on 

agarose gels (Figure 4-30).  

In order to identify these splice variants, the RT-PCR was performed with a specific 

primer pair (RT - primer) detecting different 3’ UTR isoforms by binding late in the 

last exon of the coding sequence (exon 14) and shortly before the polyadenylation 
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signal (Figure 4-30 A, indicated in green). As internal control, the CDS primer pair 

was used. To ensure equal input levels, a primer pair against GAPDH was utilized. The 

RT – primers were expected to produce products of 1100 bp for the 3’ FL, 800 bp for 

the canonical and 640 bp for the 3’ SP splice isoform.  

The analysis of the RT PCR on the agarose gel revealed the amplification of several 

different 3’ UTR isoforms using the specific RT – primers (Figure 4-30 B I., upper 

panel). Intense bands were visible at 1100 bp and 650 bp which corresponded to the 

sizes for the 3’ FL and the 3’ SP. An additional band was detected in between these 

two at approximately 800 bp corresponding to the size of the canonical 3’ UTR. 

Interestingly, all potential splice variants could be detected in the HCT 116 WT with 

equal intensities. Although the control siRNA (siCtrl, lane 2) did not induce any 

change, the knockdown of CTNNB1 (siCTNNB1, lane 3) showed a clear band for the 

long isoform and a significant reduction of the two shorter variants simultaneously. A 

similar pattern was identified for the samples, in which overexpression and 

knockdown were combined. For overexpression only and in combination with siCtrl, 

the ratio between the short and long isoforms was clearly on the side of the canonical 

and 3’ SP variant (lane 4 - 5 and lane 8 - 9). For the overexpression of PUF60 (lane 

8 – 9), the short isoform appeared more intense compared to the F/HA Ctrl (lane 

4 – 5). When the overexpression was combined with the knockdown of CTNNB1, 

again the 3’ FL isoform was detected along with a reduced intensity of the middle and 

short band (lane 6 and lane 10). Moreover, when a knockdown of PUF60 was 

performed (lane 11), the most dominant band detected was the middle one and the 

3’ FL was highly reduced. The control lane (H2O, lane 12) indicated no contamination 

and reliable results. 
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For the CDS primers equal amounts of CTNNB1 were detected with a slight reduction 

in intensity for the lanes of the siCTNNB1 knockdown samples (Figure 4-30 B I., 

middle panel). The control PCR amplifying GAPDH indicated equal DNA input 

amounts (Figure 4-30 B I., lower panel).  

In order to verify the results of the RT-PCR in more detail, sanger sequencing of the 

detected bands was performed (Figure 4-30 B II.). For sequencing, a primer was 

chosen detecting the 5’ splice site of the 3’ UTR, which was the same for every 

potential splice event. For the longest PCR product, the sequence for the 5’ splice site 

was clearly detected (Figure 4-30 B II., upper panel). Although the sequencing 

indicated a mixture of different sequences at this position, the G-T nucleotides were 

Figure 4-30: RT-PCR for the detection of different 3' UTR splice variants of CTNNB1. (A) Schematic 

representation of CTNNB1 RNA with indicated primer pairs used for RT-PCR to detect alternative spliced 3’ UTR 

variants (green). (B I.) PCR products were analysed on agarose gels. At least 3 distinct splice variants of the 

CTNNB1 3’ UTR are detected using the specific RT – primer pair (upper panel). The largest and shortest correspond 

to the expected sizes for the 3’ FL (1100 bp) and 3’ SP (640 bp). The band at around 750 bp represents the canonical 

3’ UTR. Upon knockdown of PUF60 the isoform switches from the 3’ SP to longer isoforms. The CDS primer pair 

indicates equal levels of CTNNB1, except in the siRNA knockdown samples (middle panel). Amplification of GAPDH 

proves equal DNA input amounts (lower panel). (B II.) Sanger sequencing results of different bands identify the 5’ 

splice site only for the 3’ FL (highlighted in blue). For the other two variants the 5’ splice side cannot be detected 

anymore. 
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the predominant ones. Therefore, the highest band matched the postulated un-spliced 

3’ FL isoform. For the other two potential splice variants, the 5’ splice site was not 

detected anymore (Figure 4-30 B II., middle and lower panel). Instead of a G-T 

sequence at this position, a G-A was detected for both. Nevertheless, the following 

sequences for the middle and the lowest band differed indicating different splice 

variants. Moreover, sequencing results for the middle band corresponded to the 

canonical 3’ UTR and the sequence of lowest band matched the postulated 3’ SP 

isoform.  

In order to compare the different bands of the RT-PCR better, the intensities of the 

upper band (3’ FL), the middle band (canonical) and the lower band (3’ SP) were 

quantified and normalized to the siCtrl (Figure 4-31 A). Additionally, Western Blot 

was performed and signals detected with the α-CTNNB1 antibody were quantified to 

correlate splice variants of CTNNB1 with resulting protein levels. Protein levels were 

normalized to the loading control α-alpha-Tubulin and to siCtrl. The quantification 

represents the mean of performed biological replicates (Figure 4-31 B).  

The quantification of the band intensities in the RT-PCR clearly highlighted the 

isoform switch from the shorter splice variants (lower band) to the longer isoforms 

(middle and upper band) after knockdown of PUF60 (Figure 4-31 A). Although in the 

WT, all three bands were visible and showed similar intensities (lane 1), the levels of 

the 3’ FL reduced after overexpression of PUF60 and the F/HA Ctrl (lane 4 – 5 and 

lane 7 - 8). The siCTNNB1 knockdowns shifted the intensity levels to the upper band, 

while decreasing the intensity of the two shorter ones (lane 3, 6 and 9). The 

quantification also showed that the signal of the lower band representing the 3’ SP 

was slightly higher than the signal of the middle band in all the tested conditions. The 

only exception was the knockdown of PUF60 (siPUF60, lane 10). There, the isoform 

switched from the short variant to longer 3’ UTRs, especially the canonical one. 
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Connecting the different 3’ UTR isoforms to the protein expression levels, a 

correlation of the short isoform with higher protein levels was identified 

Figure 4-31: Quantification of changes in CTNNB1 levels after PUF60 overexpression and knockdown. 

CTNNB1 protein levels and splice variants were detected by RT-PCR and Western Blot after rescue experiments 

performing siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 after PUF60 overexpression. (A) Quantification RT-PCR. RT-PCR 

quantification shows a switch from the short splice variants to longer isoforms upon knockdown of PUF60 

(Agarosegel from Figure 4-30). (B) Quantification Western Blot. Western Blot quantification shows the highest 

level of CTNNB1 protein after PUF60 overexpression, whereas the knockdown reduces protein levels significantly. 

Low levels of CTNNB1 protein might correlate with the long 3’ UTR isoform. Knockdown of PUF60 does not show 

reduced protein levels. Quantification shows mean of biological replicates (n ≥ 3) 
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(Figure 4-31 B). For the samples with the highest levels of the 3’ SP variant, the 

highest levels of protein were detected. In the PUF60 overexpression only, where the 

3’ SP isoform was the prominent one, the highest level of CTNNB1 protein was 

confirmed, which was even higher than in the WT. In the siCTNNB1 knockdown 

samples, almost no protein was detected although the 3’ FL splice variant was 

identified in the RT-PCR. In the siCtrl samples some variations on protein level could 

be seen. But the level was still lower than in the PUF60 overexpression. Unexpectedly, 

after the knockdown of PUF60 (siPUF60, lane 10), the protein levels of CTNNB1 were 

as high as in the overexpression and hence higher than in the WT. 

Additionally, Northern Blot analyses were performed to verify a potential isoform 

switch in the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1 mRNA in more detail. So far, no clear results could be 

obtained (data not shown). Moreover, qPCR was performed to detected different 

splice variants. But the obtained results were not conclusive although for the 

knockdown of PUF60 a reduction of the 3’ FL and 3’ SP variant levels could be 

assumed (data not shown). For both approaches further optimization is needed to 

identify distinct splice patterns. 

By performing RT-PCR, different 3’ UTR splice variants of CTNNB1 could be identified. 

The three distinct isoforms detected could correspond to the 3’ FL, the canonical and 

the 3’ SP variant, which were already published (Thiele et al. 2006; Chan et al. 2022). 

After quantification, a clear correlation was revealed between CTNNB1 protein levels 

and the predominant 3’ UTR isoform expressed. With higher levels of the short splice 

variant, also the protein level was increased. These results indicate that PUF60 might 

be responsible for alternative splicing events in the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1. By generating 

a shorter 3’ UTR predominantly, CTNNB1 protein levels increase causing reduced 

binding of T cells to ICAM-1, which we observed in cell adhesion assays.  

 

 

. 
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5 Discussion  

The infiltration of T cells is an important step in the cancer immunity cycle, which is 

essential for an effective anti-cancer immune response. However, T cells are often 

prevented to efficiently invade tumours due to a repulsive tumour microenvironment 

(TME). The exclusion of T cells does not only preclude spontaneous killing of cancer 

cells but also interferes with therapeutic approaches like immune checkpoint 

blockade. Infiltration of T cells is mediated by the interaction of endothelial adhesion 

molecules such as ICAM-1 and integrins like LFA-1 expressed on T cells. So far, it is 

not fully understood whether or how RNA-based regulatory pathways might be 

involved in the generation of the immunosuppressive TME and T cell exclusion. 

Therefore, we have chosen to investigate these regulatory events originating from 

cancer cells and interfering in the interaction between ICAM-1 and LFA-1 by designing 

and performing a RNAi screening approach. Further on we focused on the validation 

and characterization of newly identified, potential therapeutic targets.  

 

5.1 Affecting and monitoring T cell binding in vitro by stable and robust 

cell adhesion assay  

Cell adhesion assays enable the investigation of the binding affinity and efficiency of 

T cells to an immobilized ligand in vitro under a variety of enhancing or suppressing 

conditions. These in vitro studies highly contribute to the detailed understanding of 

the process of T cell adhesion and to the future application of this knowledge for 

developing new therapy approaches. 

In order to mimic T cell adhesion and infiltration in vitro, we established a stable and 

robust protocol for cell adhesion, taking advantage of the strong interaction between 

the endothelial adhesion molecule ICAM-1 and the integrin LFA-1 expressed on 

T cells. Therefore, the human ICAM-1 protein has been purified recombinantly and 

used as immobilized ligand on 96-well plates. After addition of primary T cells, their 

binding to the coated ligand has been detected using a plate reader. Several adhesion 

protocols have already been published, which we used as basis for our approach and 

which we optimized further to be suitable for our applications (Weitz-Schmidt and 

Chreng 2012; Strazza et al. 2014; Khalili and Ahmad 2015).  
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5.1.1 Purification of recombinant hICAM-1-Fc protein 

For the purification of recombinant human ICAM-1 protein (hICAM-1), a two-step 

protocol has been established consisting of batch purification as first step using 

Protein A affinity purification beads followed by size exclusion chromatography as 

second step (Figure 4-1). Because of a N-terminal nuclear export signal (NES), the 

expressed protein was secreted to the supernatant of transfected HEK 293T cells. 

Nonetheless, some protein was still detected in the cell lysate because of incomplete 

secretion. Both, supernatant and cell lysate were used for purification (data not 

shown). Although either purified protein was functional, T cells showed higher 

affinity and increased binding to the secreted hICAM-1 protein, which was used for all 

performed experiments. When the protein is secreted, hICAM-1 is post-

translationally modified, especially glycosylated, which corresponded more to the 

native state of the protein. Glycosylation at specific sites of the protein is known to 

enhance ligand binding and specificity in vivo (Jiménez et al. 2005). These 

modifications could explain why also in in vitro assays, T cells showed higher 

specificity to purified hICAM-1 from supernatants compared to not-secreted protein. 

Moreover, the post-translational modifications could explain the running behaviour 

of the protein in SDS-PAGE. Although the actual size of recombinant hICAM-1-Fc 

protein is around 80 kDa, in SDS-PAGE the corresponding band was observed at 

approximately 120 kDa (Figure 4-2). Because the protein is known to have eight 

glycosylation sites (Scott and Patel 2013), upon secretion the actual mass of the 

protein was increased by these modifications and hence caused the different running 

behaviour under denaturating conditions.  

The yield of purified hICAM-1-Fc from adherent HEK 293T cells was sufficient for our 

applications, but for large scale purification the established protocol is quite limited. 

In order to optimize and increase the yield of the protein purification and still ensure 

the essential post-translational modifications (PTMs), insect cells or mammalian 

suspension cultures could be used for instance. The purification of biotherapeutics 

from mammalian systems is rapidly growing and is already used commercially 

(Dumont et al. 2016; Tan et al. 2021). Using these techniques, the purification of 

hICAM-1-Fc could be improved and upscaled to yield high protein amounts for our 

planned studies. 
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5.1.2 Monitoring T cell binding under different conditions by in vitro cell 

adhesion assays 

The initially established in vitro cell adhesion assay was performed as it was already 

described (Weitz-Schmidt and Chreng 2012; Strazza et al. 2014). Primary T cells were 

fluorescently labelled using CellTracker™ Green CMFDA reagent beforehand 

(Figure 4-7). Although T cell binding under activating or inhibitory conditions could 

be observed clearly, the fluorescent readout showed high standard deviations and 

was highly dependent on the distribution of labelled T cells in the wells. The more 

cells had accumulated in the middle of the wells, the higher was the measured signal 

of the plate reader. Hence, very careful handling was essential to ensure no 

disturbance of the T cell – ligand interaction in the wells.  

Several other already published protocols used different readouts, like for example 

crystal violet staining after fixation (Humphries 2001) or biotin labelling (Mould 

2011), which suggested a more robust assay. To optimize our protocol and not include 

too many additional steps, we chose a luminescent readout using the CellTiter Glo® 

reagent (Figure 4-8). The reagent is lysing the cells bound in each well causing the 

release of ATP, which is further used in a reaction generating the luminescent signal 

(Alimov et al. 2019). The new readout had many advantages. For instance, the 

distribution of T cells in the wells had no influence on the measured signal intensity 

and no additional fixation or labelling steps were needed. But most importantly, the 

number of cells correlated with the induced luminescent signal, which allowed the 

quantification of bound cells in each well. The CellTiter Glo readout made the 

established protocol for in vitro cell adhesion assays more robust, stable and 

reproducible indicated by very low standard deviations.  

Nevertheless, considering the assay was performed under static conditions instead of 

shear flow conditions, the range of observable effects was limited. Although strong 

activation and inhibition of T cells worked well and induced clearly distinguishable 

signals, the possibility remained that small effects might get lost or could not be 

detected under static conditions. In order to overcome such limitations, in vitro cell 

adhesion assays could be performed under flow conditions and shear stress (Strazza 
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et al. 2016). Because the activation of integrins is dependent on the remodelling of 

cytoskeletal components and binding to endothelial cells has to resist shear stress in 

the blood vessel (Harjunpää et al. 2019), the flow conditions in vitro would mimic the 

natural environment of T cell adhesion more accurately and could enhance the 

detection of possible effects. Moreover, T cell adhesion mediated by ICAM-1 – LFA-1 

interaction is dependent on other arrest signals like E-selectins – PGSL-1 or 

CXCL8 – CXCR1 interactions, which are involved in the activation of integrins and 

hence firm adhesion of T cells to the endothelium (Wen et al. 2022). Therefore, 

combined coating of ICAM-1 with other factors under shear flow conditions might 

additionally increase potential effects in in vitro cell adhesion assays, which could be 

missed under static conditions and in our assays.  

 

5.1.3 Affecting T cell binding in in vitro cell adhesion assay by tissue culture 

supernatants 

In the established and optimized in vitro cell adhesion assay, T cell binding could be 

observed under activating or inhibitory conditions. When T cells were treated with 

specific activating ions like manganese or magnesium (Walling and Kim 2018), 

binding affinity was increased. Whereas the treatment with a specific LFA-1 inhibitor 

blocked binding to the coated ligand (Neri et al. 2018) (Figure 4-8 B I.). Moreover, 

we were able to show that the treatment of T cells with tissue culture supernatants 

exerted different effects on their binding ability. The colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines 

HCT 116 and HT 29 were identified to generate an immunosuppressive tissue culture 

supernatant, which downregulated T cell binding significantly compared to normal 

growth media or a non-cancerous human dermal fibroblast cell line (hDF), that served 

as control cell line (Figure 4-10). Supernatants of melanoma cell lines did not induce 

these downregulating effects except A 375 cells. This cell lines showed reduced T cell 

binding as observed for HCT 116 and HT 29 cells (Figure 4-11). Supernatants of 

other tested cancer cell lines as well showed immunosuppressive activity but again 

not to the same extent as the CRC cell lines (Figure 4-12).  

In most cases, colorectal cancer is only modestly or not responsive to immunotherapy 

treatments based on decreased T cell infiltration and low mutational burden 
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indicating genomic stability (3.1.2) (Grasso et al. 2018; Hegde and Chen 2020). In 

contrast to that, melanoma patients were already successfully treated by 

immunotherapy approaches especially using immune checkpoint inhibitors (Hodi et 

al. 2010). Our in vitro data is suggesting similar outcomes as detected in in vivo 

studies. In cell adhesion assays, T cell binding was impaired based on the treatment 

with supernatants of colorectal cancer cell lines while most of the tested melanoma 

cell lines did not induce an inhibitory effect on T cell adhesion. Therefore, our in vitro 

approach simulates features of the in vivo state of tumours with high and low T cell 

infiltration based on the generated microenvironment. 

But T cell infiltration is not only regulated by the composition of the tumour 

microenvironment, as described above (3.1.3). It also highly depends on the 

endothelial barrier created by tumours. Tumour endothelial cells (TECs) are 

considered as “gatekeepers” for immune cell infiltration and play a central role in 

interfering with anti-cancer immune response. Additionally, they are suggested to be 

involved in tumour progression and metastasis (Maishi et al. 2019; Nagl et al. 2020). 

Moreover, the tumour endothelium builds a selective barrier, allowing 

immunosuppressive cell types to pass and in contrary effectively block immune 

supporting cells to enter (Duru et al. 2020). Identifying factors regulating this 

selectivity and understanding the mechanisms how this barrier excludes T cells could 

be a promising aspect for the improvement of current immunotherapy approaches.  

 

5.1.4 Equal levels of LFA-1 activation and inhibition in tissue culture 

supernatants 

LFA-1 activation involves conformational change from a bent to an extended open 

conformation. Essential for this rearrangement are cytoskeletal components like talin 

and kindlin and divalent cations like manganese and magnesium. Moreover, integrins 

can be kept in an inactive state by calcium ions (Dransfield et al. 1992; Arnaout 2016).  

In order to validate whether detected effects caused by tissue culture supernatants in 

the in vitro cell adhesion assays are the result of impaired or restored activation of the 

integrin LFA-1, LC-AA assays were performed. In this approach, T cells with active or 

inactive LFA-1 can be distinguished from each other in FACS measurements. The 
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supernatants of HCT 116, MCF7 and SK-MEL-28 were compared to their growth 

medium (Figure 4-13; Figure 4-14). MCF7 and SK-MEL-28 were intended to be 

control cell lines because they were shown to not significantly downregulate T cell 

binding in previous experiments (Figure 4-11; Figure 4-12). Unfortunately, there 

was no clear difference in LFA-1 activation detected between growth media and 

cancer cell supernatants. Only a slight decrease of active LFA-1 was determined for 

supernatants of HCT 116 cells, which was insignificant.  

In order to even be able to detect active LFA-1 in medium or supernatants, T cells had 

to be activated by high magnesium concentrations and a specific T cell activator 

beforehand. Moderate magnesium concentrations or only magnesium was not able to 

activate LFA-1, which is known to be sufficient under normal conditions (Gahmberg 

et al. 2009). This indicated high inhibitory effects of the growth media itself and made 

it difficult to detect inhibition of LFA-1 in cancer cell supernatants. The media contains 

calcium ions, which could lead to the LFA-1 inhibition. Calcium ions need to be 

replaced in order to activate LFA-1. Only high concentrations of magnesium are able 

to achieve this replacement (Dransfield et al. 1992), explaining some of the difficulties 

in the LC-AA assays. Moreover, also the remodelling of the cytoskeletal is essential for 

full activation of LFA-1 (Wen et al. 2022). The effect induced by the supernatants in 

the adhesion assay could also have an impact on this mechanism. But with the LC-AA 

approach, only soluble ICAM-1 is added for binding and hence essential forces needed 

for the cytoskeletal rearrangements are not given. Further optimizations like special 

media with low calcium concentrations or other assays involving forces inducing 

cytoskeletal rearrangements could help to validate a similar effect on LFA-1 activation 

caused by tissue culture supernatants like we have seen in cell adhesion assays (4.3).  

 

5.2  Restoring reduced T cell binding induced by cancer cell lines via 

performing RNAi knockdowns  

After demonstrating that supernatants of cancer cell lines induced a reduction of 

T cell binding in in vitro cell adhesion assays, we focused on the identification of 

regulatory events originating from cancer cells, which are involved in impairing the 

binding of T cells to ICAM-1. Therefore, siRNA knockdown experiments have been 
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performed in cancer cell lines HCT 116, HT 29 and A 375. We hypothesize that 

knockdowns could induce changes of the secretome of these cell lines to a less 

immunosuppressive state and hence restore T cell binding in adhesion assays.  

 

5.2.1 Increase of T cell binding upon siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 in HCT 116 

cells 

In order to prove that RNAi knockdowns are able to reverse the effect of impaired 

T cell binding in the first place, proteins involved in well-known oncogenic signalling 

pathways were targeted with specific siPOOLs. The main driver of the Wnt/β-catenin 

pathway CTNNB1 with its downstream factor ATF3 (Luke et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019b) 

and the transcription factor STAT3 (Yang et al. 2007; Yu et al. 2009) were chosen. 

These pathways are known to be involved in T cell exclusion from tumours (3.1.3) 

and appeared to be suitable controls in our experiments. 

In the colorectal cancer cell line HCT 116, the siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 

effectively increased T cell binding compared to a control siRNA and wildtype. 

Targeting STAT3 and ATF3 showed only mild effects. Moreover, the overexpression 

of CTNNB1 and STAT3 even further decreased T cell binding in adhesion assays 

(Figure 4-16). These results demonstrate that by performing siRNA knockdowns 

with specific siPOOLs targeting oncogenic pathways, the supernatant of HCT 116 was 

less immunogenic and T cell binding was restored to some extent. Due to a very low 

transfection efficiency in HT 29 cells, the detected effects were very little and not 

significant, but indicated a slight increase in T cell binding induced by siRNA 

knockdown of CTNNB1 (Figure 4-18). For the melanoma cell line A 375, none of the 

tested targets induced significant effects. Only CTNNB1 induced a small increase upon 

knockdown and a mild decrease upon overexpression (Figure 4-19).  

Overall, the detected effects after siRNA knockdowns are rather small but with only 

minor standard deviations. Little effects could be explained by the limitations of the 

in vitro cell adhesion assay. Due to the static conditions of the assay, induced effects 

might be lost and excluded from a detectable range, as already discussed above (5.1). 

Additionally, longer incubation times for 72 h instead of 48 h after the knockdowns 

seemed to have more severe effects on the state of health of transfected cells, which 
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might explain the higher standard deviations obtained for this timepoint. 

Nevertheless, at 48 h, the low standard deviations of biological replicates indicated 

stable and reproducible results.  

The in vitro approach used in this work reflects to some extent the in vivo state, where 

high levels of CTNNB1 are involved in T cell exclusion from tumours. Of all tested cell 

lines, HCT 116 had the best transfection efficiency, which might be one reason why 

higher effects in the knockdown experiments were detected compared to other cell 

lines. T cell exclusion based on beta-catenin signalling was not only shown for 

colorectal cancer (Grasso et al. 2018), but also for melanoma (Spranger et al. 2015; 

Spranger and Gajewski 2018). Still, for the melanoma cell line A 375, the knockdown 

of CTNNB1 did not induce significant effects. The inhibition of T cell infiltration from 

tumours in vivo is a very dynamic process, which involves many different pathways, 

factors and also cell types (Spranger and Gajewski 2018; Yang et al. 2019). 

Considering this, the effects detected in the performed in vitro assay were just a 

snapshot of a larger picture and therefore detectable results concerning T cell binding 

could be small. Especially, in the performed cell adhesion assay, only factors having 

an influence on the interaction of ICAM-1 with LFA-1 were validated, which are just 

two of many mediators of T cell infiltration (Harjunpää et al. 2019). With this in vitro 

approach only very specific effects could be detected rather than getting a global 

picture of the binding efficiency of T cells. 

The siRNA knockdown of both STAT3 and ATF3 did not show distinct effects and 

results were less reliable. Both targets are important transcription factors regulating 

expression of a variety of genes (Yu et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2016). With the knockdown 

of these two factors, the expression landscape in cells could be change to great extent, 

which might affect other cellular pathways but does not impair T cell binding. 

Additionally, STAT3 and ATF3 are not as highly expressed in the tested cell lines as 

CTNNB1 (Uhlén et al. 2015) Human Protein Atlas; proteinatlas.org), which could also 

explain lower or no detectable effects.  

For further validation of the results obtained by the siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 

and other targets, secretome analyses could be performed for example via SILAC 

metabolic labelling followed by mass spectrometry (Severino et al. 2013; Weng et al. 

2016). By comparing the supernatant of WT cells with cells transfected with the 
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siRNA control and with the specific siRNA of tested targets, changes in the secretome 

environment and specific biomarkers could be verified. Identified differences in 

secretome composition or expressed factors secreted into the supernatants could 

generate a valid dataset of the microenvironment of cancer cells and could be relevant 

for identifying specific molecules regulating the interaction between ICAM-1 and LFA-

1. Using secretome analysis or ELISA experiments, also changes in chemokine levels 

could be detected and validated. The levels of different chemokines are essential for 

migration and infiltration of immune cells and shape the tumour microenvironment 

to escape and downregulate the immune response (Kohli et al. 2021; Aleksandra J. 

Ozga et al. 2021). Downregulation of immunosuppressive chemokines and increased 

expression of chemoattractants could explain an increase in T cell binding detected in 

adhesion assays. Additionally, binding of chemokines to their respective chemokine 

receptor is involved in LFA-1 activation and clustering, which could also explain 

effects detected in the assays (Wen et al. 2022). 

 

5.2.2 Identification of potential immune regulatory RBPs by RNAi screening 

approach 

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) are essential for post-transcriptional regulation of gene 

expression. They control the “mRNA life cycle”, which includes, for example, mRNA 

processing steps, localization, turnover, storage and translation (Coppin et al. 2018; 

Masuda and Kuwano 2018). Cancer cells are able to dysregulate the expression and 

activity of RBPs and hence use these post-transcriptional regulatory machinery to 

adjust protein levels in a quick and stable manner dependent on specific signals 

(Pereira et al. 2017). Therefore, we wanted to investigate the role of this class of 

proteins in the generation of the immunosuppressive tumour microenvironment and 

in T cell exclusion.  

In order to identify RNA-based regulatory events in cancer cells, which are interfering 

in the interaction between ICAM-1 and LFA-1, a RNAi screening approach was 

designed targeting around 700 different RBPs. By performing siRNA knockdowns of 

these targets followed by cell adhesion assays, essential proteins could be found 

enhancing the binding of T cells, although these were treated with cancer cell 
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supernatants. This was already shown for the knockdown of CTNNB1 

(Figure 4-16 A), which served as a positive control for the screening approach and 

was discussed above (5.2.1). As a proof of principle, whether targets can be identified 

at all, only a part of the RBP siPOOL library was screened and a set of experiments 

was established to validate potential hits. The full screening is ongoing and will 

generate a valid dataset of promising RBP candidates, which are involved in T cell 

exclusion.  

The primary screening revealed several RBPs clearly upregulating T cell binding after 

siRNA knockdown in HCT 116 cells (Figure 4-21). Although most targets scattered 

around the level of the siRNA control, several factors especially involved in splicing 

and nucleocytoplasmic transport induced an obvious effect in the adhesion assay. The 

screening was performed in biological replicates. The high standard deviations 

obtained were therefore expected. The screening approach included many different 

steps from transfection until measurement of bound T cells. Therefore, it is likewise 

that biological replicates differ and show high deviations Additionally, all steps were 

performed manually increasing variability in biological replicates as well. In order to 

exclude potential “false-positive” hits, a “cut-off” was set at a specific level. The 

threshold was determined by the SRRM4 protein, which was included in the library 

but is not expressed in the used cell line at detachable levels (Uhlén et al. 2015) 

Human Protein Atlas; proteinatlas.org). The ratio of increased T cell binding induced 

upon knockdown of this target could be caused for instance by off-target effects or 

similar. 

For further validation of the primary screening and possible hits (Figure 4-22), a set 

of experiments was performed to narrow down the identified targets and make sure, 

the induced effects on T cell binding are valid and reliable (Figure 4-23 - 

Figure 4-27). Besides performing cell adhesion assays, also cell viability of cancer 

cells after knockdown, knockdown efficiency and transfection efficiency were 

checked. Based on the obtained results, several of the initially assumed potential hits 

were considered “false-positive” and were excluded. DDX39B and RAN for instance 

showed upregulation of T cell binding, but the knockdown decreased viability of 

HCT 116 cells severely (Figure 4-23 C). Because cells were not growing anymore, 

they did not secrete enough factors to generate a conditioned supernatant, which 
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might affect the ICAM-1 – LFA-1 interaction in the adhesion assay. The supernatants 

equalled more normal growth media than supernatant of actively growing cancer 

cells, which could explain the increase in T cell binding (Figure 4-23 A). Besides 

DDX39B and RAN, also RBM14 was considered a potential hit, but was excluded from 

further validations because the siRNA knockdown of this target was not very efficient 

(Figure 4-23 B). Detected effects for the knockdown of this target could be caused by 

off-target effects or similar. Nonetheless, we were able to validate different RBPs as 

potential immune regulators affecting T cell binding in vitro (Figure 4-24; 

Figure 4-26). 

Consequently, RNA binding proteins are interesting targets, which could have 

immune regulatory functions and hence have an impact on the generation of the 

immunosuppressive tumour microenvironment. However, in such a screening 

approach it is crucial to validate possible hits in detail and make sure “false-positive” 

are excluded. Especially, high standard deviations can make it difficult to identify real 

hits. But these need to be tolerated in biological replicates because of the many 

different steps performed in the protocol and a high variability in cell-based assays 

like this. To reduce standard deviations and ensure higher reproducibility, the 

screening workflow could be automated instead of performing it manually. By using 

automated systems for transfection or washing steps in the adhesion assay, the single 

wells of 96-well plates are expected to be treated more equally, which makes results 

less error-prone. In other already published screening approaches similar difficulties 

had to be approached. Of hundreds of identified hits in the primary screening, real 

targets were narrowed down to a small number which, were worth further validation 

(Tang et al. 2008).  

In the end, we were able to identify the alternative splicing factor PUF60 and the 

export factor XPO1 as potential immune regulators significantly affecting T cell 

binding in vitro. These two factors were further validated in more detail, which will 

be discussed in the next chapter (Figure 4-26; 5.3; 5.4). However, with the 

identification of the two factors as potential immune regulators out of almost 90 

proteins tested, the initial screen was already successful. The ongoing full screening 

could identify even more RBPs, which can have essential functions and support T cell 

exclusion. In this regard, it is worth noting, that the established RNAi screening 
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approach is universally adaptable for testing many different protein classes. Not only 

RBPs, but also kinases and phosphatases for instance might be interesting targets to 

validate. Post-translational modifications can be crucial for protein function of RBPs 

and therefore could also be involved in impairing the interaction of ICAM-1 with LFA-

1. Additionally, cancer cells are known to use PTMs to alter and dysregulate protein 

functions (Pereira et al. 2017; Theivendran et al. 2020). Therefore, RBPs itself or other 

proteins regulating RBP function could be targeted for modulating the cancer cell 

secretome.  

Ultimately, we were able to establish a genome-wide screening approach, which is 

easily adaptable for different targets of interest basically by changing the siRNAs used. 

Moreover, besides RNAi screenings, also CRISPR screens are a powerful approach to 

identify gene functions in a wide range of applications and different species, which 

might differ from essential genes identified by RNAi (Morgens et al. 2016; Bock et al. 

2022). Therefore, combination of both, CRISPR and RNAi screens could improve 

performance and shed light on even more potential factors involved in T cell 

infiltration.  

 

5.3 Identification of splicing factor PUF60 as new targets involved in 

reducing T cell infiltration 

In our RNAi screening approach, the alternative splicing factor PUF60 and the export 

factor XPO1 were identified as hits with potential immune regulatory function. In cell 

adhesion assays, the overexpression of PUF60 induced significant decrease in T cell 

binding, whereas the siRNA knockdown of XPO1 significantly increased the binding 

(Figure 4-26). We focused firstly on PUF60 and intended to validate this target in 

more detail to propose a potential model regarding its potential function as regulator 

of T cell infiltration.  

The nucleic acid-binding protein Poly(U) binding splicing factor 60 (PUF60) plays an 

essential role in nuclear processes like pre-mRNA splicing and transcriptional 

regulation (Page-McCaw et al. 1999). PUF60 recognizes weak 3’ splice sites and 

functions in similar capacity to its related factor U2AF65 (Hastings et al. 2007). U2AF65 

together with U2AF35 builds the U2AF heterodimer, which is the most important U2 
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small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) auxiliary factor supporting the 

recognition of the 3’ splice sites and promoting spliceosome assembly. The 

heterodimer together with splicing factor 1 (SF1) identifies the 3’ splice site junction 

and the surrounding branch point sequence, subsequently recruits U2 snRNP and 

dissociates from the active spliceosome (Wu and Fu 2015; Agrawal et al. 2016). 

PUF60 and U2AF65 can work together and by regulating their expression levels, 

alternative splicing events can be affected within cells (Hastings et al. 2007). High 

levels of PUF60 were identified to be involved in the development and progression of 

multiple cancers including colon cancer (Kobayashi et al. 2016). Moreover, between 

all well-established RNA splicing factors, PUF60 was found to be one of the most 

differentially expressed genes and is thought to play a pro-tumorigenic role in bladder 

cancer (Long et al. 2020). Recently, PUF60 was postulated to be a major oncogenic 

splicing factor supporting the progression of lung cancer by regulating alternative 

splicing of genes involved in the cell cycle (Xu et al. 2023).  

PUF60 was identified in the primary screening to upregulate T cell binding after 

siRNA knockdown. In further validation experiments, this upregulating effect was not 

as strong anymore. But we found that upon overexpression of PUF60, T cell binding 

was even more decreased in HCT 116 cells (Figure 4-26). Additionally, after 

overexpression, PUF60 was identified to interact strongly with CTNNB1 on mRNA 

level and also ATF3 mRNA levels were increased to some extent. Acting as the 

downstream factor of CTNNB1, this increase additionally confirms the specificity of 

PUF60 to CTNNB1 mRNA (Figure 4-28). In rescue experiments, the reduced T cell 

binding in cell adhesion assays upon PUF60 overexpression was reversed and 

strongly increased after performing a siRNA knockdown of CTNNB1 on top 

(Figure 4-29).  

It was reported that CTNNB1 pre-mRNA can be alternatively spliced generating three 

distinct splice variants of the 3’ UTR (Thiele et al. 2006). These variants are assumed 

to be a full-length (3’ FL), a short (3’ SP) or the canonical isoform. Moreover, the 3’ SP 

was postulated to be the main isoform in cancer and to be responsible for higher 

protein expression and the oncogenic functions of CTNNB1 (Chan et al. 2022). The 

shortening of the 3’ UTR is a global feature in cancer cells and results from alternative 

polyadenylation (APA) mainly. APA is suggested to cause an increase in mRNA 
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stability and protein levels of especially oncogenes, which subsequently show 

enhanced activity (Mayr and Bartel 2009). The deregulation of 3’ UTRs processing is 

suggested to promote cancer pathogenesis and hence is a very interesting research 

topic to improve therapeutic developments (Chan et al. 2023). 

Taking these facts into account, alternative splicing of the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1 

dependent on PUF60 overexpression and siRNA knockdown was validated. By 

performing RT-PCR, three distinct splice variants were detected (Figure 4-30). 

Sanger sequencing of the identified bands affirmed our theory that the three 

published 3’ UTRs were detected (Figure 4-30 B II.). The longest PCR product 

corresponded to the full-length isoform (3’FL), which is not spliced indicated by the 

detection of the 5’ splice site. The middle band could be assigned to the canonical 

isoform and the smallest band to the short 3’ UTR variant. Moreover, upon siRNA 

knockdown of PUF60, an isoform shift was detected. The smallest and highest band 

decreased in intensity significantly, while the canonical isoform was identified as the 

predominant one (Figure 4-31 A). Regarding protein levels, we were not able to 

clearly correlate different splice variants and protein levels yet. Although the 

overexpression of PUF60 induced the highest CTNNB1 protein levels and showed 

predominately the 3’ SP splice variant, the Western Blot did no show a decrease of 

CTNNB1 levels upon the siRNA knockdown of PUF60 (Figure 4-31 B).  

Nevertheless, the obtained results indicate a potential model of PUF60 being 

responsible for alternative splicing of the CTNNB1 pre-mRNA, generating a short 3’ 

UTR variant, which increases translation resulting in higher CTNNB1 protein levels 

and hence cause T cell exclusion (Figure 5-1).  
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The performed experiments suggest the postulated model but there are still many 

details missing to fully prove it. For once, after knockdown of CTNNB1, the long 3’ 

UTR of CTNNB1 mRNA was detected by RT-PCR. Nevertheless, the knockdown 

reduced protein levels significantly, which indicates amplification of an unspecific 

band. Secondly, the knockdown of PUF60 indicates splicing of the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1 

generating mainly the canonical 3’ UTR. Being only one of many splice factors, which 

are involved in 3’ splice site recognition, upon knockdown other splicing factors like 

U2AF65 could substitute for the loss of the protein (Hastings et al. 2007). This might 

explain the generation of the canonical CTNNB1 3’ UTR. Instead of using an alternative 

3’ splice site in the UTR, splicing factors like U2AF65 preferentially bind to stronger 

ones (Agrawal et al. 2016). Therefore, the detection of the canonical 3’ UTR suggests 

the prevention of alternative splicing in the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1 pre-mRNA and the 

support of canonical splicing events.  

Figure 5-1: Potential model of the effect on T cell infiltration induced by PUF60. High levels of PUF60 support 

alternative splicing of the 3’ UTR of CTNNB1. The resulting short isoform (3’ SP) is strongly translated and increases 

CTNNB1 protein levels. High levels of CTNNB1 lead to T cell exclusion. Lower levels of PUF60 favour different 3’ 

UTR isoforms of CTNNB1. Moderate protein levels of CTNNB1 then are not excluding T cells as strongly allowing 

infiltration to some extent.   
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Lastly, we were not able to show a reduced CTNNB1 protein level upon knockdown 

of PUF60. But already in WT, high CTNNB1 levels were detected (Figure 4-31 B). 

Without knowing the half-life of the protein and degradation rates, it is difficult to 

clearly identify a decrease in protein levels in Western Blot.  

All these results support our model, but there is still evidence missing to clearly prove 

the oncogenic function of PUF60. Another point to consider is that CTNNB1 is not the 

only target of PUF60 and probably many more splicing events of different genes are 

induced upon overexpression of the splicing factor. To get a clearer picture, deep 

sequencing in the conditions of PUF60 overexpression versus siRNA knockdown 

could help to identify specific targets and alternative splicing events. Additionally, 

secretome analysis of the same conditions could reveal changes of the 

microenvironment which could be connected with alternative splicing events.  

 

5.4 Increased T cell binding by targeting RNA-based regulatory 

pathways 

Besides the alternative splicing factor PUF60, we also identified the nuclear export 

factor XPO1 in our screening approach as potential immune regulator. Moreover, we 

were able to reproduce the effect of the primary screening and prove, that upon siRNA 

knockdown of XOP1, T cell binding was significantly increased (Figure 4-26). But for 

now, we were not able to identify a connection of XPO1 with known immune 

regulatory pathways yet. Different experiments are needed to gain reliable results, 

which will help to reveal the immune regulatory function and interaction partners of 

this factor. For example, it is suggested that there is an indirect interaction of XPO1 

with CTNNB1, which is mediated by galectin-3 causing platinum resistance (Hu et al. 

2015; Azmi et al. 2021). Therefore, further validation of this target and validation of 

a potential interaction with galectin-3 or other immune regulatory pathways are of 

great interest.  

All in all, we were able to demonstrate that RNA-based regulatory pathways are 

involved in T cell - cancer communication and are promising targets for future 

immunotherapy approaches. The full RNAi screening is still ongoing and will provide 

a valid dataset of RBPs, RNA modifying enzymes, or components of the miRNA 
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pathway involved in the generation of the immunosuppressive microenvironment 

and T cell exclusion. By performing secretome analysis and deep sequencing in 

knockdown conditions versus WT or controls, altered expression of targets and 

affected pathways can be identified and validated in detail. Moreover, not only RBPs, 

but also other classes of proteins like kinases and phosphatases can be targeted in the 

established RNAi screening approach to even extent the list of promising candidates 

involved in T cell - cancer cell communication. With the established approach, we 

contribute to a better understanding of the regulation of T cell infiltration and provide 

a valuable dataset of potential targets for RNA-based immunotherapy in the future.  
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6 Material and Methods 

6.1 Materials 

6.1.1 Enzymes, Antibodies and Kits 

Following enzymes, antibodies and kits were used for the performed experiments. 

For the used enzymes the appropriate buffers were purchased from the same 

company. Experiments were performed according to the manufacture’s protocol.  

Table 6-1: List of Enzymes  

Enzymes Supplying company 

DNase I Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Phusion Polymerase Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

T4 DNA Ligase Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Taq Polymerase Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

  

  

Restriction enzymes  

AscI New England Biolabs (Ipswich, USA) 

BamHI Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Bsu15I Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

DpnI Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Eco52I Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

EcoRI Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

FseI New England Biolabs (Ipswich, USA) 

HindIII Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

KpnI Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Not I Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 
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Table 6-2: List of Antibodies 

Antibody Origin Purpose Dilution Sypplying Company 

Primary antibodies 

α-HA Mouse Western Blot 1:1000 Covance (Munich, 

Germany) 

α-GFP Rabbit Western Blot 1:5000 GeneTex (Irvine, USA) 

α-αlpha-

Tubulin 

Mouse Western Blot 1:10000 Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, 

Germany) 

α-beta-

Tubulin 

Rabbit Western Blot 1:1000 LI-COR (Lincoln, USA) 

α-β Catenin Rabbit Western Blot 1:5000 Proteintech (Manchester, 

UK) 

α-ICAM-1 Mouse Western Blot 1:25000 Proteintech (Manchester, 

UK) 

α-IgG-HRP Goat Western Blot & 

ELISA 

1:40000 Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, 

Germany) 

α-

Fibronectin 

Mouse Western Blot 1:5000 Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Waltham, USA) 

     
Secondary antibodies 

α-mouse IgG 

(H+L) IRDye 

800C 

Goat Western Blot 1:10000 LI-COR Biosciences 
(Lincoln, USA) 

α-rabbit IgG 

(H+L) IRDye 

800C 

Goat Western Blot 1:10000 LI-COR Biosciences 
(Lincoln, USA) 

     
Additional antibodies 

α-CD18 Mouse Cell Adhesion 

Assay 

1:1000 Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Waltham, USA) 

α-human IgG 

Fc-Spec. 

Rabbit Cell Adhesion 

Assay 

10 µg/mL Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories (Baltimore, 

USA) 
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Fluorescent antibodies 

CellTracker™ 

Green 

CMFDA dye 

 Cell Adhesion 

Assay 

5 µM Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Waltham, USA) 

KIRVAVIA 
Blue anti-
human CD3 

Mouse 

clone 
UCHT2 

LC-AA Assay 1:300 BioLegend (San Diego, 
USA) 

     
APC anti-

human CD4 

Mouse 

clone 

OKT4 

LC-AA Assay 1:300 BioLegend (San Diego, 

USA) 

Brilliant 

Violet 510™ 

anti-human 

CD8(a) 

Mouse 

clone 

HIT8a 

or SK1 

LC-AA Assay 1:300 BioLegend (San Diego, 

USA) 

PE anti-

human-Fc 

Fab2 

Mouse LC-AA Assay 1:125 Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories (Baltimore, 

USA) 

ICAM-1-Fc Human LC-AA Assay 1:40 Laboratory Jörg 
Wischhusen (Würzburg, 
Germany) 

 

Table 6-3: List of Kits and Reagents 

Kit and Reagent Supplying Company 

α-FLAG-M2 beads  Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) 

CellTiter-Glo® Luminescent Cell Viability 

Assay 

Promega (Madison, USA) 

Clarity Western ECL substrate Biorad (Herkules, USA) 

DiaEasy Dialyzer (800µL) MWCO 3.5 kDa Abcam (Cambridge, UK) 

LFA-1 antagonist BI-1950  opnMe – Boerhringer Ingelheim (Ingelheim, 

Germany) 

Lipofectamine® 2000 Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Lipofectamine® 3000 Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham. USA) 

Lipofectamine® RNAiMax Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 
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Illustra™ MicroSpin™ G-25 Columns Cytiva (Marlborough, USA) 

ImmunoCult™ Human CD3/CD28/CD2 

T Cell Activator (TCR) 

Stemcell Technologies (Vancouver, Canada) 

NucleoSpin® Gel and PCR Cleanup Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany) 

NucleoSpin® Plasmid  Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany) 

NucleoSpin® RNA Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany) 

NucleoSpin® RNA XS Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany) 

NucleoSpin® Xtra Midi Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany) 

pGEM-T Easy Vector systems Promega (Madison, USA) 

RevertAid First Strand cDNA synthesis Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Roti®Sep 1077 human CELLPURE®  Carl Roth GmbH & Co.KG (Karlsruhe, 

Germany) 

Takyon™ No ROX SYBR Eurogentec (Seraing, Belgium) 

TMB Ready to Use ELISA substrate Serva Electrophoresis (Heidelberg, Germany) 

  

 

6.1.2 Additional Reagents and Consumables 

If not stated otherwise, all chemicals and reagents were obtained from the following 

suppliers: AppliChem (Darmstadt, Germany), Biorad (Herkules, USA), Boerhringer 

Ingelheim (Ingelheim, Germany), Carl Roth GmbH & Co.KG (Karlsruhe, Germany), 

Cytiva (Marlborough, USA), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), New England Biolabs 

(Ipswich, USA), Roche Diagnostics (Penzberg, Germany), Serva Electrophoresis 

(Heidelberg, Germany), Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and Thermo Fisher 

Scientific (Waltham, USA).  

Radiochemicals were purchased from Hartmann Analytics GmbH (Braunschweig, 

Germany). DNA oligonucleotides were ordered from Metabion GmbH (Planegg, 

Germany) or from TWIST Bioscience (San Francisco, USA). RNA oligonucleotides 

were purchased from siTOOLs Biotech GmbH (Planegg, Germany). 

Other consumables were purchased from Biorad (Herkules, USA), CAWO 

(Schrobenhausen, Germany), Cytiva (Marlborough, USA), Eppendorf (Hamburg, 
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Germany), Invitrogen (Carlsbad, USA), OMNI Life Science (Bremen, Germany), 

Sarstedt (Nümbrecht, Germany) and Sartorius (Göttingen, Germany). 

 

6.1.3 Technical Equipment  

Table 6-4: List of technical equipment 

Name  Supplying Company 

Attune NxT Acoustic Focusing Cytometer Life Technologies (Carlsbad, USA) 

Avanti™ J-20 Centrifuge Beckman Coulter (Brea, USA) 

Äkta purification System GE Healthcare/ Cytiva (Marlborough, USA) 

CASY Cell Counter & Analyzer OMNI Life Science (Bremen, Germany) 

Centrifuge 5427R Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany) 

CFX96 Dx Real-Time PCR Detection 

System 

Biorad (Hercules, USA) 

ChemiDoc Touch Imaging System Biorad (Hercules, USA) 

Geiger Counter LB123 EG&G Berthold (Bad Wildbach, Germany) 

HeraCell 240i CO2 Incubator Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Megafuge 40R Centrifuge Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Milli-Q plus Merck Millipore (Burlington, USA) 

Mithras LB 940 Berthold (Bad Wildbach, Germany) 

Molecular Imager FX Imaging Screen-K Kodak (Rochester, USA) 

Nanodrop 1000 Spectrophotometer Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) 

Odyssey Infrared Imaging System LI-COR Biosciences (Lincoln, USA) 

peqSTAR Thermocycler PeqLab (Erlangen, Germany)  

Personal Molecular Imager™ (PMI™) 

System 

Biorad (Hercules, USA) 

Quantum ST4 PeqLab (Erlangen, Germany) 

Screen Eraser-K Biorad (Hercules, USA) 

Thermomixer Comfort  Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany) 

Trans-Blot SD Biorad (Hercules, USA) 

Ultrospec 3300 pro Amersham Bioscience (Little Chalfont, UK) 

UV Stratalinker 2400 Stratagene (Santa Clara, USA) 
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6.1.4 Buffers and Solutions 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

130 mM NaCl 
774 mM Na2HPO4 
226 mM NaH2PO4 
  
  
Tris/Borate/EDTA buffer (TBE) 

89 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,3 
89 mM Boric acid 
2,5 mM EDTA 
  
  
Tris buffered saline (TBS) 

10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5 
150 mM NaCl 
  
  
TBS-T 

10 mM  Tris-HCl pH 7,5 
150 mM NaCl 
0,1 % Tween-20 (pH 8) 
  
  
Tris/Actetate/EDTA buffer (TAE) 

40 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,5 
20 mM Acetic acetate 
1 mM EDTA 
  
  
LB medium 

5 g Yeast extract 
10 g Tryptone 
10 g/l NaCl 
Ad 1 L H2O 
  
  
LB Agar 

1 L LB Medium 
16,4 g Agar 
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Easy-Prep Buffer 

51 mM Tris-HCl pH 8 
1 mM EDTA pH 8 
15 % Sucrose 
2 mg/mL Lysozyme 
0,2 mg/mL RNaseA 
0,1 mg/mL BSA 
  
 
RIPA buffer 

50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8 
150 mM NaCl 
1 % NP-40 
0,1 % SDS 
0,1 % Sodium deoxycholate (DOC) 
1 mM AEBSF 
1 mM DTT 
  
  
IP Wash Buffer 

50 mM  Tris-HCl pH 8 
500 mM NaCl 
2 mM DTT 
  
  
IP lysis buffer 

20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5 
150 mM KCl 
2 mM EDTA 
1 mM NaF 
0,5 % NP-40 
  
  
RNA-IP Wash Buffer 

20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5 
300 mM KCl 
1 mM MgCl2 
0,5 % NP-40 
  
  
5x SDS sample buffer 

300 mM Tris-HCl pH 6,8 
10 % SDS 
62,5 % Glycerol 
0,05 % Bromphenol blue 
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SDS-Running buffer 

25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5 
200 mM Glycine 
25 mM SDS 
  
  
10 % SDS-PAGE separation gel 

10 % 30 % Acrylamide-Bis 37,5:1 (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) 
400 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,8 
0,1 % SDS 
0,1 %  APS 
0,05 % TEMED 
  
  
5 % SDS-PAGE stacking gel 

5 % 30 % Acrylamide-Bis 37,5:1 (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) 
75 mM Tris-HCl pH 6,8 
0,1 % SDS 
0,1 %  APS 
0,05 % TEMED 
  
  
Towbin blotting buffer 

38,6 mM Glycine 
48 mM Tris  
0,0037 % (w/v) SDS 
20 % Methanol (MeOH) 
  
  
Western Blot blocking buffer 

5 % Milk powder 
0,025% Sodium azide (NaN3) 
Add TBS-T 
  
  
Coomassie Staining solution 

10 % Acetic Acid 
30 % Ethanol (EtOH) 
0,25 % Coomassie R250 
  
  
Coomassie Destaining solution 

10 % Acetiv Acid 
20 % EtOH 
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2x RNA loading dye  
99,9 % Formamide 
0,05 % Xylene cyanol 
0,05 % Bromphenol blue 
  
  
2x RNA loading buffer 

45 % Formamide 
1x  MOPS 
6 % 37 % Formaldehyde 
20 % Blue juice 
  
  
Blue juice 
30 % Glycerol 
0,07 % Bromphenol blue 
  
  
10x MOPS 

200 mM MOPS 
20 mM NaAc 
10 mM EDTA 
Adjust to pH 7  
  
  
RNA Running Buffer 
1x MOPS 
1/50 37 % Formaldehyde 
  
  
20x SSC 

3 M NaCl 
0,3 M TriNa-Citrate 
Adjust to pH 7  
  
  
50x Denhardt’s solution 

1 % Albumin Fraction V (BSA) 
1 % Polyvinylpyrrolidon K30 
1 % Ficoll 400 
  
  
Hybridization solution 

5x  SSC 
20 mM Sodium Phosphate pH 7,2 
7 % SDS 
1x  Denhardt’s solution 
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Northern Blot Wash I 

5x SSC 
1 % SDS 
  
Northern Blot Wash II 

1x  SSC 
1 % SDS 
  
  
Northern Blot Wash III 

2x SSC 
0,1 % SDS 
  
  
Northern Blot Wash IV 

0,5x SSC 
0,1 % SDS 
  
  
Northern Blot Wash V 

0,1x SSC 
0,1 % SDS 
  
  
Coating buffer for ELISA and Cell Adhesion Assay 

0,1 M Na2CO3 
0,1 M NaHCO3 
Adjust pH to 9,5  
  
  
Adhesion assay blocking solution  

1x PBS pH 7,5 
2 % BSA 
  
  
Adhesion assay wash buffer I 
1x PBS pH 7,5 
0,05 % Tween-20 
  
  
Adhesion assay wash buffer II 

50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,0 
150 mM NaCl 
1,5 % BSA 
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Adhesion buffer for cell adhesion assay 

50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5 
150 mM NaCl 
1,5 % BSA 
2 mM MgCl2 
2 mM MnCl2 
5 mM D-Glucose Monohydrat 
  
  
LC-AA basic buffer 

1x PBS pH 7,5 
2 mM EGTA 
1 % BSA 
  
  
LC-AA activation buffer 

1x PBS pH 7,5 
2 mM EGTA 
1 % BSA 
10 mM MgCl2 
  
  
2x HEPES buffered saline 
274 mM NaCl 
1,5 mM Na2HPO4 
54,6 mM HEPES pH 7,1 
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6.1.5 DNA and RNA Oligonucleotides 

6.1.5.1 DNA Oligonucleotides 

DNA oligonucleotides used in this work were ordered from Metabion GmbH (Planegg, 

Germany) and are listed below (Table 6-5). For molecular cloning, the restriction 

enzyme substrate sequences are shown in bold.  

Table 6-5: DNA Oligonucleotides. Restriction enzyme substrates are shown in bold. 

Name Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

Molecular Cloning 

hICAM_BamHI_FW ATA GGATCC ATGAATTTTGGACTG 

hICAM_NotI_R AAA GCGGCCGC TCATTTCCC 

hICAM_FLAG/HA_R AAA CATCGTCGTCCTTGTAGTC CATCTCATACCG 

IgG_FLAG/HA_FW ATA GACTACAAGGACGACGATG 

ACAAGTACCCTTATGACGTGCCCGATTACGCT ATGGACCCCAAATCCTGTG 

IgG_NotI_R AAA GCGGCCGC TCATTTCCCGGGAGACA 

ATF3_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGATGCTTCAACACCCAGG 

ATF3_R_AscI AAA GGCGCGCC TTAGCTCTGCAATGTTCCTTC 

CTNNB1_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGGCTACTCAAGCTGATTTG 

CTNNB1_R_AscI AAA GGCGCGCC TTACAGGTCAGTATCAAACCAG 

STAT3_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGGCCCAATGGAATCAGC 

STAT3_R_AscI AAA GGCGCGCC TCACATGGGGGAGGTAGC 

PUF60_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGGCGACGGCGACCATAG 

PUF60_R_AscI2 AAA GGCGCGCC TCACGCAGAGAGGTCACTG 

XPO1_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGCCAGCAATTATGACAATGTTAG 

XPO1_R2_AscI AAA GGCGCGCC ATCACACATTTCTTCTGGAATCTC 

DDX5_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGTCGGGTTATTCGAGTGAC 

DDX5_R_AscI AAA GGCGCGCC TTATTGGGAATATCCTGTTGGC 

YTHDC1_FW_FseI ATA GGCCGGCC ATGGCGGCTGACAGTCGGG 

YTHDC1_R_AscI AAA GGCGCGCC TTATCTTCTATATCGACCTCTCTCC 
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qPCR and RT-PCR primer 

qPCR_GAPDH_Fw TGGTATCGTGGAAGGACTCATGAC 

qPCR_GAPDH_R ATGCCAGTGAGCTTCCCGTTCAGC 

qPCR_ATF3_F3 CGCTGGAATCAGTCACTGTCAG 

qPCR_ATF3_R3 CTTGTTTCGGCACTTTGCAGCTG 

qPCR_CTNNB1_F2 TGCAGTTCGCCTTCACTATG 

qPCR_CTNNB1_R2 AGGGCAAGATTTCGAATCAA 

qPCR_STAT3_F2 CAGTTTCTGGCCCCTTGGAT 

qPCR_STAT3_R2 AAGCGGCTATACTGCTGGTC 

qPCR_SYMPK_F2 CGACGCCAGGAGCATGATAT 

qPCR_SYMPK_R2 CTGCCTTGCCCTCTTCCCATAG 

qPCR_DDX5_F2 GGAAAAGCTCCTATTCTGATTGC 

qPCR_DDX5_R2 GTGCCTGTTTTGGTACTGCG 

qPCR_DDX39B_F2 TGGTGATGTGTCACACTCGG 

qPCR_DDX39B_R2 ATGCGGGCAGTTCTTCTTCA 

qPCR_PUF60_F1 CTTGGAGCAGATGAACTCGGTG 

qPCR_PUF60_R1 CTCCTCAGCCAACTGGTCTATG 

qPCR_RBM14_F2 CGACGATCCCTACAAAAAGGC 

qPCR_RBM14_R2 GTAATCCAGCGAGGACTTTGTC 

qPCR_YTHDC1_F2 TCCCCCTGAGTTTCACCAGA 

qPCR_YTHDC1_R2 TCCTGAAAATCGTCTGTCCACT 

qPCR_RAN_F1 CAGGTCATCATCCTCATCCGG 

qPCR_RAN_R1 GAGCCCCAGGTCCAGTTCAAA 

qPCR_XPO1_F1 CTACATCTGCCTCTCCGTTGCT 

qPCR_XPO1_R1 CCAATACTTCCTCTGGTTTAGCC 

qPCR_ZCCHC8_FW2 TGAACATTCTGACTCGACCGA 

qPCR_ZCCHC8_R2 TGGGGCAAAAGATTAAAGGAAGT 

RT hsLin28 1 fwd GAAGCGCAGATCAAAAGGAG 

RT hsLin28-1 rev CGAAAGTAGGTTGGCTTTCC 

qPCR_CTNNB1_3'FL_F GCCACAGCTTTTGCAACTTA 

qPCR_CTNNB1_3'FL_R CTCGACCAAAAAGGACCAGA 

qPCR_CTNNB1_3'SP_F ATCATCCTTTAGGAGTAACAATAC 

qPCR_CTNNB1_3'SP_R AGCAAGCAAAGTCAGTACCA 
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RT_CTNNB1_FW AGTTGATGGGCTGCCAGATCTG 

RT_CTNNB1_R CTGGTAAACTGTCCAAAACAAGGTTC 

 

Northern Blot probes 

NB_18S_R CATGCATGGCTTAATCTTTGAGACAAGC 

  

  
  

6.1.5.2 1.5.2 RNA Oligonucleotides 

For RNAi screening experiments, a siPOOL library against 666 RNA binding proteins 

(RBPs) were designed by and ordered at siTOOLs Biotech GmbH (Planegg, Germany). 

Additionally, following siPOOLs were used during this work: siP NegC, siP CTNNB1, 

siP STAT3, siP ATF3, siP GDF15.  

 

6.1.6 Plasmids and Constructs 

For molecular cloning following plasmids were used. 

Table 6-6: Plasmids available in advance of this work 

Name  Description  

VP5-Flag/HA-FA Expression of protein with N-terminally fused 

FLAG-HA tag 

VP5-FLAG/HA-eGFP Expression of eGFP with N-terminally fused FLAG-

HA tag 

VP5-FLAG/HA- modified Expression of protein with C-terminally fused 

FLAG-HA tag 

pEF1α Expression of protein with N-terminally fused FC-

tag 

pEF1α- modified Expression of protein with N-terminally fused FC-

tag; additional ClaI/Bsu15I restriction site inserted 

pcDNA5-FRT/TO Inducible expression vector designed for the use 

with the Flp-In™ T-REx™ System 

pOG44 Flp recombinase expression vector used for the 

Flp-In™ T-REx™ System  
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6.1.7 Bacterial Strains and Cell Lines 

Table 6-7: Bacterial Strains and Cell lines 

Name Specification 

Bacteria strain 

E. coli XL1 blue F- recA1 enA1 gyrA96 thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac 

F’[proAB lacIqZΔM15 Tn10 (TetR)] 

  

Cell line 

HEK 293T Human embryonic kidney cells 

Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 Human embryonic kidney cells containing pFRT/lacZeo 

and pcDNA™6/TR (from the T-REx™ System) stably 

integrated 

hDF Human dermal fibroblasts 

HCT 116 Colorectal carcinoma cells 

HT 29 Colorectal adenocarcinoma cells 

A 375 Malignant melanoma cells 

Mel-HO Melanoma cells 

SK-MEL-28 Melanoma cells 

HeLa Human cervical cancer cell line 

Hep G2 Epithelial-like liver carcinoma cells 

PANC-1 Epithelial pancreas carcinoma cells 

A 549 Epithelial lung carcinoma cells 

MCF7 Epithelial breast adenocarcinoma cells 

HSB2 Acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells 
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6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Molecular Biological Methods 

6.2.1.1 DNA cloning 

6.2.1.1.1 General DNA cloning 

For amplification of a gene of interest, Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was 

performed using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Annealing temperature 

of primers were individually determined and selected. Elongation time was set 

according to the size of the gene of interest, considering the approximate 

amplification rate of 1 kb/ 30sec at 72 °C. As DNA template for the reaction, cDNA 

from different cell lines or gDNA was used. PCR fragments were analysed and purified 

from agarose gels using NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-Up Kit (Macherey-Nagel, 

Düren, Germany) following the manufacture’s protocol. Obtained fragments and 

vector backbones were afterwards digested with restriction enzymes for 1 h at 37 °C. 

Vector backbones were analysed and purified from agarose gels using NucleoSpin Gel 

and PCR Clean-Up Kit. Digested PCR fragments were directly purified using the same 

kit. Digested vectors and PCR fragments were used for ligation using T4 DNA Ligase 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Ligations were performed at room temperature (RT) for several hours 

or at 16 °C overnight (o/n).  

Ligation reactions were transformed into chemical competent Escherichia coli (E. coli) 

cells by performing a heat shock at 42 °C for 1 min. After plating the cell suspension 

on LBAmp-plates and incubation at 37 °C o/n, several colonies were picked and 

checked for positivity. Therefore, DNA was isolated using EasyPrep buffer and test 

digest was performed. Positive clones were re-purified with NucleoSpin Plasmid Kit 

(Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and 

send for sequencing to Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany). DNA concentration 

and quality were validated using NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA).  
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For large-scale DNA preparations, Midis were inoculated and DNA was purified via 

NucleoSpin Xtra Midi Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) following the 

manufacturer’s instructions.  

6.2.1.1.2 Site-directed mutagenesis 

For site-directed mutagenesis (“Quikchange”), PCR reactions were performed using 

Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase as described above and mutagenic primers, 

which were used at 0,2 µM end concentration. The PCR was performed with 1 min/kb 

extension time at 68 °C for 30 cycles. After purification of the PCR reaction using 

NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-Up Kit, DNA was digested with DpnI restriction enzyme 

for several hours at 37 °C. After again purifying DNA with the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR 

Clean-Up Kit, chemical competent E. coli cells were transformed, plated on LBAmp-

plates and incubated at 37 °C o/n. Afterwards, colonies were picked, DNA was isolated 

and successful mutagenesis was analysed by sequencing at Eurofins Genomics 

(Ebersberg, Germany). 

 

6.2.1.1.3 Cloning strategies for plasmids produced in this work 

Following plasmids were cloned and used in this work. Primers used for cloning are 

listed in Table 6-5. 

pEF1alpha-hICAM1-EC-Fc  The extracellular part (Q28 – E480) of the human 

ICAM-1 protein with the Fc- Fragment (P100 – K330) at its C-terminus was cloned 

into pEF1alpha vector. A signal sequence for protein secretion was added at the N-

terminus. The construct was generated and kindly provided by the group of Jörg 

Wischhusen (Universitäsklinikum, Würzburg). 

pcDNA5-hICAM1-EC-Fc  hICAM-1-Fc was amplified from pEF1alpha-

hICAM1-EC-Fc plasmid using specific primers and cloned via BamHI and NotI into 

pcDNA5-FRT/TO plasmid. 

VP5-Flag/HA-CTNNB1 CTNNB1 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from 

HEK 293T cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged CTNNB1. 
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VP5-Flag/HA-STAT3 STAT3 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from 

HEK 293T cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged STAT3. 

VP5-Flag/HA-AFT3  ATF3 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from 

HEK 293T cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged ATF3. 

VP5-Flag/HA-YTHDC1 YTHDC1 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from 

HCT 116 cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged YTHDC1. 

VP5-Flag/HA-DDX5 DDX5 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from 

HCT 116 cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged DDX5. 

VP5 -PUF60-Flag/HA PUF60 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from 

HCT 116 cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of C-terminally tagged PUF60. 

VP5-XPO1-Flag/HA  XPO1 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA from A459 

cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI restriction 

sites for expression of C-terminally tagged XPO1. 

VP5-Flag/HA-LIN28A  LIN28A cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA 

from NTera cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and AscI 

restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged LIN28A. 

VP5- Flag/HA-ZCCHC8  ZCCHC8 cDNA was amplified via PCR using cDNA 

from HEK 293T cells. Cloning into VP5-FLAG/HA-FA was performed using FseI and 

AscI restriction sites for expression of N-terminally tagged ZCCHC8. 

 

6.2.1.2 Working with RNA 

6.2.1.2.1 RNA extraction 

Dependent on the cell number, RNA extraction from cells for cDNA synthesis followed 

by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) was performed with NucleoSpin RNA Kit or 
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NucleoSpin RNA XS Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was eluted with H2O. 

RNA extraction from cells for Northern Blot analysis or cDNA synthesis was 

performed with TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) as described in the 

manufacturer’s protocol. For qPCR, the aqueous phase was extracted a second time 

with 1:1 volume of Chloroform. RNA was precipitated with 1 volume of Isopropanol 

and 0,5 µL RNA grade glycogen (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) at -20 °C o/n. RNA 

pellet was collected by centrifugation for 30 min at 4 °C at full speed and washed twice 

with 75 % Ethanol (EtOH). After drying the pellet at RT for several minutes, it was 

resuspended in specific volumes of H2O based on its size. RNA, which was used for 

cDNA synthesis, was digested with 1U/ µL DNaseI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, USA) for 30 min at 37 °C. Reaction was stopped by adding 1 µL of 50 mM 

EDTA and incubation for 10 min at 65 °C. 

Concentration of RNA was determined with the NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) and RNA was stored at -20 °C or -80 °C until 

further use.  

 

6.2.1.2.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis of RNA  

For detection of RNA, an 2 % agarose gel was prepared with the appropriate amount 

of water, 1x MOPS buffer and 2 % Formaldehyse (37 %). Therefore, the agarose was 

first dissolved in H2O and then cooled down to around 65 °C before the other 

components were added. After polymerization for approximately 1 h at RT, the gel 

was equilibrated in RNA running buffer for 15 min. 1- 20 µg RNA was mixed with 1x 

RNA loading buffer, incubated at 65 °C for 10 min and then chilled on ice. To the 

samples 2,3 µL of Ethidiumbromide (EtBr) (400 µg/mL) was added and loaded on the 

gel. Small gels were run at 70 V, big gels were run at 90 V up to several hours until the 

dye was approximately 1 cm above the end of the gel.  
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6.2.1.2.3 Capillary Northern Blot 

After finishing the run, the agarose gel (6.2.1.2.2) was checked under UV light and 

washed with 50 mM NaOH, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,5 and 20x SSC each for 30 min at RT 

while shaking. The transfer was set up by first placing a glass plate on top of 2 

reservoirs filled with 20x SSC. Two stripes of Whatman paper were soaked in 2x SSC 

and arranged on the glass plate in a way that both ends were placed in the reservoirs. 

After removing bubbles, the gel was put face down on top and the ends were sealed 

with plastic foil or parafilm to avoid “short-circuiting”. Then, the nitrocellulose 

membrane with the same size as the gel was soaked in Milli-Q water and 2x SSC and 

placed on the gel. Again, air bubbles were removed and 2 Whatman papers, which 

were soaked in 2x SSC, were placed on the membrane. The set up was finished with a 

stack of paper towels, followed by a second glass plate and on top an additional weight 

of approximately 500 g. The transfer was done at RT for 18 h. After crosslinking the 

RNA to the membrane using the UV stratalinker (Stratagene, Santa Clara, USA) at 254 

nm, the success of the transfer was validated by UV light. Membranes were stored at 

-20 °C until further use or directly pre-hybridized in a hybridization oven at 50 – 60 

°C in 20- 30 mL hybridization solution while rotating.  

 

6.2.1.2.4 Probe labelling and RNA detection 

Labelling of short probes up to 50 nt was performed by using 20 pmol of DNA 

oligonucleotide with 20 µCi of γ32P-ATP (Hartmann Analytics, Braunschweig, 

Germany) in a 20 µL T4 PNK reaction (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol. Reaction was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C and stopped 

afterwards with 30 µL of 30 mM EDTA.  

Labelling of cDNA probes of 150 nt length or longer was done by performing a so-

called “hot-PCR” using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase, a template specific 

reverse primer and a dNTP mix, containing 10 mM of dTTP and dGTP and 1 mM of 

dATP and dCTP (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA). To the reaction 50 µCi of each 

α32P-dATP and α32P-dCTP were added. PCR was performed for 99 cycles with 30 sec/ 

kb extension time.  
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Afterwards, short or long probes were purified using MicroSpin G-25 columns (Cytiva, 

Marlborough, USA) and radioactivity of the probe was checked with Geiger Counter 

LB123 EG&G (Berthold, Bad Wildbach, Germany). The radioactively labelled probe 

was added to the pre-hybridized membrane and incubated o/n at 50 °C for short 

probes and at 60 °C for cDNA probes while rotating with about 30 mL of hybridization 

solution.  

Membranes labeled with short oligonucleotide probes were washed twice with 

Northern Blot Wash I and once with Northern Blot Wash II, each for 10 min at 50 °C 

while rotating. Membranes labeled with cDNA probes were washed with Northern 

Blot Wash III, Northern Blot Wash IV and Northern Blot Wash V, each for 30 min at 60 

°C while rotating. The liquid was discarded and the membrane was wrapped in saran 

foil for exposure. Signals were detected by exposing the membrane to a Molecular 

Imager FX Imaging Screen-K (Kodak, Rochester, USA) and detecting with the Personal 

Molecular Imager™ (PMI™) (Biorad, Hercules, USA).  

For repeated hybridization of the same membrane with different probes, the current 

probe was stripped off. Therefore, the membrane was added twice to boiling water 

with 0,1 % SDS, twice to only boiling water and once to water at RT. Each washing 

step was performed for approximately 10 min at RT on a rocker. Afterwards, 

membrane was wrapped in saran foil and exposed to check for effective stripping.  

 

6.2.1.3 cDNA synthesis and quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) 

6.2.1.3.1 cDNA synthesis 

RNA extraction for cDNA synthesis followed by qPCR was performed with TRIzol 

reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), NucleoSpin RNA Kit or NucleoSpin 

RNA XS Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) as described previously (6.2.1.2.1). 

cDNA was synthesized using First Strand cDNA synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In short, 100 ng – 

1 µg RNA was mixed with 1 µl random hexamer or oligo-(dT)18 primer, filled up to a 

final volume of 11 µL with nuclease-free H2O and incubated for 5 min at 65 °C. Samples 

were cooled down on ice and mixed with 4 µL 5x reaction buffer, 2 µL 1 mM dNTP 

Mix, 1 µL of 2 U/µL RiboLock RNase Inhibitor and 1 µL 20 U/µL M-MuLV reverse 
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transcriptase. After mixing, reaction was incubated 5 min at 25 °C, 60 min at 37 °C and 

5 min at 70 °C for reaction termination. For cDNA using oligo-(dT)18 primer, the initial 

incubation at 25 °C for 5 min is not necessary. cDNA was filled up to 100 µL or 200 µL 

with nuclease-free H2O and stored at -20 °C until further use.  

 

6.2.1.3.2 qPCR for quantification of RNA levels 

qPCR was performed using Takyon™ No ROX SYBR (Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In short, 10 µL of Takyon reagent were 

mixed with 1 µM of a 1:1 primer mix of forward and reverse primer, 4 µL of diluted 

cDNA and filled up with H2O to 20 µL. qPCR primers are listed above (Table 6-5). 

qPCRs were run using CFX96 Dx Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad, Hercules, 

USA) using the standard program stated in the manufacturer’s protocol. Additionally, 

a melting curve from 65- 95 °C was generated.  

For siRNA knockdown efficiency, the data was analysed using the ΔΔCT method with 

GAPDH as housekeeping gene and the siKnockdown Control (siCtrl) as control sample 

for normalization. Error bars were calculated from different numbers of biological 

replicates.  

For RNA enrichment quantification after RNA-IP (6.2.2.3), the ΔΔCT method was used 

by calculating enrichment in IP over input and normalization to an empty vector 

control.  

 

6.2.1.3.3 RT-PCR for detection of splice variants 

For the identification of different splice variants, Real-Time PCR (RT-PCR) was 

performed. For the RT-PCR, Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. As 

DNA template, oligo-(dT) cDNA (6.2.1.3.1) was used. RT-PCR and qPCR primers are 

listed in Table 6-5. Annealing temperature of the primers were individually 

determined and selected. Elongation time was set according to the size of the gene of 

interest, considering the approximate amplification rate of 1 kb/ 30sec at 72 °C. 
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Amplification cycles were repeated 40 times. Reactions were analysed on 1 – 2 % 

agarose gels dependent on the product size.  

 

6.2.1.4 Immunological assays 

6.2.1.4.1 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 

For ELISA experiments, recombinant purified protein, which was tagged with the Fc- 

fragment of antibodies, was diluted to different concentrations using a sodium-

carbonate buffer at pH 9,5. 100 µL of the prepared stock solutions were added to 

different wells of 96-well plates which were then incubated at 4 °C o/n while shaking 

on an orbital shaker. After plates were warmed up to RT again the next day, wells 

were washed three times with 100 µL adhesion assay wash buffer I and blocked with 

200 µL Blocking solution for 2,5 h at RT while shaking on an orbital shaker. After three 

washing steps with each 100 µL adhesion assay wash buffer I, α-human IgG-HRP 

antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) diluted 1:40000 in Blocking solution 

was added and again incubated for at least 1 h at RT while shaking on an orbital 

shaker. Wells were again washed three times with 100 µL of adhesion assay wash 

buffer I. For signal development, 100 µL of TMB Ready to Use ELISA substrate (Serva 

Electrophoresis, Heidelberg, Germany) was added to each well and incubated for 10 

min at RT. Reaction was stopped by adding 50 µL of 0,1 M H2SO4. Absorbance was 

measured at 450 nm using the Mithras LB 940 plate reader (Berthold, Bad Wildbach, 

Germany).  

 

6.2.1.4.2 Cell adhesion assay with human ICAM-1-Fc protein (hICAM-1-Fc) 

Cell adhesion assays are performed with recombinant purified hICAM-1-Fc protein 

using HighBinding white ELISA 96 well plates (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany). 

Therefore, the hICAM-1-Fc protein was diluted to a concentration of 5 µg/mL in 

Coating Buffer and 100 µL of stock solution were added to each well. Uncoated control 

wells kept by adding 100 µL coating buffer containing no protein. The plate was 

incubated at 4 °C o/n shaking on an orbital shaker. After plate was brought back to RT 

the following day, wells were washed with 100 µL adhesion assay wash buffer I and 

blocked with 200 µL adhesion assay blocking solution for 3,5 h at RT while shaking 
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on an orbital shaker. Afterwards, the coated plate was washed two times with 100 µL 

adhesion assay wash buffer I and two times with 100 µL adhesion assay wash buffer 

II before prepared T cells were added.  

While blocking the coated plate, T cells were counted using the CASY Cell Counter & 

Analyzer (OMNI Life Science, Bremen, Germany) and diluted to 1 x 106 cells/ mL in 

serum-free RPMI medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany). Cells were incubated 

for 30 min at 37 °C. T cells were then divided in different cups, spun down at 200 xg 

for 5 min and resuspended appropriate volumes of adhesion buffer, media or cancer 

cell supernatants to obtain 1 x 106 cells/ mL. Cancer cell supernatants were also spun 

down for 5 min at 200 xg before use. After a short incubation time of 5 – 10 min at RT, 

100 µL cell suspension was added to each well of prepared hICAM-1-Fc coated plate. 

The plate was then incubated at 37 °C for 20 min.  

After incubation, wells were washed three times with 100 µL adhesion buffer. 

Afterwards, 100 µL adhesion buffer and 100 µL CellTiter-Glo® Luminescent Cell 

Viability Assay reagent (Promega, Madison, USA) were added to each well and 

protocol was proceeded as described in the manufacturer’s instructions. In short, 

after incubation for 2 min at RT on an orbital shaker and another 10 min without 

shaking, the induced luminescent signal was measured using the Mithras LB 940 plate 

reader (Berthold, Bad Wildbach, Germany). As reference for normalization, wells 

were kept without washing after T cell adhesion. As background, untreated wells 

without T cells containing 100 µL adhesion buffer were used.  

 

6.2.1.4.3 LC-AA Assay 

As first step, soluble ICAM-1 was incubated with anti-human IgG antibody PE for 

30 min at RT in the dark for labelling and generating ICAM-1c. Isolated PBMCs 

(6.2.3.6) were spun down at 400 xg for 7 min and resuspended in appropriate 

volumes of cell culture medium DMEM, RPMI or McCoy or cancer cell supernatants to 

a final density of 2,5*106 cells/ mL. Cells were incubated at 37 °C for 10 min. Different 

master mixes were prepared in LC-AA basic buffer for labelling CD3, CD4, CD8 cells. 

Used labelling antibodies are listed in Table 6-2 (FACS labelling antibodies). Master 

mixes contained either 0 mM MgCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 4mM MgCl2, 4 mM MgCl2 together 
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with TCR Activator or 4 mM MgCl2 together with LFA-1 Inhibitor BI-1950. To all 

master mixes ICAM-1c was added at a final dilution of 1:40. Labelling mixes were 

added to the pre-treated PBMCs and incubated another 10 min at 37 °C. Afterwards, 

PBMCs were diluted 1:1 with fresh 4 % PFA for fixation and incubated at 37 °C for 10 

min. Fixed PBMCs were transferred to a 96-well plate with V-bottom and mixed with 

1x PBS at a ratio of 1:1. Optional, one washing step was performed. Therefore, the 96-

well plate was spun down at 400 xg for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded and 

200 µL 1x PBS was added to each well. Plates were measured using the Attune NxT 

Acoustic Focusing Cytometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA).  

 

6.2.2 Protein Biochemical Methods 

6.2.2.1 Preparation of whole cell extracts 

To prepare whole cell extracts for analysis of expression of different target proteins 

on endogenous or overexpressed level, cells were lysed in RIPA lysis buffer containing 

1 mM DTT and 1 mM AEBSF. About 1 x 106 cells were resuspended in 250 µL RIPA 

lysis buffer by pipetting up and down and incubated for 20 min on ice. To clear lysates, 

centrifugation at full speed for 20 min at 4 °C was performed and supernatants were 

transferred to a new cup. Lysates were supplemented with SDS sample buffer or used 

for Immunoprecipitation (IP) or RNA-IP (6.2.2.2, 6.2.2.3).  

Concentration of lysates was determined by Bradford using Roti®Quant 5x 

Concentrate (Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). In short, 1 µL of lysate was mixed 

with 1 mL of 1x Roti®Quant solution and absorbance was measured at 595 nm. 

Samples were then diluted in equal concentrations, mixed with 1x SDS sample buffer 

and loaded on SDS-PAGE followed by Western Blot analysis (6.2.2.6). 

 

6.2.2.2 Immunoprecipitation (IP) 

HEK 293T cells were transfected with plasmids for 2 days on 15 cm plates (6.2.3.2). 

Based on the further use, cells or cell culture supernatants were harvested. Cell lysates 

were prepared as described above (6.2.2.1) and supernatants were centrifuged at 

500 xg for approximately 30 min at 4 °C. 50 µL of FLAG-M2 beads (Sigma-Aldrich, 
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Steinheim, Germany), Protein-G or nProtein A - Sepharose 4 Fast Flow Beads (Cytiva, 

Marlborough, USA) were washed 3x with 1x PBS before incubation with supernatants 

and 2x with 1x PBS and 1x with RIPA lysis Buffer prior to incubation with cell lysates. 

After the second washing step, beads were transferred to new cups. Subsequently, 

beads were incubated with cell lysates or cell culture supernatants for 2-3 h at 4 °C on 

a turning wheel. After three washings steps with IP wash buffer, beads were 

transferred to a new cup and washed once with PBS. All centrifugation steps with 

beads were performed at 1000 xg for 1:30 min at 4 °C. Elution was performed with 

50 µL 2,5x SDS loading buffer or in case of further use of the enriched protein with 

elution buffer as described below (6.2.2.4). 

 

6.2.2.3 RNA-Immunoprecipitation (RNA-IP) 

Transfected HEK 293T cells were harvested 2 days after transfection with calcium 

phosphate (6.2.3.2). Cells were lysed in 1 mL IP lysis buffer per 15 cm plate, incubated 

for 20 min on ice and then spun down at full speed for 20 min at 4 °C. Two aliquots of 

50 µL of the lysate were collected. One aliquot was mixed with 5x SDS sample buffer 

for Western Blot analysis and the other aliquot was used for RNA extraction. For each 

IP sample, 50 µL of the α-FLAG-M2 beads (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) were 

used per 15 cm plate and prepared by washing 3x with IP lysis buffer using 

centrifugation at 1000 xg for 2 min at 4 °C. Beads were transferred to a new cup after 

the second washing step. The cell lysate was added to the beads and incubation was 

performed for 2-3 h at 4 °C rotating. Afterwards, beads were washed three times with 

RNA-IP Wash Buffer. With the last washing step, beads were split in two cups. 100 µL 

IP-beads were mixed with 2,5x SDS sample buffer for Western Blot (6.2.2.6) and 900 

µL IP-beads were used for RNA extraction. RNA extraction was performed with TRIzol 

reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) as described previously (6.2.1.2.1). 150 

µL TRIzol reagent were used for 50 µL input sample and 500 µL was added to 900 µL 

IP-beads. RNA pellets were dissolved and 8 µL water. 1 µg of the input sample and the 

whole volume of the IP sample were first DNaseI digested and then used for cDNA 

synthesis (6.2.1.3.1) followed by qPCR (6.2.1.3.2).  
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6.2.2.4 Batch purification of proteins 

For batch purification of adhesion molecule hICAM-1-Fc, the supernatant of 

transiently transfected HEK 293T cells 48 h after transfection (6.2.3.2) or the 

supernatant of stable T-REx-hICAM-1-Fc cell line induced for 72 h with 1 µg/mL 

Tetracycline was collected. To 50 mL supernatant, 2 mM DTT and 50 µL of prepared 

nProtein A - Sepharose 4 Fast Flow Beads (Cytiva, Marlborough, USA) were added and 

samples were incubated for 2-3 h at 4 °C rotating. Beads were prepared by washing 

3x with 1x PBS before adding to the supernatant. After incubation, beads were washed 

3x with IP wash buffer containing 2 mM DTT, transferred to a new cup and again 

washed once with 1x PBS. Elution was performed acidic with 0,1 M Glycine pH 3,0 for 

5 min at RT shaking at 750 rpm. The elution fractions were neutralized with 5 µL 1 M 

Tris-HCl pH 9,5 per 100 µL eluate. All centrifugation steps with beads were performed 

at 1000 xg, 4 °C for 1:30 min. After validating the success of the batch purification on 

a SDS-PAGE (6.2.2.6), fractions containing the protein were pooled and concentrated 

to a final volume of 400 – 500 µL with a Filter-PES Vivaspin Concentrator MWCO 

50 kDa (Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). Concentrated sample was centrifuged for at 

full speed at 4 °C for 2 min and further purified via Size Exclusion Chromatography 

(SEC) as described below (6.2.2.5).  

 

6.2.2.5 Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 

As final purification step after batch purification, a gel filtration column packed with 

Superdex 200 resin (Cytiva, Marlborough, USA) was loaded with the concentrated 

protein. The column was equilibrated with 1x PBS prior to loading of the sample. The 

run was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, setting the flowrate 

at 0,5 mL/ min with a high pressure of 1,5 MPa. Fractions of 600 µL volume were 

collected. After checking on a SDS-PAGE, fractions containing the recombinant protein 

were pooled and concentrated with Filter-PES Vivaspin Concentrator MWCO 10 kDa 

(Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). Purified protein was stored in 50 % glycerol at – 80 

°C. 
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6.2.2.6 SDS-PAGE and Western Blot 

SDS-PAGE gels were prepared with a 5 % stacking gel and a 10 % separation gel and 

stored at 4 °C until use. Prior to loading, samples were mixed with 5x SDS loading 

buffer and heated for 5 min at 95 °C. The run was performed in SDS running buffer at 

180 V for until running front reached the end of the gel. Gels were either stained in 

Coomassie staining solution for 1h at RT or blotted onto a Hybond-ECL membrane 

(GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) using Towbin blotting buffer for approximately 1 

min per kDa, 2 mA per cm2 membrane size and maximum 25 V.  

Coomassie stained gels were destained with Coomassie destaining solution for 

several hours at RT or o/n at 4 °C.  

After Western blotting, the membranes were blocked with Western Blot blocking 

buffer at RT shaking for 1 h and incubated with primary antibodies diluted in Western 

Blot blocking buffer o/n at 4 °C shaking. After three washing steps for around 10 min 

with TBS-T, membranes were incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in 

Western Blot blocking buffer for 1h at RT shaking. Three washing steps for 10 min 

with TBS-T were performed and membranes were detected at the Odyssey Infrared 

Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, USA). 

 

6.2.3 Cell Biological Methods 

6.2.3.1 Cultivation of mammalian cells 

All cells were cultivated at 37 °C in a humified chamber with ait atmosphere and 

addition of 5 % CO2. Melanoma cell lines A 375, Mel-HO and SK-MEL-28 were grown 

in special Dulbecco’s modified eagle media (DMEM) without pyruvate (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA) supplemented with 10 % Fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma-

Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) and 1 % Penicillin/Streptavidin (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Steinheim, Germany). The HSB-2 suspension cell line was grown in RPMI complete 

media (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) supplemented with 10 % FBS. All other 

cell lines listed in Table 6-7 were cultivated in normal DMEM with 10 % FBS and 1 % 

Penicillin/ Streptavidin.  
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Every two to three days, cells were passaged and splitted. For adherent cell lines, cells 

were washed once with 1x PBS and treated with 1- 2- mL Trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Steinheim, Germany) to detach the cells. Trypsination was stopped by adding new 

media. The cell suspension was partially transferred to a new sterile plate. Suspension 

cells were counted using CASY Cell Counter & Analyzer and diluted to the desired 

densities with fresh RPMI media in new T75 flasks.  

 

6.2.3.2 Cell transfection with Calcium phosphate 

For overexpression of plasmids in HEK 293T cells on a 15 cm plate, 10 µg plasmid 

DNA were mixed with 123 µL 2 M CaCl2 and filled up to 1 mL with H2O. To the mix, 2x 

HEPES was added dropwise in a ratio of 1:1 while vortexing. After approximately 10 

min incubation at RT, 2 mL of transfection mix were added dropwise to the plate. Cells 

were incubated at 37 °C and 5 % CO2 for 2 days.  

 

6.2.3.3 Cell transfection with Lipofectamine2000 / 3000  

For transfection of cancer cells with plasmids, the Lipofectamine 2000 or 

Lipofectamine 3000 reagents (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) were used according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were seeded 24 h prior transfection to reach 

approximately 80 % confluency on day of transfection in media without antibiotics. 

Success of transfection was checked via Western Blot (6.2.2.6) or qPCR (6.2.1.3.2). 

Using Lipofectamine 2000 for transfection of a 6 well, tow mixes were prepared. Mix 

A was containing 125 µL Opti-MEM™ media mixed with 2,5 µg DNA and Mix B was 

consisting of 125 µL Opti-MEM™ and 5 µL Lipofectamine 2000 reagent. Both mixes 

were shortly mixed by vortexing and incubated 5 min at RT. Afterwards, Mix A and 

Mix B were combined in a 1:1 ratio, shortly vortexed and incubated additional 20 min 

at RT. 250 µL transfection mix was added dropwise to the seeded cells which were 

then incubated for 2 to 4 days at 37 °C and 5 % CO2.  

Transfection using Lipofectamine 3000 reagent was performed similar to the 

transfection just described. Two mixes were prepared with mix A containing 2,5 µg 

DNA, 5 µL P3000 and 125 µL Opti-MEM™ and mix B containing 125 µL Opti-MEM™ 
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and 7,5 µL Lipofectamine 3000. After mixing and incubation of 5 min at RT separately, 

mix A and B were combined in a 1:1 ration, mixed by vortexing and incubated for 20 

min at RT. 250 µL transfection mix was added to the seeded cells, which were 

harvested 2 to 4 days at 37 °C and 5 % CO2 after.  

 

6.2.3.4 siRNA Knockdown with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX 

For transfection of siPOOLs, Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 

USA) was used according to the protocol provided by siTOOLs Biotech GmbH 

(Planegg, Germany). For a 6 well, tow mixes were prepared with mix A containing 210 

µL Opti-MEM™ and 40 µL of siPOOL with a concentration of 150 nM and mix B 

consisting of 246 µL Opti-MEM™ and 4 µL RNAiMAX reagent. After vortexing, mix A 

and B were combined, mixed by vortexing and incubated for 5 min at RT. 500 µL of 

the transfection mix were transferred to the bottom of the 6 well and 1,5 mL of cell 

suspension was added. Cells were incubated 1 to 4 days at 37 °C and 5 % CO2 until 

harvesting. Knockdown efficiency was determined with qPCR (6.2.1.3.2). 

 

6.2.3.5 Generation of stable cell lines 

For generation of stable Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 cell lines, cells were seeded 24 h prior 

transfection in a 24 well in media without Zeocin and Blasticidin (Life Technologies, 

Carlsbad, USA) to reach a density of approximately 70 % on day of transfection. Cells 

were cotransfected with pOG44 and pcDNA5-FRT/TO in a 9:1 ratio using 

Lipofectamine 2000 reagent. 24 h after transfection media was changed and after 48 

h cells were splitted to a 10 cm dish for selection using media containing 15 µg/mL 

Blasticidin and 100 µg/mL Hygromycin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA). Clones 

were picked two weeks later and tested zeocin sensitivity, inducibility and expression 

levels. Expression was induced using 1 µg/ mL Tetracycline or Doxycycline (Sigma-

Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) for 24 h up to 72 h. Stable clones were cultivated in 

selection medium at 37 °C and 5 % CO2.  
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6.2.3.6 PBMCs isolation from whole blood  

For the extraction of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), whole blood 

samples were mixes 1:1 with 1x PBS and mixed by resuspending. 11 mL of the diluted 

blood were loaded carefully on 4 mL of Roti®Sep 1077 human CELLPURE® (Carl 

Roth GmbH & Co.KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) without disturbing the density gradient. 

Centrifugation was performed at 1200 xg for at least 20 min with slow acceleration 

and without deceleration. Of the four appearing phases, the third, cloudy one was 

transferred to a new cup. PBMCs were washed twice with 1x PBS via centrifugation 

firstly at 300 xg for 7 min and secondly 200 xg for 10 min. Cells were resuspended in 

RPMI medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) supplemented with 10 % 

FBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) and 1 % Penicillin/Streptavidin (Sigma-

Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) at a density of 1*106/ mL and cultured at 37 °C in a 

humified chamber with ait atmosphere and addition of 5 % CO2. Cultivation was not 

extended over 2 days.  
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7.3  List of Abbreviations 

3’FL CTNNB1 full length 3’UTR 
3’SP CTNNB1 short 3’UTR splice variant  
ADMIDAS adjacent to metal ion – dependent adhesion site 
Ago2 Argonaute 2 
APA Alternative polyadenylation 
APCs Antigen presenting cells 
ASO Antisense oligonucleotide 
BSA Albumin Fraction V 
CAMs Cell adhesion molecules 
CAR-T Chimeric antigen receptor T cell 
CCL4 CC-chemokine ligand 4 
CCL5 CC-chemokine ligand 5 
CCL9 CC-chemokine ligand 9 
CCL21 CC-chemokine ligand 21 
CTLA-4 cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4 
CRC Colorectal cancer 
CXCL10 CXC-chemokine ligand 10 
CXCL11 CXC-chemokine ligand 11 
CXCL12 CXC-chemokine ligand 12 
CXCL13 CXC-chemokine ligand 13 
CXCR1 CXC-chemokine receptor 1 
CXCR2 CXC-chemokine receptor 2 
DAMPs Damage-associated molecular patterns 
DCs Dendritic cells 
DGCR8 DiGeorge critical region 8 
DMEM Dulbecco’s modified eagle media 
DOC Sodium deoxycholate 
dsRNAs double-stranded RNAs 
eIF4E eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E 
ELISA Enzyme-linked immunoborbent Assay 
ESL1 E-selectin ligand 1  
EtBr Ethidiumbromide 
EtOH Ethanol 
F/HA Flag/HA tag  
FACS fluorescence activated cell sorting 
FBS Fetal bovine serum 
FDA US Food and Drug Administration 
FIR FUSE-binding protein-interacting repressor  
GAG glycosaminoglycan 
GBE1 glycogen branching enzyme 
h Hour 
hDF Human dermal fibroblasts 
hICAM-1-Fc Human ICAM-1-Fc protein 
ICAM-1 Intracellular adhesion molecule 1  
ICI Immune checkpoint inhibitors 
ICP immune checkpoint 
IDO indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase 
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Ig Immunoglobulin 
IL-6 Interleukin-6 
IL-8 Interleukin-8 
IL-10 Interleukin-10 
IL-1β interleukin 1 β  
I-EGF integrin epidermal growth-factor-like 
IP Immunoprecipitation 
IVT In vitro transcription 
kDa Kilo Dalton 
LFA-1 Lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 
LIMBS ligand-induced metal-binding site 
LNPs lipid nanoparticles 
MAC-1 macrophage-1 antigen 
MDSCs Myleoid-derived suppressor cells 
MeOH Methanol 
MFI Mean fluorescence intensity 
MHC  Major histocompatibility complex  
MIDAS metal ion – dependent adhesion site 
Min Minute 
miRNA miRNA 
mRNA messenger RNA 
MWCO Molecular weight cut off 
NaN3 Sodium azide 
ncRNA noncoding RNA 
NES Nuclear export signal 
NF-κB κ-light chain of enhancer-activated B cells 
NK Natural killer 
NMD non-sense mediated mRNA decay 
nt Nucleotides 
o/n Overnight 
OE overexpression 
ORF Open reading frame 
PAF platelet activating factor 
PAMPs Pathogen-associated molecular patterns 
PBMCs peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
PBS Phosphate buffered saline 
PCR  Polymerase Chain Reaction 
PD-1 Programmed cell death 1 
PECAM1 platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 
PI3K Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase 
PMA Phorbol myristate actetate 
PSI plexin/semaphorin/integrin 
PNK T4 Polynucleotide Kinase 
pre-miRNAs precursor miRNAs 
pri-miRNAs primary miRNAs  
PSGL1 P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 
PTM post-translational modifications 
PUF60 Poly(U) binding splicing factor 60 
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qPCR quantitative real-time PCR  
RBDs RNA-binding domains 
RIAM Rap1-interacting adaptor molecule 
RISC RNA-induced silencing complex 
RNA-IP RNA-Immunoprecipitation 
RNase Ribonuclease 
RNP ribonucleoprotein 
RT Room temperature 
Sec Second 
SEC Size exclusion chromatography 
si RNAi knockdown 
siCtrl scrambled siRNA control 
siRNA Silencing RNA 
snRNP small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle  
ss single-stranded  
STAT3 Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 
TAE Tris/Actetate/EDTA buffer 
TBE Tris/Borate/EDTA buffer 
TBS Tris buffered saline 
TCR T cell receptor 
TCR Human CD3/CD28/CD2 T cell Activator 
TECs Tumour endothelial cells 
TGFβ transforming growth factor β  
TMB Tumour mutational burden 
TME Tumour microenvironment 
TNF tumour necrosis factor  
UTR Untranslated region 
VCAM-1 vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 
VLA-4 very late activation antigen-4 
WT Wildtype 
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